LOUDSPEAKERS: THE INSIDE STORY

SUBWOOFER/SATELLITES
Today's Solutions to the Bass-vs-Space Problem

TEST REPORTS
Pioneer Elite CD Player
Bose Speaker System
Teac Tape Deck
B·I·C Speaker System
What am I looking at?
A hubcap from the Stealth Bomber?
Buckminster Fuller’s geodesic belt buckle?

No. What you see here is forty years of tradition pushing the last instant of technology. Introducing XPL: the first speaker to marry the 3-inch titanium mid-range pictured here to the high-frequency titanium driver that’s not. The accuracy of the XPL extends to 27 kHz. Meanwhile, the ribbed dome and diamond surround combine to withstand forces over 1,000 G’s. Transient details so often blurred in some other diaphragms are routinely reproduced by this remarkable tandem.

The crossover network in the XPL costs more than some systems: Low-loss, high-current bypass capacitors. Low distortion inductors. Gold-plated connectors.

Breakthrough follows breakthrough. The XPL’s stepped baffle aligns the low, mid and high-range signals. This enables the sound from each driver to arrive at the listener’s ear at precisely the same time. The enclosure? It’s designed to produce no sound of its own. Thanks to a rounded back and non-parallel sides, it breaks out of the box. Subtracts the internal standing waves associated with it. And the black lacquer finish does a perfect imitation of a concert grand.

Audition XPL at your favorite stereophile store soon. Your turntable will thank you. Your CD collection will thank you. Above all, your ears will thank you.

JBL
Harman International Company
240 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, New York 11797
8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, California 91329
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The performance begins, and the crowd starts swingin' to a sound that's powerful, dynamic and expressive. The instrument that brings performance to life is the Optimus® STAV-3200 stereo audio/video receiver.

You get 100 watts of pure power per channel for music that's alive with energy. Dolby Surround™ brings you dramatic "3-dimensional" movie theater presence, and Hall effect recreates the ambience of the concert venue. There's even a motor-driven master volume control and a wireless remote.

The Optimus brand is designed, crafted and tested to the highest quality standards in consumer electronics. It's technology that performs for you.

Hear it today.
Cover
The Boston Acoustics SubSat Six and Bose Acoustimass 5 Series II three-piece systems and the Polk Audio SRS-3.1 tower are some of today's exciting loudspeaker options. See articles on pages 40 and 45 and test report on page 32.
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Introducing the New Bose® Acoustimass®-5 Series II Speaker System.

The part you see.

The part you don't see.

Three acoustic masses provide 36dB/octave acoustic crossover rolloff!
Benefit: Soundstage determined by cube speakers. Complete freedom to hide the bass module anywhere in your room.

New elliptical toroid conduit for the radiating air mass provides for laminar airflow.
Benefit: No audible noise caused by turbulence, even at high loudness levels.

Three acoustic compression chambers.
Benefit: Reduced cone motion providing virtual elimination of audible distortion.

New system protection circuit.
Benefit: More system protection at high output volumes. Increased reliability.

Your eyes won't believe your ears.

When you place an Acoustimass-5 speaker system in your home, all you see are two tiny cube speaker arrays (shown left). You can easily hide the compact bass module (lower left) anywhere in the room, out of view.

You may find it difficult to believe the small size because of what you hear: sound so spacious and lifelike, it approaches the realism of a live performance.

The cube speaker arrays feature Bose Direct/Reflecting® speaker technology. They can re-create a natural balance of reflected and direct sound that conventional speakers cannot match. Rotate the arrays to cause big rooms to sound more intimate, or small rooms more spacious. You can listen from almost anywhere in the room and still hear full stereo. All the music, even the lowest bass notes, appears to come from the small cubes, regardless of where the bass module is hidden.

The Acoustimass bass module contains technology unlike that of any conventional speaker. It launches sound into the room by an air mass, rather than directly from a vibrating surface. Some benefits of this patented Bose technology are shown in the pictorial on the lower left.

Compare the sound to conventional speakers costing far more.

The best way to appreciate the benefits of this technology is to ask your dealer to demonstrate it side by side with conventional speakers costing far more. For more information about Bose products, and names of Bose dealers near you, call toll-free;

1-800-444-BOSE Ext. 27
USA 8:30AM-9:00PM (ET) FAX 508-872-9657
Canada 1-800-465-BOSE 9:00AM-5:00PM

Better sound through research.

©1991 Bose Corporation
Royalty Compromise
The Electronic Industries Association, the Recording Industry Association of America, and the Copyright Coalition of songwriters and music publishers agreed in July to seek legislation that clarifies the legality of home audio recording for private, noncommercial use. The proposed legislation would impose royalties, based on manufacturers' prices to dealers, of 2 percent on consumer digital audio recorders and 3 percent on blank digital media. The royalties would be collected from manufacturers and importers and distributed to music creators and copyright owners on the basis of record sales and airplay. In addition, the legislation would require consumer digital recorders to include the Serial Copy Management System, which limits digital copying of commercial recordings to a single generation.

"We have always believed and still do believe that consumers have the right to record for their own personal use," said Gary Shapiro, vice president of EIA/CEG, "but a legislative compromise may facilitate the access of consumers to emerging digital technologies. It is time for this digital recording stalemate to be broken."

As a result of the accord, a pending class-action lawsuit brought against Sony for copyright infringement resulting from its sale of DAT recorders was "dismissed without prejudice" at the request of the plaintiffs, the National Music Publishers Association.

Design Awards
A 20-inch RCA color TV set with remote control was a

Music Notes
BMG Classics has reissued on RCA CD's several recordings by the Japanese synthesizer artist Isao Tomita, a grandfather of New Age music. Among them are Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition, Stravinsky's Firebird, and "Kosmos." All have been digitally remastered and encoded with the Dolby Surround system. . . . Pearl has issued a CD of vintage recordings from the 1930's, "Koussevitzky Conducts American Music." . . . Denon has released the first classical performance it has recorded in the United States, Mozart's Requiem by Davis, Hadley and the Royal Philharmonic under Davis. It is scheduled for fall release.

Equipment Notes
The Luxman RV-371 receiver ($1,400) has Dolby Pro Logic surround circuitry and a five-channel amplifier. . . . Kenwood's new KA-V9500 five-channel audio/video receiver ($1,500) offers six ambience modes, Dolby Pro Logic, and inputs for twelve source components. . . . Boston Acoustics offers a $900 surround-sound version of its SubSat 6 system, called the T6, that includes five satellites and a bass module.

Classical Crossover
The ex-Beatle Paul McCartney, forty-nine, was commissioned by the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic to write a large composition for its 150th anniversary. In collaboration with the American composer/conductor Carl Davis, McCartney produced Liverpool Oratorio, a large-scale, 1 1/2-hour work for soloists, boy choir, chorus, and orchestra. The audience at the world premiere in Liverpool in June gave it a standing ovation, but the response from critics was guarded and mixed. The Times of London called it "a worthy, sincere endeavor," and the New York Times commented on its coherence, McCartney's gift for melody, and various "lovely touches." EMI recorded it with the premiere forces, including the soloists Kiri Te Kanawa and Jerry Hadley and the Royal Philharmonic under Davis. It is scheduled for fall release.

Tape Athletics
TDK is sponsoring the Third International Amateur Athletic Federation Congress and World Championships in Athletics in Tokyo, Japan, from August 23 through September 1. The competition, which is also known as "Tokyo '91," will bring together about 1,200 athletes from 182 countries. More than 120 television networks will cover the championships, which will be seen by an estimated three billion TV viewers around the world. In the U.S., highlights of the events will be broadcast by NBC-TV.
Learn to play Bach

It may have taken a musical genius to write the Toccata and Fugue in D Minor, but it shouldn't take a technical genius to play it.

Or at least, that's the thinking behind the Mitsubishi M-C6010, the world's first CD changer with on-screen commands.

The way we see it, you shouldn't have to spend the best years of your life figuring out how to work your audio equipment. So we've put the directions right on the TV screen in front of you, in the form of menus that lead you through every function, step by step. And confirm what you're doing while you're doing it. There are menus that cover all the usual functions, like programming discs and recording them to tape.

And then there are menus for things that aren't usual at all. For instance, imagine being able to customize your CD library according

CD Menu
1 Program Magazine
2 Title Magazine
3 Record CD to Tape
4 Disc Sequence
5 Random Play
6 Intro Scan Time Set

Press number to select
Press MENU to exit menu

CD Magaz
Mag Tit
46 CHOPIN
47 BACH
48 HANDEL
49 STRAVIN
50 BARTOK

Use ADJUST t
Then press E
Press MENU f

The M-C6010 CD changer.
©1990 Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc. For the name of your authorized dealer, call (800) 527-8888 ext. 145.
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to category. You name each magazine, and the next time you insert it into the changer, your title—"Sixties Classics" or "Elevator Greats"—will appear on the screen. Or if you feel like browsing, you can call up the names of every magazine in your library with a quick flick of the remote control.

As a piece of video equipment, our CD changer is pretty impressive. But we could hardly expect you to buy it on looks alone, so we gave it all the technology any right-minded audiophile would insist on. Dual 18-bit linear D/A converters. 8-times oversampling during the filtering process. And digital de-emphasis, a special circuit for accurate playback of the high frequencies present on compact discs.

Of course, the best way to get the most out of all this technology is to make it part of a Mitsubishi Home Theater System, so your audio and video components can work together as a cohesive unit. Everything in the system—from our big screen TVs and VCRs to our CD changer and Home Theater receiver—operates the same way and can be controlled by a single learning remote.

With all of this in mind, picking out your next CD changer should be as easy as playing "Chopsticks."
CD-I and Laserdisc

As a long-time leader in laser-optical technology, Pioneer Electronics shares Ken Pohlmann's enthusiasm for the CD-I (compact disc interactive) format that is now being developed. But his recent comparison of CD-I video quality with that of S-VHS (July "Signals"), coupled with his reference to movies being available on CD-I by mid-1992, is misleading.

The first major step for CD-I will be the establishment of an international standard. In the case of the laserdisc, which is the highest-quality audio and video laser-optical format on the market today, it took ten years for standardization. While MPEG-1, the Motion Picture Expert Group's full-motion video standard, is anticipated for enactment as an international standard in late 1992, it currently utilizes only one-fourth of the luminance and one-eighth of the chrominance resolution of today's NTSC television standard. Another important measure of resolution (detail) is the number of pixels. Under MPEG-1, the pixels number between 60,000 and 80,000, compared with 120,000 pixels in standard VHS and 240,000 in laserdisc.

The CD-I format has wonderful applications such as education, information, interactive games, etc., but at this stage it will not be able to deliver the experience of the laserdisc, which remains the reference standard for home-entertainment media.

Mike Fidler
Senior Vice President
Pioneer Electronics (USA)
Long Beach, CA

Having seen MPEG-1 compression in action, we agree that it will degrade full-motion video signals to a level inferior to that of standard VHS videotape playback and well below that of S-VHS or laserdisc playback, and CD-I will use MPEG-1 for full-motion video. We apologize for any misunderstanding on this point.

I found Ken Pohlmann's description of CD-I sound quality to be unclear. Will a CD-I disc of a movie have the same sound quality as a laserdisc of it?

Gregory Wray
Cincinnati, OH

Philips says that it will.

Maura O'Connell

Ron Givens's June review of Maura O'Connell's album "A Real Life Story" was a nice piece of music criticism, striking as it did at the "cult of the singer-songwriter." I hope O'Connell and others continue to show us fruitful collaborations between excellent singers and superior songwriters who can yield beautiful, thoughtful music.

One question, however: Mr. Givens says that this album is O'Connell's second solo effort, following "Helpless Heart." Where does that leave "Just in Time," her 1989 Philo/Rounder release?

David J. Burns
Spring Arbor, MI

"Just in Time" slipped our memories, but it's still available from Philo/Rounder.

Amplifier Sound

Brad Meyer's article about the sound of amplifiers ("The Amp/Speaker Interface") in the June issue is the best I've seen for a long time on the topic. Condendable work.

Dung Thi Do
Los Angeles, CA

CD Magic

As a technical consultant to Allsop, I would like to comment on Ken Pohlmann's July article on CD enhancement devices ("CD Magic"). He argues that "remarkably impressive technical performance is delivered by even modestly priced CD players" and concludes that most are immune to tweaking. The tests described in the article, however, were all conducted using an $800 Philips CD-80, which is well beyond the "modestly priced" category.

Unlike most of the mass-market players for which Allsop's products were designed, the Philips CD-80 features a die-cast transport for high vibration immunity, vibration-decoupling feet, and a particularly stable laser-tracking mechanism. I, too, would be underwhelmed by the results from using CD enhancement devices on the CD-80, but most people don't own $800 CD players.

With regard to Mr. Pohlmann's comments on the Allsop CD Plus Stabilizer, I would point out that a stabilized disc teeter-totters (like a warped record) less than an unstabilized one, and therefore peak corrective movements of the servo are reduced when tracking it. When the servo system tracks a disc that is not stable, it draws current irregularly from the CD player's power supply, which may cause modulation of the hum field, motor EMI/RF radiation, and ground currents. Once again, an $800 player will have built-in safeguards and should not fall prey to these gremlins. But with the
Vision, Sound and Time:

Redefined.

Proton offers you the deep satisfaction of a new, more graceful lifestyle. Savor it in the award-winning picture of our large screen monitor/receiver. Enjoy it wrapped in the rich, brilliant music of our 400 Series Audio Components. Discover it anew each morning with our new clock radio. Each design, carefully crafted, reflects the serene knowledge of a new perspective on pleasure.

For a free brochure and the name of your nearest Proton retailer, call 800-829-3444. Or write us at 5630 Cerritos Avenue, Cypress, CA 90630

Industrial Design of the Proton 400 Series and RS-325 Clock Radio: Reinhold Weiss Design, Chicago.
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vast majority of players Allsop's product has value.

MICHAEL KLASCO
Berkeley, CA

Ken Pohlmann replies: Vibration characteristics vary from player to player, but even low-price players successfully track discs under normal listening conditions. It is far more likely that a player is undergoing extraordinary vibration that stabilizers or isolators may play a role. Based on our tests, however, microphonics in the analog section appear to be a greater problem than mistracking of the pickup mechanism or servo errors.

Ken Pohlmann's "CD Magic" is just too much protestation. He in no measure disproved the existence of sonic improvements by the use of his "objective means." Nor did he prove by "objective means" that sonic improvements are the result of a placebo effect on the impressionable listener. Rather, he engaged in yet another attempt to "prove" that "bits is bits." He then, again, concludes that since "bits is bits," all bits sound alike.

STEPHEN BOSCH
Bala Cynwyd, PA

The tests reported in "CD Magic" were not designed to be definitive—only weak measurements that might support the claims made for the various products examined. In the case of the surface treatments, the results strongly suggest that there is no real audible benefit because there were no changes in the data read from the disc, which is the only mechanism by which such treatments could alter the sound. The placebo effect was brought up because it has been demonstrated to influence the judgments of even experienced listeners in uncontrolled listening tests.

There is more to the music produced by a CD player than bits and harmonic distortion. There is jitter in the digital bit stream to consider and account for, and that is exactly what many of the tweaks claim to affect.

Second, a green Sharpie pen is entirely different from the one product I'm aware of that's sold explicitly for treatment of the edges of CDs. The CD Stoplight and LaserGuide are a disc from the same manufacturer. It has been found to cause decomposition of the polycarbonate if it's left on for a month. At that price, questions about their effectiveness are academic.

ALAN WESTENBROEK
Columbia, MO

Jitter does cause distortion in digital-to-analog (D/A) conversion, but it is important to understand how it arises. Bits read from a CD accumulate in a small memory buffer from which they are clocked out at precise intervals to the decoding circuitry. Mechanically induced variations in the data rate are eliminated at this stage; any jitter seen by the conversion circuitry results solely from instabilities in the player's internal sampling-rate clock, which are very, very small and not linked to motion of the disc.

The original report that green ink on the edge of a CD affected its sound were based on the use of an ordinary marking pen like the one employred in our tests. At 30¢ per disc, $100 would treat slightly more than three hundred discs. The same money could buy six to ten CDs.

Animal Lovers

Please correct an absolutely false statement made in a letter printed in the July issue and signed "Name Withheld." The writer claimed that the chairman of People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA), Alex Pacheco, had "staged" a photograph he took in a Silver Spring, Maryland laboratory where he worked undercover for a month. The photograph, showing a monkey in a restraining device, was taken during a routine experiment.

Regarding the quote attributed to PETA's national director, Ingrid Newkirk, her full statement was: "When it comes to having a central nervous system and the ability to experience pain, hunger, and thirst, a rat is a pig is a dog is a boy." Anyone with a rudimentary understanding of science should concur that these animals can have similar feelings of physical discomfort.

CHRISTINE JACKSON
Senior Staff Writer, PETA
Washington, DC

Addendum

In last month's review of the Atlantic Technology Pattern Surround Home Theater System, we neglected to give the manufacturer's address: Atlantic Technology, Dept. SR, P.O. Box 9124, Norwood, MA 02062-9124.

Definitive Technology
Authorized Dealers

AZ: Audio Video Emporium: Tucson: Hi Fi Sales: Mesa
CA: Audio Concepts: Long Beach, San Gabriel
Creative Stereo: Santa Barbara, Ventura
CO: Listen Up: Denver: Boulder, Colorado: Springs
DC: Suburbis: Audio: Associates
GA: Stereo Video: Systems: Marietta: (Atlanta)
HI: Maui Audio Center: Kahului
IA: Hawkeye Audio: Iowa City
ID: Stereo Shoppe: Boise, Moscow
IN: Ovation Audio: Clarksville: Indianapolis
KS: Audio: Videos: Wichita
KY: Ovation Audio: Lexington, Louisville
LA: Alterman Audio: New Orleans
MN: Audio: Perfection: Minneapolis
MO: & M: Sound: Columbia: Primus: Audio: Kansas City: Sounds Central: St. Louis
NE: Custom: Electronics: Omaha, Lincoln
NM: West Coast: Sound: Albuquerque, Las Cruces, Santa Fe
OH: Audio: Craft: Akron, Cleveland, Toledo: Stereo: Lab: Columbus, Cincinnati
RI: Eastern Audio: No. Providence: Soundings: Middletown
SC: Dashboard: Stereo: Charleston
UT: Broadway: Music: Salt Lake: Stes: Bros: Logan
WI: Audio: Emporium: Milwaukee
Canada: Advance: Electronics: Winnipeg, Regina
CORA: Quebec City
Definitive's Astounding Bipolar BP 10 & BP 20 Are an Extraordinary Sonic Triumph.

"Definitive Technology has hit the bull's eye . . . truly outstanding."

Leading experts agree that Definitive Technology's revolutionary BP 10 and BP 20 are two of the world's finest loudspeakers and are sonically superior to systems which sell for many times their modest cost. These advanced technology bipolar (front and rear) radiating systems combine the lush spacious soundstaging, life-like depth-of-field, razor-sharp resolution and pinpoint 3-D imaging of the finest dipolar panel loudspeakers with extended (below 20 Hz) bass response, high efficiency, wide dynamic range and easy-to-position convenience.

"Perfect for musical reproduction and the finest home theatre systems."

Visit your nearest Definitive dealer and experience the dramatic sonic superiority of these truly extraordinary loudspeakers.

Definitive Technology
11005 Valley Heights Drive • Baltimore, Maryland 21207
Presenting The Distinctive Acoustics Of Seven Different Environments In One Distinctive CD Carousel Changer.
Why accept a machine that can only change your discs, when you can own one that will also change your acoustic environment? Introducing the CDP-C87ES, a 5-disc carousel changer with Digital Signal Processing (DSP). Thanks to DSP equalization and DSP reverb, this remarkable CD Changer can actually replicate the acoustic environment appropriate for just about any music. So you can hear Haydn in a Hall, a chorale in a Church, and a Stratocaster in a Stadium. Which gives even the most familiar CD's a newfound richness of ambience and texture.

And once you choose the right environment for a CD, store it in the CDP-C87ES Custom File™ memory. The changer will then automatically recall your programmed environment every time you play that disc.

Sony engineers can count among their distinguished inventions the CD carousel, the CD player, even the CD itself. It's no surprise then, that the C87ES and its fellow DSP changers, the C77ES and C67ES also incorporate an advanced complementary HDLC™ converter system. It overcomes low-level non-linearity—the number one sonic shortcoming in CD players. So the sound of these changers is not only rich, it's refined.

Sony ES matches this technological enlightenment with an enlightened three-year limited warranty on parts and labor. See your authorized ES dealer for details. To find that dealer, call 201-930-7156 during East Coast business hours. And discover that in music at least, you really can improve the environment.

Buy either the Sony CDP-C87ES, C77ES, or C67ES between August 1 and October 31, 1991 and Sony will give you a boxed set of four glorious CD's to play on it. It's the Digital Masterpiece Collection, featuring the very best music from American Gramaphone, GRP, Telarc, and Windham Hill. This offer is only available from your authorized ES dealer, who can provide you with all the details.
Mitsubishi

Mitsubishi's M-T5010 dual-transport autoreverse cassette deck has a video output to display programming instructions on a TV set. A menu helps the user adjust and select all functions. Features include Dolby B and Dolby C noise reduction, Dolby HX Pro headroom extension, variable-length intro scan, blank-skip, and repeat and relay play. The deck has twin amorphous tape heads, a manual bias control, and a timer-standby switch. Price: $699. Mitsubishi, Dept. SR, 5757 Plaza Dr., Box 6007, Cypress, CA 90630-0007.

NAD

NAD's Model 5425 compact disc player incorporates MASH 1-bit digital-to-analog converter circuitry to reduce low-level distortion. It uses a low-inertia three-beam-laser-pickup/disc-drive subassembly to provide fast search speeds and "rock-stable" playback. Power supplies are separately filtered and regulated for the converter, the analog output circuits, and the servo controls. Operating features include sixteen-track random-access programming and bidirectional track skip. A remote control is included. Price: $299. Distributed by Lenbrook Industries Ltd., Dept. SR, 633 Granite Ct., Pickering, Ontario L1W 3K1, Canada.

Pointsource

The Pointsource Model 200 stereo power amplifier is rated at 200 watts per channel from 20 to 20,000 Hz with less than 0.1 percent total harmonic distortion. There is no current limiting, and the rated peak current capability is 40 amperes. The amplifier features a high-bias Class AB output stage, which is said to eliminate crossover distortion, dual-mono construction with independent 1-kVA power-supply transformers, and 1-percent-precision metal-film resistors and polypyrrole capacitors. There are no relays, switches, or mechanical contacts used anywhere in the signal chain. The five-way binding-post speaker connectors are gold-plated. Price: $795. Pointsource, Dept. SR, Box 788, Whit- ing, IN 46394.

Circle 120 on reader service card

Circle 121 on reader service card

Circle 122 on reader service card
YOU’VE LITERALLY NEVER SEEN OR HEARD ANYTHING LIKE IT.

IT PLAYS MOVIES, CONCERTS AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS ON LASERDISC WITH STUNNING PICTURE CLARITY AND CD SOUND.

IT ALSO LETS YOU PLAY AND PROGRAM FIVE CDs.

INTRODUCING THE WORLD’S FIRST 5-CD/LASERDISC PLAYER, THE CLD-M90 FROM PIONEER.

FIVE HOURS OF CDs. TWO HOURS OF LASERDISC. ZERO BOREDOM.

Call 1-800-421-1606, ext. 123, for the dealer nearest you.
NEW PRODUCTS

JBL

JBL's XPL160 loudspeaker has a 1-inch titanium-dome tweeter, a 3-inch titanium-dome midrange driver, and a 10-inch woofer with a tuned rear port. Frequency response is given as 40 to 25,000 Hz ±6 dB and sensitivity as 90 dB. Nominal impedance is 6 ohms. Low-loss, high-current bypass capacitors and low-distortion inductors in the crossover networks are said to insure smooth transitions between drivers (at 800 and 4,000 Hz). The cabinet's Neoprene finish and beveled edges are said to reduce diffraction, and its rounded back and nonparallel sides are designed to break up internal standing waves. Dimensions are 331/4 x 143/4 x 127/8 inches. Price: $1,249 each. JBL, Dept. SR, 240 Crossways Park W., Woodbury, NY 11797.

Circle 123 on reader service card

Bell' Oggetti

Bell'Oggetti's Model B-400 Piramide audio/video stand is made of heavy-gauge metal with tempered-glass shelves. Adjustable floor levelers are attached to the base. Dimensions are 29½ x 30 x 18½ inches, and weight is 48 pounds. The Piramide's frame is black, and the base is available in a red or gray high-impact finish. Price: $400. Bell'Oggetti International, Dept. SR, 711 Ginesi Dr., Morganville, NJ 07751.

Circle 126 on reader service card

Altec Lansing

The Altec Lansing AHT-2100 was designed to be used as the side speaker in a THX home-theater setup. Each speaker has two 4-inch front-firing woofers, four 3½-inch midrange drivers, and two ¼-inch polymide ferrofluid-cooled dome tweeters. The midranges and tweeters are at a 125-degree angle to eliminate localization of sound in the surround channel. Designed to be mounted in or on a wall, the speaker measures 153/8 x 101/2 x 6 inches. Price: $800 a pair. Altec Lansing, Dept. SR, Rts. 6 & 209, Milford, PA 18337.

Circle 124 on reader service card

Quasar

Quasar's LD500 combi-player features a 1-bit MASH digital-to-analog converter and a magnetic disc-clamping mechanism. The video section has a digital time-base corrector to reduce uneven coloring (horizontal line noise) and a three-line digital luminance and chrominance separation circuit to suppress streaking at color borders. The player has a shuttle ring on the front panel to help users find a desired point on a disc quickly and easily. Other features include an edit-guide function for recording CD's on cassette, intro scan, and twenty-track programming. The unit has standard and S-video outputs and comes with a remote control. Price: $650. Quasar, Dept. SR, 1325 Pratt Blvd., Elk Grove Village, IL 60007.

Circle 125 on reader service card
DISCS, DISCS, DISCS, DISCS! PICK ANY 8 CDs FOR A PENNY
PLUS A CHANCE TO GET ONE MORE CD—FREE!

complete details on other side
ANY 8 CDs FOR A PENNY

Sheena Easton—What Comes Naturally (MCA)
| 413-955 |
| ZZ Top—Recycler (Warner Bros.) | 418-491 |
| Ringo Starr—No Wire on the Moon (Capitol) | 411-587 |
| Ben E. King—Don't Let Me Be Lonely (Motown) | 414-578 |
| The Traveling Wilburys Vol. 3 (Warner Bros.) | 413-972 |

Send these 8 CDs for $1.

InX—'X' (Atlantic)
| 412-106 |
| INXS—Sexing the Rainbow (MCA) | 415-379 |
| INXS—X—an Xtra Innings (MCA) | 417-789 |
| INXS—Xtension (MCA) | 418-576 |
| INXS—Switch (MCA) | 418-989 |
| INXS—Live Live Live (MCA) | 419-789 |
| INXS—Freed (MCA) | 420-789 |

COLUMBIA HOUSE: Terre Haute, IN 47811-1129

Please accept my membership application under the terms outlined in this advertisement. I am enclosing check or money order for $5.18 (that's 1c for the 8 CDs indicated here, plus $185 for shipping and handling). I agree to buy six selections, at regular Club prices, in the next three years—and may cancel membership anytime after doing so.

My main musical interest is (check one) (But I may alter any choice from time to time)

A) Hard Rock
B) Soft Rock
C) Country
D) Country Western
E) Classical

Please return this card to

The Columbia House Company

38 E 57th Street
New York, NY 10022

Please print clearly:

Mr.
Mrs.
Address

City

State Zip

Do you have a VCR? (04) Yes No

Do you have a credit card? (03) Yes No

347/FF1

Note: We are not responsible for any return or cancel any membership. These offers not available in Munich, Charkow, /PP, Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, or for deliveries to foreign countries. Canadian residents, serviced from Toronto.

© 1991, The Columbia House Company

Columbia House, P.O. Box 1129, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1129

COLUMBIA HOUSE: Terre Haute, IN 47811

ANY 8 CDs FOR A PENNY

A CHANCE TO GET ONE MORE CD—FREE!

See details below.

Wilson Phillips (S/6K)
| 406-793 |
| Susanna Hoffs—When You're A Boy (Columbia) | 411-140 |
| Toto—Past To Present (1977-1990) (Columbia) | 411-371 |

ALL THIS JAZZ

George Benson—Big Boss Band Featuring The Count Basie Orchestra (Warner Bros.)
| 412-477 |
| The Crusaders—Healing The Wounds (GRP) | 419-952 |
| John Scofield—Meant To Be (Blue Note) | 418-149 |
| Kenny Garrett—Alcatra Exchange Student (Atlantic) | 413-731 |
| Billy Joel—The Japanese Front (Atlantic) | 416-396 |
| Pretenders—The Singles (Columbia) | 416-541 |
| Creedence Clearwater Revival—Green (Atlantic) | 419-276 |
| Mark Whitfield—The Markman (Warner Bros.) | 414-490 |
| Joe Sample—Ashes To Ashes (Warner Bros.) | 414-151 |
| Kenny Allred—Dream Come True (Atlantic) | 414-541 |
| Bobby McFerrin—Music Medicine (EMI) | 412-064 |
| David Benoit—Motown (GRP) | 411-751 |
| Branford Marsalis—Music From Mo' Better Blues (Columbia) | 410-938 |
| Welcome To The St. James Club—Featuring Russ Freeman (GRP) | 410-498 |

BASIA—London Warsaw (Atlantic) | 417-052 |
| Kenny G—Live (Arista) | 416-543 |
| Barbara Streisand—Cahl (Columbia) | 416-396 |
| Nellie Jackson—Rumors (Atlantic) | 416-297 |
| The Rippingtons—Welcome To The St. James Club—Featuring Russ Freeman (GRP) | 410-498 |

Chris Isaak—Heart Shaped World (Columbia)
| 407-510 |
| Anita Baker—Compositions (GRP) | 408-819 |
| Temple Of The Dog—Temple Of The Dog (Atlantic) | 408-989 |
| Martha Stewart—Incredible Years (Atlantic) | 408-576 |
| James Taylor—Deja Vu (Columbia) | 409-268 |
| The Rippingtons—Welcome To The St. James Club—Featuring Russ Freeman (GRP) | 410-498 |

R.E.M.—Out Of Time. Losing My Religion:
| 386-144 |
| Jimmy Page—The Rainmaker (Atlantic) | 412-389 |
| Robert Palmer—Addictions, Volume One (Island) | 400-937 |
| Sugar Ray—Strapped (ABC) | 416-863 |

Whitney Houston—I'm Your Baby Tonight (Arista)
| 417-716 |

George Michael—Let's Be Friends

Half-Price Bonus Plan.

R.E.M.—Out Of Time. Losing My Religion:
| 386-144 |

Send these 8 CDs for $1.

Extra Bonus Offer: Also send one more CD now, for which I am enclossing an additional $6.95.

and I'm entitled to get this extra CD FREE!
### Storzmor

Made of lightweight rolled steel, the Storzmor modular storage case is designed to hold as many as forty-six single-box CD's, seventy-five audio cassettes, or twenty-four video games. The case is mounted on a rotating base that can be removed for stacking (four screws for stacking are supplied). Dimensions are 10 1/2 x 5 1/2 x 10 1/2 inches. Finish is powder-coated paint. Price: $45. Storzmor, Dept. SR, 702 S. Third Ave., Marshalltown, IA 50158.

Circle 127 on reader service card

### Boston Acoustics

The Boston Acoustics PV300 subwoofer was designed to be mounted in a floor or ceiling and vented through a standard 2 x 12-inch air-conditioning register. The passive bandpass design is said to eliminate the need for a separate crossover or amplifier. Frequency response is rated as 45 to 140 Hz, sensitivity as 89 dB. Recommended amplifier power is 15 to 100 watts per channel, and nominal impedance is 4 ohms in mono, 8 ohms in stereo. The speaker comes with four L-brackets and a foam gasket for installation. Price: $400. Boston Acoustics, Dept. SR, 70 Broadway, Lynnfield, MA 01940.

Circle 129 on reader service card

### Sherwood

The Sherwood XM 700 car compact disc changer features a four-times-over-sampling digital filter and dual 16-bit digital-to-analog converters. The six-disc changer can be mounted vertically or horizontally and is designed to be used with the CMX-20 remote commander (not shown). The CMX-20 controls power switching, disc and track selection, programming of up to thirty tracks, and random play, play/stop, and time/pause functions. The complete XM 7000 changer system also includes an outboard module with line-level outputs and an RF modulator for connection to a head unit's FM antenna input. Price: $700 for complete system. Sherwood, Dept. SR, 14830 Aldondra Blvd., La Mirada, CA 90638.

Circle 128 on reader service card

### Progressive Designs

Progressive Designs' CDV 5000 storage cabinet holds 182 CD's, and its shelves can be adjusted for audio or video cassettes as well. The cabinet, made of solid oak and oak veneer, has a 1/4-inch tempered-glass door. The separately packaged base mounts with four supplied screws. Dimensions are 64 x 12 1/2 x 10 1/4 inches; total shipping weight is 85 pounds. The CDV 5000 is available in a medium-oak or black finish. It comes with a one-year warranty against defects in materials or workmanship. Price $359. Progressive Designs, Dept. SR, 61 E. Lake St., Northlake, IL 60164.

Circle 129 on reader service card

All product information is provided by the manufacturers and does not represent the results of tests or evaluations by STEREO REVIEW. Suggested retail prices were current as of press time but are subject to change without notice.
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Thin Cables

Q I recently upgraded my system with high-quality interconnects, and I noticed that the cable that came with my turntable is very thin. The dealer says the cable is fine, and I have no doubt that he is right, but why is thin wire acceptable with one component and not with others?

TERRENCE G. KOLTON
Wyandotte, MI

A Audiophiles disagree on the desirability of using exotic wire rather than the standard patch cables supplied with most components, but even the doubters will admit that the specialty cables seldom do any harm (except, perhaps, to the wallet). But the benefits of the expensive interconnects, if any, would not necessarily relate to their bulk. The main consideration for phone cables (and sometimes for long links between line-level components) is internal capacitance, which usually should be kept fairly low. If you’re still worried, however, it’s no big trick to detach the supplied wire from the turntable and replace it with another one.

Cleaning Vinyl

Q The LP cleaning devices I have tried don’t seem to have any effect on dirt ground into a record’s grooves, and I haven’t had much success with gently wiping such records either. Is there a particular device I should be using? Will it work with mild soap and water without harming the record?

ANTHONY D. BAKER
Arlington, VA

A In my experience, the more advanced cleaning systems (the best known is Discwasser, but there are others) are very effective in removing accumulated grime from a record’s grooves, although several applications are sometimes needed for really serious cases. Washing with soap should be avoided at all costs, as that is sure to gum up the fine undulations of the grooves. A very weak solution of dishwashing liquid and lukewarm water is sometimes effective with absolutely filthy discs, and it is often possible by this method to get one or two plays, enough to make a satisfactory tape of the material. But the technique may do irreparable damage to the vinyl and so should be used only as a last resort. I suspect, however, that what you are hearing is not dirt at all, although that was probably its cause originally. Playing a record with dirt in its grooves almost always damages the surface. Dust particles are actually little bits of stone, and the passage of the stylus tends to grind them into the soft vinyl surface. Later cleaning will do little to remove the audible effects of such damage. I have yet to meet the audiophile, however careful, who doesn’t have some examples of such hygienic lapses in his collection. But while good cleaning won’t undo the abuses of the past, it will minimize future problems, so it is an important part of the audio routine.

FM on a VCR

Q Someone once told me that a VCR could be programmed to tape FM broadcasts. Now that I would like to try such a recording, no one seems to know how to do it. Can it be done?

HENRY BASEDOW
Dublin, GA

A Easy! You can’t use the VCR’s internal tuner to do it, of course, because that only picks up the TV band. But if you feed the output from an FM tuner to the audio inputs of the VCR, the timer will record it just as it would a television picture. You’ll have to make sure that you leave the FM tuner on when you set things up, however, as a VCR’s timer usually can’t turn on any other components. And don’t forget to switch the VCR to its external inputs.

Headphone Isolation

Q When using my lawn tractor, which has a very loud motor, I wear over-the-ear hearing protectors, with a pair of earbud headphones inside, connected to my tape player. This works but is inconvenient. Is it possible to buy ear protection with audio capability built in?

JAY Bowers
Onalaska, WI

A Years ago, one prominent company did exactly what you suggest and used airport-style ear defenders as the shells for its headphones, achieving something like 40 dB of isolation from outside sounds. That outfit is now defunct, and the market preference has shifted largely to very light supra-aural (on-the-ear) phones that block practically no ambient sound. But closed phones do exist in considerable variety, and a pair of these should do what you want. The trouble is that some phones that look like they are sealed are in reality open at the rear, so some caution must be exercised in making a selection. And very few closed phones actually specify just how much they attenuate outside noises, so you will probably have to do quite a bit of listening before you find what you need. But persevere, such phones are available.

If you have a question about hi-fi, send it to Q&A, STEREO REVIEW, 1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019. Sorry, only questions chosen for publication can be answered.
Our speakers sound expensive...
The Expensive Sound of the Affordable Monitor Series

In 1972, Polk Audio created a new standard for high performance and affordability with the introduction of its original Monitor 7 loudspeaker. Audiogram Magazine said, "we were so impressed we could not believe the prices...they're a steal." Also referring to the Monitors, Musician Magazine said, "If you're shopping for stereo, our advice is not to buy speakers until you've heard the Polk's."

Today, Polk Audio furthers this tradition of offering state-of-the-art sound at affordable prices with its new Monitor Series 2 Loudspeakers. All of these affordable speakers have one thing in common—the unmistakable, exciting sound of Polk.

The original Polk Monitor 7 that started a sound revolution in 1972.

The compact Monitor 4 features an all new tweeter, the SL 1500 hemispherical, 1" soft dome driver. It delivers superb definition and smooth extended response, all resulting from Polk's exhaustive testing and computer-aided design analysis.

The performance of all the Monitor Series 2 Loudspeakers at high frequencies results in a sound that is easy to listen to, hour after hour, without fatigue. And their extremely wide dispersion characteristics greatly reduce the need for critical placement within your listening room.

Better Bass Than Ever Before

The Polk Monitors have always been recognized for their exciting bass performance. The Series 2 loudspeakers sound even better. Each low frequency system was redesigned to provide deeper, more realistic bass. The 4, 4.6 and 5jr+ have greater internal cabinet volumes than the previous models, clearly making them the biggest sounding bookshelf speakers available.

Moving up to the Monitors 5, 7, 10 and 12, the bass gets deeper and fuller, each being more capable of filling larger rooms with bass energy that you can feel as well as hear.

Expensive Sound, Affordable Price

Polk's High Performance at High Frequencies

Featured in the Monitor 4.6, 5jr+, 5, 7, 10 and 12, the SL 2500 makes a major contribution to the improved performance of the Monitor Series 2. Sharing much of the technology of the incomparable SL 3000 tweeter used in the Polk flagship SRS series, the SL 2500 is a highly refined, technically advanced driver.

The voice coil, wound around an aluminum voice coil former, is cooled by an exotic ULV (ultra-low viscosity) magnetic fluid which enables the SL 2500 to exceed normal listening levels without loss of performance or reliability. The resulting dynamic range is dramatic, indeed unique for speakers in this price range.
There's a Polk Monitor That's Right for You

Polk offers seven Monitor Series 2 loudspeakers ranging in size, performance, and price. All feature Polk's proprietary trilaminate polymer diaphragm midbass driver for excellent transient response and reduced midrange coloration. Starting with the Model 4, each subsequent Monitor Series 2 speaker gets larger, more efficient, handles more power, has greater dynamic range and delivers better bass response. They are an excellent choice for multiple speaker systems throughout your home.

Listen to the Next Generation of Monitors

Polk Audio started a sound revolution in the early 70s with its first Monitor 7 by offering state-of-the-art sound at a reasonable price. Today, after nearly two decades of refinement, research and development, Polk has introduced an entirely new series...the Monitor Series 2. You are invited to your nearest Polk Audio dealer for a demonstration of these remarkable new loudspeakers. You will hear the expensive sound of Polk...at very affordable prices.

You will hear the next generation of loudspeakers.

polkaudio

The Speaker Specialists

5601 Metro Drive
Baltimore, MD 21215 USA
(301) 358 - 3600

Where to buy Polk Speakers? For your nearest dealer, see page 102.
Things to Come

The semiannual Consumer Electronics Show (CES), held in January and June in Las Vegas and Chicago, respectively, is the industry's showplace for its latest products, ranging from watches and calculators to the most sophisticated audio and video components for the home. The editors of Stereo Review use the CES to plan our test-report schedule for the following months, since many products that appear at the show do not actually reach dealers' shelves for some time (a few never do).

For my part, I do not concentrate on specific products but prefer to look and listen in order to get an overall sense of the direction of new home hi-fi product development. Although I occasionally find a component that seems so far ahead of its predecessors or competitors that I am impelled to urge its selection for review, that is not my primary goal. For the most part, competitive products share more similarities than differences. I am more interested in the products of tomorrow, or the next several years, which should represent a distinct advance over today's. At this June's CES I saw several products—or rather, prototypes, since they are not yet in production and may not be available for a couple of years—that may indicate some future trends in video as well as audio applications.

At a Sony press conference, I saw a demonstration of a unified audio/video control system, called SIRCS-II (Sony Infrared Remote Control System II), that will be built into a wide range of Sony audio and video components now under development. It features interactive connections between components that provide almost total command of a system with, in most cases, one or two touches on a remote control or the front panel of the currently active component.

It is hardly possible to describe the operation of SIRCS-II in a few words, but it appears to solve the problem of human-to-system interface complexity that has been increasing, seemingly out of control, for a number of years. While SIRCS-II will be limited to Sony components, it is only reasonable to expect comparable, even if noncompatible, systems from other manufacturers to appear on the market as well. Indeed, some already have (JVC's CompuLink system, for example), though none yet appears to be quite as sophisticated as SIRCS-II.

The next prototype that Sony pulled from its bag of tricks was the Mini Disc (MD), yet another entry in the looming battle between digital recording formats. We have seen impressive miniaturization of CD players to create "personal portable" versions, and some of the DAT recorders now becoming available are similarly scaled down in size without sacrifice of performance. Last January, at the Winter CES, Philips created a stir with the Mini Disc (Digital Compact Cassette), also a nonproduct at this time, which was introduced as a strong contender for the market once expected to exist for the DAT format.

Now Sony has thrown its hat in the ring with the demonstration of palm-size prototypes of its revolutionary Mini Disc, a miniature optical digital disc system that is claimed to provide nearly the listening quality of a CD and essentially the same playing time, but with the advantage of being user-recordable.

The MD is 2 1/2 inches in diameter and is permanently mounted in a protective plastic case about 2 1/4 inches square; the resulting package looks like a 3 1/2-inch computer floppy disc that shrunk a little. Shielded from damage by a sliding metal cover like that of a computer disc, an MD can dispense with the CD jewel-box case. An identifying label can be affixed to its back surface.

Sony plans two versions of the MD hardware, one for playback only and the other with a recording capability. The apparent miracle of fitting the playing time of a 4 3/4-inch CD onto the 2 1/2-inch MD was performed by a data-compression system called ATRAC (Adaptive Transform Acoustic Coding). Making use of the characteristics of human hearing and the masking effects of complex program material, Sony's ATRAC apparently functions much like the Philips DCC compression system (PASC) to store about five times as much digital data on the disc as would otherwise be possible. In playback, the compressed data is restored to standard digital form, with a 44.1-kHz sampling rate and 16-bit linear PCM coding, and is processed by a digital-to-analog converter in the conventional manner.

The MD system actually uses two different forms of technology, a purely optical playback system compatible with current CD technology and a new magneto-optical system for recording. To make a magneto-optical recording, a polarizing magnetic field from a magnetic head on one side of the disc records digital data while a laser on the other side heats that portion of the disc to approximately 400°F to enable erasure of old data and recording of new.

To play commercially prerecorded MD's, a conventional laser pickup and photodiode combination senses the presence of pits on the disc surface, exactly as with a CD. To play back a magneto-optical recording, a low-

TESTED THIS MONTH

- Pioneer Elite PD-75 CD Player
- Bose Acoustimass 5 Series II Loudspeaker System
- Teac V-5000U Cassette Deck
- BIC Venturi V-820A Loudspeaker System
It's not just the technology; it's the application of the technology.

Denon's "Design Integrity" philosophy has always held that the way a technology is employed is as important as the technology itself.

To test this premise, Denon digital audio and studio recording engineers compare their own vast library of digital master tapes with the Compact Discs releases of the same material. This on-going listening and measurement research reveals that at present the finest CD quality can be obtained by the meticulous application of 20-bit digital-to-analog conversion.

Case in point: The DCD-2560 employs four separate DACs utilizing Denon's Lambda System Super Linear Converter technology to eliminate the zero-cross distortion and non-linearity that plagues conventional CD players, especially at low signal levels. Each Denon Super Linear Converter is factory hand-tuned for maximum resolution. In addition, Denon's unique half-sample interpolation system produces an effective 16x over-sampling rate to eliminate phase shift for a more accurate sound stage with true three-dimensional imaging.

20-bit SLCs enable Denon to offer Variable Pitch, which lets you compress recordings, tune your CD player to musical instruments, adjust tempo for dancing, create perfect segues while mixing, etc. Peak Search finds the point in a disc with the highest level to set recording levels most accurately. Auto Space inserts four second pauses between tracks to help locate selections. A Digital Fader fades recordings in and out while dubbing. Time Edit allows you to input the tape length you are using. Pick enhances this function by letting you rearrange the order of tracks for the best fit on the tape. Link extends the process over 2 CDs for longer tape lengths.

The critically-acclaimed Denon DCD-2560. A reaffirmation of one of life's oldest adages: It's not only whether you win the technology race, but also how you play the game.

Denon
The first name in digital audio.
This is what (○) sounds like.

(○) is the symbol for the Sound Retrieval System that lets you experience true 3-D audio realism from two ordinary loudspeakers. And now, this amazing technology is available for hi-fi, as well as home theater applications.

The new AK-100 will immediately upgrade your investment in your entertainment system. It's easy to install and is compatible with mono, stereo and even surround-type coded material.

As Len Feldman said in Video Review/March '91, "Perhaps the most effective stereo enhancement system, one that even simulates full surround sound."

To experience the uncanny realism of this new kind of sound is...well, uncanny. You can get up and walk around the room and the sound image doesn't change. You don't have to stay in the "sweet spot" nor surround yourself with numerous speakers.

As Len Feldman wrote in Radio Electronics, "The demonstration was so dramatic and effective that people couldn't help but look for additional hidden speakers." Ken Pohlmann in Stereo Review said "...the effect blew me away." Daniel Gravereaux, former president of the Audio Engineering Society said, "...knocked my socks off."

So forget expensive decoders and multi-speaker matrices. To restore 3-D audio realism, you don't need to discard your present hi-fi system or sacrifice a lot of living space for a room full of speakers. All you need is (○).

Hear (○) for yourself, today. Call HUGHES AUDIO PRODUCTS at 1-800-2-HEAR-3D.
power laser beam is focused on the MD's magnetic layer. The polarization of the reflected light is affected by the presence of a magnetic signal, and the direction of polarization is sensed by a pair of diodes and converted to an electrical signal.

Another novel feature of the MD system is the way it deals with shock and vibration, a chronic problem with portable CD players. A 1-megabit memory chip stores up to 3 seconds of digital information before it is processed into analog form (this is made practical by the 5:1 compression of the basic signal). Any dropouts or momentary interruptions caused by physical shock or another factor are automatically filled in from the 3-second reservoir of data, essentially eliminating audible dropouts.

Sony representatives demonstrated a prototype MD player briefly at CES, tossing it in the air and catching it while it was playing to show its immunity to physical interruptions. It appeared to cope with this treatment quite well, and its sound could have passed for "real CD" sound under the far-from-ideal conditions of the demonstration.

Presumably the MD system will reach the marketplace by late 1992. Given the likely appearance of the Philips DCC system earlier the same year, it appears that interesting times are in store for audiophiles.

Two other intriguing items at the show were novel in the audio field per se. One, also from Sony, was the Data Discman, a handheld functional equivalent of a CD-ROM player, computer, and LCD screen. It can retrieve data almost instantly from a library of text, graphics, or both, stored on an optical disc that, like the MD, is slightly smaller than a standard 3½-inch computer floppy disc.

The disc, known as the Electronic Book, uses a Sony standard that is based on existing CD-ROM standards. According to Sony, it would be easy to transfer existing libraries of CD-ROM data to Electronic Book discs. The Data Discman is able to search in a number of ways for any specified data, and it can be connected to an external video monitor or used with its own small, backlit LCD screen. A slightly less refined form of the Data Discman has been on sale in Japan for more than a year, but no date has been set for introduction of the newer version in the United States.

Finally, I was astounded when I dropped into the Sharp exhibit expecting to see the company's compact portable LCD video projectors, which have been available for several years. The portable projectors were indeed there, but they were completely overshadowed by a new high-definition TV (HDTV) LCD projector that created the most incredibly bright, sharp, and naturally colored wide-screen picture I have ever seen. The screen was perhaps 10 feet wide. Startled by the unexpected display, I felt that I had never seen a projected color motion picture, from either an optical or electronic source, with as much impact as this one.

Although Sharp's new projector is a real product, not a prototype, and is presumably available in Japan, don't rush out to buy one just yet. Aside from its bulk (considerable) and cost (if you have to ask how much, you can't afford it), there is likely to be a dearth of HDTV program material for some time. Still, it was obvious that video technology is moving ahead at an impressive pace.
The Big Klipsch Sound Is Now Small In Size And Price

You've always expected KLIPSCH to give you a big, dynamic sound. Yet KLIPSCH has never been known for making small speakers.

Well allow us to introduce the new KLIPSCH kg®. Here is absolute proof that big performance can come from a very small speaker system. The kg fills your listening room with the presence and dynamics of a live performance. Yet it's so small that it sits comfortably (and inconspicuously) on a bookshelf. Technology is the reason why.

The woofer cone, for example, is carbon graphite filled to set a new standard for bass quality and authority in a system of this size. The voice coil of this woofer is vented for increased power handling and effortless reproduction of dynamic musical passages.

The tweeter uses a special ferrofluid cooling system to give you increased output, power handling, dynamic range, and reliability.

And the elegantly-styled cabinet of the kg® is hand finished in your choice of genuine wood veneers to make this speaker as beautiful as the music it reproduces. In this price range, the cabinet of virtually every competitive system is wrapped with vinyl which merely imitates wood. The kg® gives you the real thing.

Yes, though quite small in size and price, the kg® is very big in performance and value. Your investment in this system will be a lasting one. Hear and see the new KLIPSCH kg® at your nearest KLIPSCH dealer.

To find him, look in the Yellow Pages. Or call toll free 1-800-395-4676.
TEST REPORTS

Pioneer Elite
PD-75 Compact Disc Player

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch-Houck Laboratories

Pioneer's top CD player, the PD-75, is a new addition to the company's Elite series of audio components. Like other Pioneer Elite products, the PD-75 is ruggedly built and tastefully styled, and it embodies a number of unusual electrical and mechanical design features that are claimed to provide a closer approach to ideal performance than has previously been available in a CD player.

For maximum isolation between the player's analog and digital sections, their power supplies (including power transformers) are completely separate. A new Pulse Flow 1-bit digital-to-analog (D/A) converter circuit developed by Pioneer is said to be simpler than the 1-bit systems used by other manufacturers and to exhibit lower noise and distortion and less phase shift.

The mechanical aspects of the PD-75 have received equal attention. The heavy steel chassis and cabinet, with a multilayered honeycomb-plastic base, is supported on large vibration-isolating feet. A unique Stable Platter drive mechanism is said to effectively eliminate disc wobble by firmly clamping the disc to a rotating turntable, with only a thin rubber pad separating the two. Unlike almost all other CD players, the PD-75 requires the disc to be inserted with the label side down; its drive motor, disc clamp, and laser pickup are located above the disc.

The rotating metal platter is supported on isolating springs from the frame of the drive mechanism. The Hall-effect motor has no brushes or other mechanical contacts associated with its rotor, and it provides approximately five times the starting torque of conventional CD player motors. Its highly rigid shaft, more than twice the diameter of those used in conventional motors, is claimed to provide a smoother, more constant disc rotation. The combined rotating mass, about three times that of conventional CD mechanisms, further enhances the smoothness of the disc rotation. The entire motor assembly is isolated from the drive frame on separate springs.

After a disc is loaded, the motor assembly descends to place its oversized clamer on the disc, exerting four times the force used in previous Pioneer players. Because of the support afforded by the Stable Platter disc drive, this added pressure can be applied without warping or otherwise affecting the disc. The principal benefit of the design is said to be the virtual elimination of disc wobble, which Pioneer says enables more accurate reading of the digital program information.

Pioneer claims another advantage as well: Any dust particles within the machine will be drawn by gravity away from the critical laser lens, rather than toward it as in more conventional designs.

Pioneer's laser measurements and FFT analysis comparing the rotation and vibration patterns of a CD in a conventional disc drive and in the Stable Platter disc drive clearly show a dramatic reduction of vibration fre-
The PD-75 is a highly versatile player, yet it is simple to operate. The disc drawer, in the lower center portion of the panel, extends at the touch of a button and retracts at a second touch after the disc has been loaded. Like the drawer button, the play and pause controls are large and well marked. The only other operating controls on the panel are the stop and track-skipping buttons. To the left of the disc drawer are three buttons that activate the digital and analog outputs on the rear apron (individually or together), switch the display on and off, and turn the power on and off.

Above the disc drawer is the display, which normally shows, in large orange numerals, the current track and index numbers and the elapsed time on the track. Other information, such as the status of programming and repeat modes, appears in small letters.

Most of the Pioneer PD-75's functions are accessible only from its infrared remote control. In addition to duplicating the few front-panel operating controls (including the drawer open/close button), the remote offers a two-speed fast-search function (with sound), index selection, random play, and repeat of the current track, entire disc, or selected sequence of tracks.

A numerical keypad on the remote control provides direct access to any track up to No. 99. Any or all tracks on a disc, to a maximum of twenty-four, can be programmed to play in any sequence. Pauses can also be programmed into the sequence so that playback will halt at desired points and resume when the pause button is pressed. Other buttons are used to check the programmed sequence and to clear the program memory. Unlike most other programmable CD players, the PD-75 has a nonvolatile memory that retains the program for as long as several days after power is removed and resumes playback from where it left off when the player is next turned on. The clear button on the remote, however, will permanently remove any or all programmed steps.

Finally, the TIME button steps the display from elapsed time on the current track to remaining time on the current track, remaining time on the disc, and total playback time on the disc. The PD-75 can also display the playing time of any track (up to No. 30) if you press the track-selector button in stop mode, and it can start play from any desired point on a track or disc reached by using the scanning buttons in stop mode.

The PD-75's rear apron has conventional analog audio outputs as well as both optical and coaxial digital outputs. There are also separate balanced analog outputs (using Cannon connectors) for professional recording and broadcast applications. A jack can connect the PD-75 to a compatible Pioneer cassette deck for synchronized recording, and another jack can connect the player to a Pioneer SR series amplifier so its remote control can operate the CD player as well.

The Pioneer PD-75 measures 18 inches wide (including the furnished woodgrain side panels), 14 inches deep (including the balanced-output rear extension to the chassis), and 5 1/2 inches high. It is finished in glossy black, with contrasting gold markings, and weighs 26 pounds. Price: $1,200.

**Lab Tests**

The maximum (0-dB) output voltage from the Pioneer PD-75 was 2.57 volts, slightly higher than the normal 2-volt standard. With most amplifiers, this poses no problem, although there are a few receivers whose electronic volume-control circuits could be overloaded by that much signal.

The player's frequency response was almost literally ruler-flat, within +0, -0.09 dB from below 20 Hz up to 20,000 Hz. Interchannel phase shift varied linearly from zero at 5 Hz to 1.1 degrees at 20,000 Hz. Channel separa-
"Quality is important to me and my customers. That's why I wear Jockey brand underwear. For style, fit and comfort. Just Jockey."

David Hauenstein
Account Sales Representative
Rockford, Michigan

"So Comfortable"

Jockey underwear is also available in boys' styles and sizes.

© 1991 Jockey International, Inc. Kenosha, WI 53140 USA
Jockey, So COMFORTABLE and Jockey figure are registered trademarks of Jockey International, Inc.
tion was excellent, varying from slightly more than 100 dB at 100 Hz to just slightly less than 100 dB at 20,000 Hz. Dynamic range (EIAJ) was 95.6 dB, and the internal emphasis-correction response error was less than 0.16 dB. Frequency error was a barely detectable +0.0008 percent.

Total harmonic distortion plus noise (THD + N) at 1,000 Hz was about 0.0035 percent at levels from 0 to −70 dB. At a 0-dB level, it was less than 0.004 percent from 20 to 20,000 Hz. We also measured the harmonic distortion alone (without noise) using the digital signal processing capability of our Audio Precision test equipment. At a 0-dB level, most harmonics from the third to the fifteenth were barely measurable, mostly around −100 dB, resulting in a THD reading of only 0.0023 percent (−92.7 dB).

Since the most striking performance advantage of a 1-bit D/A converter, compared with most conventional multibit converters, is excellent linearity at low signal levels, we measured the PD-75’s departure from an ideal output signal at recorded levels from −70 dB to −90 dB. At −70 dB, the error was essentially zero, and it reached a maximum of +0.3 dB at −80 dB; at −90 dB, the error was a mere 0.09 dB. These results, typical of good 1-bit converters, surpass those from nearly all conventional multibit converters.

The A-weighted noise level, referred to a 0-dB output, was −117.5 dB. The reading did not change when we shut off the display, which is often said to contribute significant noise to the audio output. A spectrum analysis of the noise also showed no difference over the 20- to 20,000-Hz range when the display was switched on and off.

The player’s laser tracking was extremely fast: It slewed from Track 1 to Track 15 of the Philips TS4 test disc in less than 1 second (too fast to measure with a stopwatch). Tracking ability was good though not exceptional. The PD-75 played the 1,000-micrometer signal interruption on the Pierre Verany #2 test disc with no audible mis-tracking and emitted only a single barely audible "tick" on the transition between the 1,250-micrometer and 1,500-micrometer interruptions. At the 2,000-micrometer interruption, the player clearly mistracked (as do virtually all others we have tested).

In view of Pioneer’s claims to having achieved a stable disc platform, we were curious to see how the PD-75 stood up under impact. On our test bench (a sturdy, heavy platform), it took a very hard slap on one side of the player to induce a momentary signal interruption. No amount of fist pounding on the top of the player caused any audible effect (I was limited only by concern for damage to the top plate or, worse yet, my wrist!).

Comments

Clearly, the Pioneer PD-75 is an exceptional CD player. Given the inherent performance capabilities of the CD system, it is often difficult to measure, let alone hear, the benefits of the design refinements incorporated in some of the top models. In all honesty, we could not positively identify any audible benefits of the PD-75’s special construction and circuitry, but it certainly sounded at least as good as any other player we have used.

There was no doubt about its bullet-proof construction, however. It is the first home CD player we have tested that could not be made to mistrack when we pounded on its top cover, even with unreasonable force, while it was sitting on a rigid, massive surface. When it was placed on a relatively flexible steel shelf, it could be made to mistrack with moderate blows, but the same applies to any other CD player we have used, no matter how immune to impact it was on the test bench.

The PD-75’s operating simplicity is one of its major attractions. There is no need to search through a panel full of buttons to enjoy the benefits of its versatility. Not all of its special features are obvious from the front panel (or even the remote control), but the manual is clear and complete.

By now, most audiophiles are well aware of the degree to which CD player measurements transcend those of many other audio components. Our measurements of the PD-75 further emphasize those differences. Without an impractical item-by-item comparison against test data from other players, we cannot say in which respects the PD-75 is “the best,” but few of its measurements were less than outstanding. And the more we used it, the more its versatility became apparent. The upside-down disc loading arrangement seemed strange at first, but it soon became perfectly natural.

We never had occasion to use either the balanced outputs or the digital outputs, but it would be hard to imagine any situation in which using the digital outputs and an outboard D/A converter would provide an improvement on the sound quality delivered by the player’s internal 1-bit converters. All in all, the Pioneer PD-75 is a handsome, versatile, and satisfying component. Truly “Elite”!
In 1986, Yamaha developed what many industry experts consider the most significant audio advancement since stereo. We're referring to Digital Soundfield Processing. Digital sampling of actual soundstages to recreate the same acoustic environments you once had to go out to enjoy.

Now this remarkable technology is available in an audio/video receiver. The one you see before you, Yamaha's new RX-V1050.

The RX-V1050 has four DSP settings, in fact. Concert Video, Mono Movie, Rock Concert and Concert Hall.

But what may ultimately be more exciting is something no other receiver can offer. Dolby* Pro Logic Enhanced. A technical feat which combines DSP and Digital Dolby Pro Logic.

An incredible enhancement which allows you to enjoy all the sonic information embedded in the movie soundtrack, as well as the acoustics of the theatre, all without leaving the house.

Under the hood, the RX-V1050 sports five power amplifiers—110-watt amplifiers for the left, right and center front channels, and 30-watt amplifiers for each of the rear effects channels.

A high-powered center channel combined with Yamaha's DSP and Digital Dolby Pro Logic enables Yamaha's RX-V1050 receiver to recreate the experience other receivers have promised, but have never quite delivered.

Stop by your nearest Yamaha dealer and hear the new RX-V1050 receiver. The best argument for staying home anyone's ever come up with.

YAMAHA

The only receiver that can make your home theatre sound as good as the original.
Bose Acoustimass 5
Series II Loudspeaker System

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch-Houck Laboratories

JUST over four years ago (April 1987), we reviewed the speaker system that sparked the subsequent explosion of "three-piece" speaker designs. The Bose Acoustimass 5, or AM-5, was not the first speaker system to use two small satellites and a separate bass module to provide maximum flexibility in placement with minimum visual impact, but it carried "invisibility" to new extremes while delivering surprisingly good sound quality and selling for a very attractive price.

Bose has now announced an improved version of this system, called the Acoustimass 5 Series II. The satellites have been restyled and actually reduced in size. Each measures only 6¾ inches high and consists of two roughly cubical enclosures about 3¼ inches square and 4¼ inches deep. The cubes can be independently rotated through almost 360 degrees, permitting the spatial properties of the speaker's sound to be modified by reflecting some of its output off nearby walls. (Controlling the ratio of direct to reflected sound in the listening area has long been a Bose feature.)

Each sealed, molded-plastic cube contains a 2½-inch driver that operates above approximately 200 Hz. The enclosures are filled with sound-absorbing material. Unlike the satellites in the original AM-5, the Series II satellites cannot be taken apart; the two cubes are permanently attached. Several types of brackets and stands are available for mounting the satellites in a variety of positions. The drivers are magnetically shielded so they can be placed close to a TV monitor without distorting the color.

Much of the special quality of the Acoustimass system derives from its unique bass module. In the original system, the module contained two 6½-inch drivers whose front and rear outputs were loaded by separate cavities of different volumes. These cavities, resonant at frequencies about an octave apart, were ported to the room through a pair of 2½-inch holes. The bass enclosure was equivalent to a bandpass filter, about one and a half octaves wide, whose steep high-frequency cutoff slope effectively prevented harmonics of the bass frequencies from being propagated into the room.

Bose engineers had determined that when these harmonics were audible, they enabled listeners to localize the bass source in a three-piece system if it was placed at some distance from the satellites. The Acoustimass bass module's complete freedom from this effect made it possible to place it anywhere in the room without degrading the front stereo image.

In the original AM-5, however, there was a slight gap between the low-frequency limit of the satellites and the high-frequency limit of the bass module, producing a measurable "hole" in the system's frequency response in the vicinity of 200 Hz. With many types of program material the hole was not noticeable, but at times it could be heard as a somewhat disembodied low-bass presence.

This problem has been eliminated in the Series II. The upper limit of the bass module's frequency response was extended while retaining (and even increasing) its very steep cutoff slope. The result is said to be a smooth, undetectable transition from the bass module to the satellite drivers together with an actual extension of the low-bass response.

The new bass module contains two 5½-inch drivers (slightly smaller in diameter than the 6½-inch drivers of the original AM-5) in a dual-cavity acoustic structure similar to the original design. But rather than each cavity's having its own port to the room, both cavities are coupled to a third one, which in turn connects to the listening area through a molded plastic duct whose diameter flares smoothly from about 2½ inches to about 4 inches at its exit from the box. The bass module's frequency range is roughly 50 to 250 Hz.

The new Acoustimass bass module is approximately the same size as that of the original AM-5: 19¼ inches long, 14 inches high, and 7½ inches wide. It can be placed almost anywhere, on any of its surfaces, as long as the vent is unobstructed (the opening should be at least 2 inches from other surfaces). One end of the bass module contains a group of spring-loaded connectors for the input signals from the amplifier.
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and the outputs to the satellites (the crossover system is built into the module). The system's automatic protection against overload damage reduces the signal level until the overload has been removed.

The Acoustimass 5 Series II is rated for operation with amplifiers able to drive loads of 4 to 8 ohms (the system is nominally 6 ohms) and with power ratings between 10 and 200 watts per channel. The Acoustimass bass module is available in a scratch-resistant black or white satin finish, and the satellites are finished in a black or white polymer. Cables (about 18 feet long) are supplied for connecting the bass module to the satellites. The complete system, in its shipping carton, weighs 30 pounds. Price: $799. Bose Corp., Dept. SR, The Mountain, Framingham, MA 01701-9168.

Lab Tests

We placed the Acoustimass 5 Series II satellites on 26-inch stands, about 30 inches from the wall behind them and 4 to 5 feet from the side walls, for both measurements and listening tests. The bass module was placed on the floor about midway between the satellites and also about 30 inches from a wall.

We made room-response measurements first with both parts of each satellite facing directly forward, then repeated them with the drivers angled 45 degrees outward from the forward axis. The bass module's output was measured with the microphone at its port opening.

With the satellites facing forward, the composite frequency response was very uniform in their range, varying ±2.5 dB from 280 to 20,000 Hz. When the drivers were angled outward, a rather extreme condition of operation, the output level was slightly lower above 1,500 Hz. The response curve ran parallel to the forward-facing response curve but 2 to 5 dB below it all the way to 20,000 Hz. Clearly, one's choice of angles for adjustment of reflected sound is not going to affect the system's basic sound qualities.

There were two points of maximum output in the range of the bass module, at 120 and 55 Hz. Between 50 and 250 Hz the output varied only ±3 dB. It fell off at about 24 dB per octave below 50 Hz and at a remarkable 50 dB per octave from 250 to 330 Hz. There was a narrow band of high output, between 450 and 600 Hz, where the level was comparable to that of the satellites in the same range.

The sensitivity of the Acoustimass 5 Series II was a good 90 dB sound-pressure level (SPL) at 1 meter when it was driven by 2.83 volts of pink noise. Though this figure is slightly higher than the 87-dB SPL measurement obtained by Bose (using pink noise limited to a 200- to 20,000-Hz band), the difference is probably explained by our measurement signal, which extended down to 20 Hz, and our placement of the Acoustimass bass module near the satellite being measured.

The bass module's distortion at a 2.83-volt drive level was about 0.5 percent over much of its range (130 to 230 Hz), increasing to 2 percent at 95 Hz and 4 percent at 65 Hz. Satellite distortion at the same level was 0.6 percent from 500 Hz to 3,000 Hz and increased to 4 percent at the 230-Hz crossover frequency. The satellite's low-frequency response dropped at a rate of 15 dB per octave below 300 Hz (excluding the effect of the system's crossover network).

The system's impedance reached its minimum of 4.7 ohms at 300 Hz and remained under 9 ohms throughout the satellite's operating range. The maximum impedance of 30 ohms was at 53 Hz, with smaller peaks at 28 and 130 Hz. The impedance phase angle was less than −25 degrees above 130 Hz. At lower frequencies it increased to −180 degrees (lagging) at 20 Hz, with variations corresponding to the response variations in that range.

The Bose Acoustimass 5 Series II, like its predecessor, was able to handle enormous power inputs without damage or serious distortion. At 100 Hz, there was no sign of speaker overloading or "bottoming" at 790 watts into its 8-ohm impedance, the point where our amplifier clipped. Similarly, the amplifier clipped at 810 watts into 8.5 ohms at 10,000 Hz and at 1,100 watts into 6 ohms at 1,000 Hz.

Measurements with our IQS FFT analysis system showed that the frequency-response curves of the satellites measured on-axis and at 45 degrees off-axis diverged smoothly above 2,000 Hz, with a difference of 6 dB or less up to 8,000 Hz. The gap widened to about 12 dB above that frequency and still more above 12,000 Hz. This is perfectly natural behavior for a 2½-inch cone driver, and in the Acoustimass 5 Series II system it presents no problem. If desired, the user could aim one driver in each pair at the listening location, to obtain a full-range response, and the other at the wall behind for ambience enhancement by reflection.

Comments

When we tested the original Bose AM-5 in 1987, we were impressed by its ability to sound like a very large system, much larger than its tiny satellites and inconspicuous Acoustimass bass module would suggest. It proved able to absorb the output of some very large amplifiers without damage or audible distress and was clearly a step forward from any previous three-piece system we had heard.

The tendency to produce a disembodied bass (in the frequency domain, not spatially) was perhaps the AM-5's greatest weakness. When we heard the Series II version at a press conference, it appeared that the problem had been solved. Now that we have had the opportunity to test a production system, we can verify that the Acoustimass 5 Series II is free of that effect.

The Series II has the essential qualities of a first-rate conventional speaker system. Its frequency response is smoother than many highly regarded systems we have tested, and it spans the 45- to 20,000-Hz range with excellent dispersion. Its stereo imaging is very good, with accurate positioning laterally and vertically.

Listening to a wide variety of compact discs, we were constantly impressed by how much this system sounded like a larger, much more expensive speaker. There is no way that a person hearing (but not seeing) the system we had heard.
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Teac V-5000 Cassette Deck

Craig Stark, Hirsch-Houck Laboratories

The new Teac V-5000 provides an unusually attractive combination of features and performance in a midprice cassette deck. Starting with a solid dual-capstan, three-head design, Dolby B and Dolby C noise-reduction systems, and Dolby HX Pro headroom-extension circuitry, the V-5000 adds such graces as a really accurate method of optimizing bias and tape-sensitivity adjustments, a fifteen-selection playback search facility, and a wireless remote control.

The V-5000 employs no fewer than four DC motors to handle its mechanical functions. The dual capstans, used to minimize wow and flutter, are driven by a servomotor; a second DC motor turns the reel hubs. The third motor operates the mechanism that pulls the tape heads and rubber pinch-rollers into place, and the fourth provides a power assist for opening and closing the cassette-well door. The separate record and erase head elements, mounted within a single unit, permit direct comparison between the signal source and the recorded result.

As in a number of recently designed decks, in the V-5000 a spring-loaded stabilizer platform is attached to the rear of the cassette-well door. Its intent is presumably to absorb any mechanical vibrations that might otherwise be transmitted to the tape through the cassette shell. The cassette well also contains the usual sensors that detect the type of cassette inserted so that the equalization and bias can be set accordingly. An illuminated fluorescent-orange tab in the rear of the well makes it easy to determine the relative amount of tape on each reel hub of the cassette, though label visibility is slightly restricted.

The door of the well is easily removable for the usual head-cleaning and demagnetizing chores.

Signal levels are registered on two sixteen-segment-per-channel fluorescent peak-indicating displays. These are calibrated from -40 to +10 dB, and in designing the V-5000 Teac had the good sense to set the 0-dB marking on its display scale at the IEC-recognized 0 level, 250 nanowebers per meter. This means that you can actually use the 0-dB reading (with occasional peaks a little higher) as your guide in setting the proper recording level.

A four-digit electronic readout displays elapsed tape time in minutes and seconds, though to maintain reasonable accuracy you must select the appropriate tape length from a list of four choices: C-60, C-90, C-46, and the large-hub C-46L. A handy RTZ (return to zero) button fast-winds the tape to 00:00. You can skip to recorded selections in either direction by pressing the appropriate Computomatic Program Search button. The usual record-mute button inserts the necessary 4-second blank spaces between selections.

Although the center-detent positions of the bias and sensitivity controls usually produce satisfactory results, slight brand-to-brand differences between tapes can dictate user adjustment of these parameters. The tape-calibration system in the Teac V-5000 lets the user optimize both bias and sensitivity settings with a minimum of effort. You simply put the deck into record, press the CAL START button, and the display illuminates a yellow CAL symbol, indicating that recording parameters are being set.

STERO REVIEW SEPTEMBER 1991
In airline pilots, brain surgeons, and CD players, steadiness is a pretty fundamental requirement. In the case of our newest CD player, the Elite® PD-75, its rock-solid stability has rocked the world of music lovers and audio critics. As the reviews have rolled in and the

Next, the stable platter, by supporting the entire area of the CD disc, minimizes wobble and chatter.

A wobbling disc presents a difficult target for the laser, while a chattering disc creates resonance, distorting the signal, which distorts the sound.

Another problem for CDs is gravity. Spinning above the laser pickup and supported only in the center, the

HOW A CONCEPT CALLED THE STABLE PLATTER TURNED THE CD UPSIDE DOWN.

awards have been bestowed, it is apparent that the standard for CD players has been advanced dramatically. Behind this success lies a principle that Elite has brilliantly exploited: The mechanical elements of a CD player are just as critical to its quality as its electronic components.

The first significant innovation to come out of this insight is at the heart of the PD-75. The stable platter.

Two basics of physics—mass and inertia—combine to make the stable platter an obviously superior platform to support a disc spinning at high velocity.

disc sags microscopically. Which to a laser beam is significant degradation.

But on the Elite CD platter, the disc is turned upside down—that is, label down, information side up. The disc lies firmly clamped to a solid surface.

Meanwhile, the laser pickup reads the disc's digital code from above, where it is immune to dust settling on the laser optics.

We invite you to bring your favorite CD to an Elite dealer and demonstrate the advantages for yourself. Give that disc an audience on the PD-75 for what one critic called "a dimension of sound that you have never heard before."

And usher in a new era of stability.
FEATURES
- Separate record and playback heads
- Four-motor, dual-capstan transport
- User-adjustable bias and sensitivity
- Fifteen-selection program search
- Dolby HX Pro headroom extension
- Dolby B and Dolby C noise reduction
- Four-digit fluorescent tape timer

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

Fast-forward time (C-60): 87 seconds
Rewind time (C-60): 87 seconds
Speed error: +0.36%
Dolby tracking error: Dolby B, ±1 dB; Dolby C, ±2 dB
Wow-and-flutter: 0.033% w rms, 0.056% DIN peak-weighted
Line input for indicated 0 dB: 100 mV
Line output at indicated 0 dB: 714 mV
Meter indication at IEC-standard 0 dB: 0 dB

Tape: TDK AD (Type I, ferric)
IEC 0-dB distortion: 1.8%
Meter indication at 3% THD + noise: +2 dB
Signal-to-noise ratios (in decibels):
- Unwtd. A-wtd. CCIR/ARM
- No NR 56.6 60.7 57.4
- Dolby B 63.8 69.9 67.8
- Dolby C 66.3 77.1 77.1

Lab Tests
The V-5000’s playback response, measured with our calibrated IEC (BASF) test tapes, was commendably flat. As is shown in the graph, the response with 70-microsecond equalization (chrome/metal tape) was within ±0.6, -0.7 dB from 31.5 to 18,000 Hz, and with 120-µs EQ (ferric tape) it showed only a very slight additional rolloff, to −1.7 dB, at 20,000 Hz. Few prerecorded cassettes come close to that accuracy.

On an overall record-playback ba-
sis, using our standard samples of TDK AD (ferric), TDK SA (chrome-equivalent), and TDK MA (metal), frequency response was also very good. At the bass end, response went down to 24 Hz (-3 dB) with all of the tapes. At the customary -20-dB test level, response extended to 20,000 Hz (-1.5 dB) with the metal tape and was down by only 3 dB at 18,500 and 18,700 Hz with the SA and AD tapes, respectively. When we used TDK MA with Dolby C noise reduction, response went out to 20,000 Hz (-1.7 dB) even at a 0-dB input level. A-weighted signal-to-noise ratios for the three tapes were very good.

The wow-and-flutter of the V-5000 measured 0.033 percent wrms and 0.056 percent on the more stringent IEC/DIN peak-weighted basis. These figures approach those of the most expensive decks. High-speed winding time for a C-60 cassette was a rapid 87 seconds in either direction. The speed error of +0.36 percent will be of concern only to those possessed of absolute pitch or who need to match playback from the deck against fixed-pitch musical instruments. Sensitivity and output levels were entirely normal, as was the Dolby tracking accuracy.

Comments
An examination of the inside of the V-5000 disclosed that Teac paid an unusually high degree of attention to proper parts layout and (expensive) shielding. No fewer than four of the front-panel controls and switches, for example, are operated through long extension shafts so that the components they control can be mounted at the rear of the unit, where they are shielded and well away from hum fields, without using long wire runs.

Moreover, while the measured performance of the Teac V-5000 was impressive—especially for a midprice unit—it did not prepare us for the transparency, clarity, and superb imaging we found when we began dubbing our favorite CD's. In this respect the deck ranked with the finest we have tested. Again and again I found the copy audibly indistinguishable from the original, and even in passages where a difference could be detected, it was so slight that I have no hesitancy in recommending the Teac V-5000 cassette deck for consideration by the most serious audiophiles.

THE V-820A is one of B·I·C's Venturi line of loudspeakers, whose tapered woofer ducts and vent design are said to provide relatively deep bass response from a given enclosure volume, together with higher efficiency than is usually found in speakers of their size. The V-820A is a two-way system with an 8-inch woofer crossing over at 2,500 Hz to a 1-inch soft-dome tweeter. The woofer, which has a carbon-impregnated cone and dust cap and a butyl surround, is located about halfway up the front panel, with the tweeter above it. A large rectangular port opening and a pair of gold-plated multiway binding-post connectors are recessed into the rear panel near its bottom.

The cabinet measures 26⅜ inches high, 10⅛ inches wide, and 11⅜ inches deep, and it has attractively beveled front side edges that help reduce diffraction. The cabinet is veneered on all sides in a handsome black or oak laminate, and the black cloth grille is easily removable. Each speaker weighs about 28 pounds.

The system's specifications include a bandwidth of 40 to 22,000 Hz (-6 dB at 32 Hz) and a sensitivity of 91 dB sound-pressure level (SPL) at 1 meter with 1 watt into its nominal 8-ohm impedance. The V-820A is recommended for use with amplifiers rated between 20 and 150 watts output per channel. Price: $439 a pair. B·I·C America, Dept. SR, 895-E Hampshire Rd., P.O. Box 1709, Stow, OH 44224.

Lab Tests
For best results, B·I·C recommends that the V-820A speakers be placed on stands between 6 and 9 inches in
height. We used 7½-inch stands placed about 3 feet from the wall behind them and 4 feet from the side walls. The speaker's average room response was very broad, though with the usual irregularities due to reflections from room boundaries. There were prominent dips (10 to 12 dB from peak to valley) in the curve at 500 and 2,500 Hz.

The close-miked woofer response, after being combined with the port output, reached its maximum level between 70 and 300 Hz and from 700 to 1,200 Hz. A 10-dB dip at about 500 Hz coincided with the dip in our room measurements, but the falling output above 1,200 Hz in the close-miked measurement was an artifact of the size of the woofer cone relative to the wavelength of sound at those frequencies rather than a true indication of the response.

The low-bass response, including the contribution of the venturi port, sloped off gently below the 70-Hz effective crossover between the cone and port outputs and was down only about 10 dB at 20 Hz. Splicing the close-miked and room-response curves was simplified by the presence of the 500-Hz hole in both curves. The resulting composite response curve varied only ±4 dB from 32 to 20,000 Hz. Most of that variation was due to the dips at 500 and 2,500 Hz, each of them about one octave wide.

Because this sort of response irregularity is often caused by room reflections, we hoped to determine its source by our FFT measurements, which are able to exclude most (though not all) room-boundary effects. At a 1-meter distance, the 2,500-Hz dip was clearly present, so it must be presumed to be a crossover artifact, probably resulting from phase shift in the crossover region. This conclusion was supported by our horizontal-directivity measurement, at 1 meter, of the system's response on its forward axis and at a 45-degree angle off that axis. There were appreciable differences in the output on-axis and off-axis between 2,000 and 3,500 Hz (the off-axis high-frequency response began to fall off at 7,000 Hz and dropped rapidly above 10,000 Hz).

The 500-Hz dip is less easily explained, since it appears in several of our measurements, but not in all, and was not readily identifiable in listening tests. That it appeared in our room-response curves, from both speakers, indicates its reality but not its cause.

Impedance was 7 ohms at its first minimum above the bass resonance (about 200 Hz), confirming the validity of the system's 8-ohm rating, although it fell to 4.4 ohms between 10,000 and 20,000 Hz. The two bass resonances were at 73 and 22 Hz, with respective readings of 25 and 30 ohms. The speaker's sensitivity was as rated, 91 dB SPL at 1 meter with a 2.83-volt input of pink noise.

At 2.55 volts (corresponding to a 90-dB SPL), the woofer distortion was between 0.4 and 1 percent over most of the range from 75 to 1,000 Hz. It rose to about 4 percent from 40 to 25 Hz. The distortion at the port was about the same as from the cone through its operating range (below 75 Hz). Group delay was constant within ±0.1 milliseconds from 30,000 Hz down to about 5,000 Hz, and it varied less than 1 ms from 5,000 to 200 Hz.

The V-820A had no difficulty handling high power levels in our single-cycle pulse tests. At 1,000 and 10,000 Hz our amplifier clipped, at 850 and 1,375 watts, respectively, without evidence of overload of the speaker system. At 100 Hz, the woofer cone reached its mechanical limits at about 95 watts into its 9.5-ohm impedance.

**Comments**

The B/IC V-820A sounded very good indeed, with a smooth, well-balanced sound character and a low-bass output that was unusual for a speaker in its price range. When we played some low-frequency test tracks from a CD, it produced a powerful, very clean 32-Hz output, whereas most speakers at or near the price of the V-820A have little useful output below 50 Hz.

The bass sounded much like the response curve looked, with no low-midrange hump or other evidence of trying to get more apparent bass than the speaker could actually deliver. The smoothness of the V-820A's sound, despite the two measured response dips, was an excellent demonstration of the fact that reduced output over a limited frequency range (less than an octave) is less audible than enhanced output (a peak) over the same bandwidth.

The B/IC V-820A would seem to be a logical choice for someone on a limited budget who wants to enjoy deep, true bass response without significant sacrifice at other frequencies and who would appreciate not having to invest in a powerful amplifier to achieve a healthy volume level. It is also one of the few low-price home speakers with a combination of clean, deep bass and high sensitivity. And it is one of the most attractive speakers we have seen in some time. It actually looks good without its grille—only the four rubber grommets that retain the snap-in grille disturb the lines of its handsome oak-grain cabinet.

"Let me assure you, Señorita Montalvo, we have tweeters to make you talk..."
New catalog subscribers may choose to receive a *free* Rykodisc CD sampler, *Steal This Disc 3*. The 72-minute CD contains 23 tracks, including a song from the new Nils Lofgren release, plus Jimi Hendrix, Jerry Jeff Walker, Frank Zappa, Badfinger, Ringo Starr & His All Starr Band, Devo, Country Joe, McGeary, David Bowie and more. Reg. Price: $9.99 + S&H. **New Subscribers pay only the $3.95 S&H Charge.** (55328)

**Boxed Sets & Compilations On Sale**

- **James Brown – Star Time**. Career retrospective boxed set defining the 35-year career of the man they call the Godfather of Soul. 72 songs. (53405) 4 CDs $49.99, 4 CAs $39.99
- **Alligator Records 20th Anniversary Collection**. Over 30 historic cuts including songs from Albert Collins, Hound Dog Taylor, Lonnie Brooks, and more. (55761) 2 CDs $14.99, 2 CAs $9.99
- **Complete Stax Singles 1959-68**. Otis Redding, Albert King, Isaac Hayes, Booker T & the MGs, and more. Includes every A side and all outstanding B sides. 244 songs. (60352) 9 CDs $59.99
- **The Byrds – Boxed Set**. The complete retrospective plus previously unreleased material, newly-remixed classics, and four new tracks recorded by the reunited Byrds. (46682) 4 CDs $56.99, 4 CAs $39.99

**Any Recording in This Issue $12.99**

You can order any title reviewed or advertised in this issue, that is regularly priced less than $17 per CD, for our new subscriber low price of $12.99/CD (only $7.99 for cassettes), plus $3.95 shipping and handling per order. Just call 1-800-233-6357 or use the coupon to order. Please include artist, title, format & inventory number, if known.

**SUBSCRIPTION/MAIL ORDER FORM**

- **Yes.** Please include my *FREE* Rykodisc Sampler, *Steal This Disc 3*. I’m enclosing an extra $3.95 for Shipping and Handling. (55328)
- **Send me the attached list of recordings (include artist, title, format [CD or CA] & number) I’m enclosing $12.99/disc + $3.95 S&H per order.** (Music orders Only)
- **Check or Credit Card**
- **Visa**
- **MC**
- **AMEX**
  
  (Outside U.S. Credit Card Only, Please)

**Free Updates**

New subscribers will receive 1 Free year of Updates, covering new releases & monthly specials.

**CALL 1-800-233-6357 OR MAIL WITH PAYMENT TO:**
BOSE EXPRESS MUSIC
50 W. 17th St., NYC, NY 10011
Fax: 212-627-2613
ALL loudspeakers are transducers. That is, they change energy from one form (electrical signals from an amplifier) into another (sound waves in air). Beyond that, they diverge into enough variants to stagger even the long-term audio enthusiast. Of course, when you’re choosing loudspeakers, your first consideration should be how they sound to you. But knowing something about what distinguishes one speaker from another—the advantages and trade-offs of different design approaches—can help you get through sales-floor jargon and make an informed choice.

Virtually every speaker made falls into one of two major categories, depending on how it changes—transforms—electricity into sound. The vast majority use dynamic drivers, those familiar cones and domes. These air-exciting diaphragms are driven by an electromagnetically assembled voice coil and magnet that receives the amplified signal and moves back and forth in response. It’s essentially the same as the electric motor in your food processor, except that it’s a reciprocating design rather than a rotary one, and it is driven by an audio signal rather than alternating current from a wall outlet. The cone or dome fixed to the coil moves with it, setting up vibrations in the air both in front and behind. The result: sound waves.

The second, much rarer type of transducer lacks a universally accepted appellation. Let’s call them planar designs: electrostatic, ribbon, planar-magnetic, and other panel variants. These omit the separate voice-coil-and-magnet assembly in favor of a flat surface—square, rectangular, circular, or a long ribbon-like strip—that’s directly driven by the audio signal in one of several ways. As a rule, planar drivers are more expensive to produce than dynamic drivers, and they present some rigorous engineering hurdles. But they have some unique characteristics, and hence are found in a number of specialized, usually expensive, “esoteric” speakers (see box, “On a Different Plane”).

**Dynamic Drivers**

Dynamic speakers have achieved their overwhelming dominance by virtue of their relatively low cost, high reliability, and high overall performance. They come in many different configurations. Cone drivers are almost universally employed to reproduce low frequencies, since cones can handily excite the large volumes of air that bass sounds require. But at higher frequencies cones have several problems. They deform in complex, fast-moving ways that induce various sorts of distortion. And since they must be rather large, they can’t properly disperse high frequencies, behaving like sonic flashlights and beaming treble only to a fairly narrow area directly in front of the speaker. This limits stereo coverage in a normal listening room and impedes the open, spacious stereo image most listeners want.

Therefore, high-frequency drivers—tweeters—are usually domes. The smaller radiating surfaces of domes are unsuitable for bass, but they have some powerful treble advantages. A spherical section is by nature immensely strong, so dome drivers can resist breakup and deformation over a wide frequency range even though their diaphragms must be extremely low in mass (to reverse directions some 40,000 times per second at 20,000 Hz). A small dome also has inherently broad dispersion: Sound tends to be radiated comparatively evenly over its forward-facing hemisphere, even at very high frequencies. This yields good stereo imaging at multiple listening positions and helps spread out the sound.

A three-way speaker includes a third driver along with the woofer and the tweeter. Usually called a midrange, it can be a smaller cone or, less frequently, a large dome. A cone midrange can work low enough to keep the woofer’s operating range away from troublesome highs, but blending its directivity (imaging characteristics) with that of a dome tweeter at the opposite end can be a challenge. Dome midranges, on the other hand, have broad, smooth dispersion but are usually not large enough to work very low, so the woofer-midrange transition can be tricky.

**The Boxes**

Virtually every dynamic system needs an enclosure. A speaker’s box serves an important function beyond simply being an attractive piece of furniture that keeps the drivers off the floor. All drivers radiate sound behind as well as in front. As a driver vibrates back and forth, its rearward wave (back wave) is exactly opposite to its forward one, which means that the acoustic energy delivered forward into the listening space is neatly canceled by the opposite wave. The end result is no sound, or little sound, over a fairly broad range of important frequencies. Back-wave cancellation is really problematic only in the bass region because of the relation between the bass wavelengths and the size of bass drivers.

On the facing page are some of today’s loudspeaker options (clockwise from top left): Monitor Audio’s two-way bookshelf MA700 ($1,100 a pair), Magnepan’s planar-magnetic SMGa ($575 a pair), and two floor-standing dynamic speakers, Acoustic Research’s M4 ($500 a pair) and Paradigm’s two-way, twin-woofer Model 11se Mk II ($870 a pair).

by D a n i e l K u m i n
Acoustic Suspension

The most popular solution to back-wave cancellation is the acoustic-suspension, or sealed-box, speaker design developed in the 1950s. In an acoustic-suspension speaker, the woofer is simply mounted in an airtight enclosure: Its forward surface radiates freely out into the room, while its back wave is lost in the internal volume of the box. Since the back wave cannot radiate out into the room, it cannot act to cancel the front wave, and deep, powerful bass becomes possible from relatively compact designs. (Acoustic suspension has an added benefit of providing an "air spring" that damps the woofer.)

There is a drawback, though. Because the woofer must continuously compress and recompress the volume of air within the box, and since half of its acoustic potential (the back wave) is lost, an acoustic-suspension speaker theoretically requires more amplifier power than an otherwise equivalent unsealed box to achieve a given loudness. But the use of dynamic drivers that are optimized for sealed boxes and careful calculation of enclosure volume can achieve good efficiency.

The Infinite Baffle

In an infinite-baffle arrangement, which predated sealed-box designs, the woofer is mounted in a panel wide enough that the back wave can't chase its way around front in time to be destructive. Since the lowest bass frequencies have wavelengths of several yards, that effectively means flush-mounting the woofer in the listening-room walls. It's an old trick from the mono age of hi-fi, but it's making a big comeback in the form of in-wall speakers. While the design of in-wall speakers has evolved considerably, it's based on the same physics.

The Vented Box

Despite the sealed box's success, a large proportion of today's loudspeakers—perhaps a third of the most popular models, including plenty of the finest—employ enclosures in which a carefully designed opening "vents" the woofer's back wave to the listening room. These bass-reflex designs strive to put the woofer's back wave to work, manipulating it to reach the listening area in phase with the front wave, thus reinforcing rather than attenuating the overall sound. The obvious benefit is improved efficiency. All other things being equal—a very broad caveat—vented speakers deliver more volume per amplifier watt than acoustic-suspension speakers.

There are numerous wrinkles in vented design. Ducted-port systems have an internal tube, usually cylindrical, connected to the port. Along with box size and driver design, this tube or duct "tunes" the system to the particular frequency band at which the woofer's back wave will be in phase with the front and thus extends usable bass below the range the speaker would otherwise produce. Passive-radiator systems substitute a relatively high-mass diaphragm—essentially, a thick, heavy woofer without a voice coil or magnet—for the port-and-tube arrangement, but the general goal is the same. Transmission-line designs force the back wave through a labyrinthine path so that its entry into the room is sufficiently delayed to be in phase at the desired frequencies.

The weaknesses of vented speakers include an inherently steep rolloff below the range in which the port augments the woofer's output and a tendency to "ring" or boom near the enclosure's natural resonance. But with computer-aided design to crank the complex math of driver-enclosure-port "alignment," good vented
models can produce extended, accurate bass from compact enclosures.

Another box wrinkle is the bandpass-woofer design, most often encountered as the bass element of a three-piece compact speaker system. This approach pursues the best of both worlds by mounting the low-frequency drivers entirely within an enclosure that is divided internally into two or more differently aligned chambers that radiate sound into the room via ducted ports. The output covers a range of frequencies determined by the exact design of the enclosure, above and below which the response rolls off sharply—hence "bandpass." Bandpass-woofer boxes—of which numerous variations exist—can combine the virtues of very small size, reasonable efficiency, and notable bass extension, with an added bonus of low distortion and simplified crossover needs.

Two-Way, Three-Way, and More

The ideal loudspeaker would be a single driver reproducing the entire audio range. For myriad technical reasons, that is impractical, so most models use two drivers (woofer and tweeter), three drivers (add a midrange), or more (add a "mid-bass," "super-tweeter," or what-have-you) to reproduce the ten octaves of musical sound. Additional drivers can, in capable hands, yield more extended and better balanced full-range sound. They also simplify achieving broad, even dispersion for open, spacious imaging. Also, multiway systems can as a rule play

---

**On a Different Plane**

**FLAT-PANEL** loudspeakers have a special place in the hearts of many committed audio fans, who claim for them a long list of virtues. These may include subjectively improved transient response, more realistic spaciousness, greater definition of complex musical sounds, and enhanced transparency (or "air").

The oldest planar principle—dating back to the nineteenth century—is used in the electrostatic loudspeaker, which is in effect a giant capacitor. A thin conductive membrane is suspended between two perforated plates and charged with high-voltage direct current. When an audio signal is applied to the plates, their opposite, constantly varying charges interact with the fixed charge on the diaphragm, causing it to vibrate and generate sound.

Next came the ribbon speaker. Essentially, a ribbon works like a conventional dynamic driver except that the voice coil is etched in a serpentine pattern on a ribbon of aluminum or other lightweight material suspended in a magnetic field induced by magnets along the edges. The ribbon itself sets up the acoustic action directly. Planar-magnetic speakers use a larger etched sheet stretched over an array of magnets.

Many planar speakers have inherently lower distortion than dynamic drivers, particularly at the middle and high frequencies. And as a general rule, planar speakers yield clear, well-defined sound. They also feature very particular dispersion characteristics. Most have a fairly narrow horizontal spread, resulting in a fairly small "sweet spot" for listening. Planar speakers that are fairly tall, upright structures deliver even, well-controlled vertical dispersion—sound is radiated equally from the entire surface. What's more, most planars are dipole radiators: Unrestricted sound is delivered from the rear and the front (a panel's large surface helps in part to mitigate the cancellation effect that conventional woofers are subject to), but there is very little output to the sides, minimizing early reflections from nearby walls. These characteristics can combine to deliver very precise instrumental location with a notable sense of depth.

Planar speakers are more difficult to design for flat response, however, as there's just the one driver to work with (several models employ multiple planar drivers of different sizes partly for this reason). Further, most planar designs have a hard time reproducing deep bass, thanks to their limited excursion and dipole radiation. They are also usually very dependent on proper room size and room acoustics for good sound. Planars can also be painfully inefficient, requiring watts in the hundred-plus-per-channel range, and are still frequently unable to match the peak loudness of equally expensive dynamic speakers. Consequently, "hybrid" designs mating a conventional dynamic woofer with electrostatic, planar-magnetic, or ribbon midrange and high-frequency sections are fairly common. Hybrid speakers can produce good low bass, play loud, and permit more placement flexibility than pure planars.
The two-way Sonance Model 45 ($650 a pair), designed for mounting in walls, represents the infinite-baffle principle.

The two-way Sonance Model 45 ($650 a pair) uses coupled-cavity woofer loading: two internal drivers in sealed subenclosures, both radiating into a central cavity that vents just below one of the midrange drivers.

louder: More transducers doing more work equals more acoustic output. On the down side, a multiway design means more work for the amplifier. Generally speaking, two-way designs are somewhat more efficient than otherwise equivalent three-, four-, or more-way models. More drivers also implies more complexity—more opportunities for design flaws or compromises—and greater expense.

**Size and Sonics**

Another way to categorize speakers is according to their intended placement. Bookshelf designs—compact two-way or three-way speakers—are the classics: rectangular-profile cabinets 3 feet or less on the longest side. Meant for installation on shelves or stands, they are usually engineered to provide the smoothest and most accurate bass in that kind of placement—that is, well off the floor and directly against a wall. Since the interaction of any speaker with the room in which it plays will affect bass performance (among many other sonic variables), true bookshelf speakers should be mounted as intended. The obvious bookshelf-speaker benefit is space saving—at the expense (as a broad rule) of some peak loudness, efficiency, and deep bass.

Larger, floor-standing speakers, on the other hand, take more space. In return, their bigger cabinets can usually yield greater efficiency and deeper bass, so where these characteristics are vital, a floor-standing speaker is a virtual must. The most common arrangement is the upright tower with three or four drivers, which demands relatively little floor space yet provides generous box volume for excellent deep bass. It also naturally places the important midrange driver (if there is one) and tweeter at the ear height of a seated listener.

An increasingly popular variant is the subwoofer/satellite arrangement. This combines a single, on-the-floor bass module, usually relatively uncritical in terms of location, with two small satellites—essentially very compact two-way bookshelf speakers. The advantage is obvious: A subwoofer/satellite system combines the unobtrusiveness and placement flexibility of tiny bookshelf speakers with the full bass and high output of a larger design.

Compared with full-size systems of equivalent cost and complexity, the liabilities can include slightly limited dynamic range and power handling, because of the tiny satellites’ limited output abilities, and possible slight midbass or lower-midrange anomalies. Since the woofer in the bass module has to go high enough in frequency to blend with the diminutive “woofers” in the satellites, and since their positions relative to each other are not strictly defined, bass-to-midrange transitions—in terms of both imaging and musical balance—can be rather difficult to perfect compared with more conventional systems.

While most speakers have simple driver arrays aimed straight at the listener, some provide more complex sonic routing. A few speakers aim some drivers directly forward and some to reflect off walls beside and behind the cabinets. Others have extra tweeters that “crossfire” toward opposite room corners, while still others use acoustic “lenses”—vanes or other reflectors or diffractions—to redirect acoustic energy. For the most part, the common goal is a spacious, widespread stereo image. The variety of unconventional designs is large and the subjective results equally diverse. But the bottom line—how natural the speakers sound—is, like so much else in hi-fi, largely a matter of taste.
From the rumbling timpani of Holst’s *The Planets* to the thumping electronic percussion of Public Enemy’s “Fear of a Black Planet,” low-frequency sounds are essential to music’s elemental force. But loudspeakers capable of rendering that elemental force in your living room have tended to dominate that space in a way that renders it, well, unlivable. Subwoofer/satellite speaker systems came to prominence as a way of making big sound all but invisible. True subwoofers, which reproduce the very lowest range of the audio spectrum, below 40 Hz or so, have been around for a long time. The separate woofers used in the three- and four-piece systems of today are called subwoofers even though their response is seldom flat below 50 Hz or so. It would be more accurate to call these speakers bass modules, but the subwoofer tag has stuck.

Although far from the first of the genre, Bose’s original Acoustimass system, introduced in 1986, was the first to achieve great popularity. It produced convincing bass sound along with lively mid-range and high frequencies in an array that could fit into any room, since the speakers were meant to be more or less hidden—the bass module under a piece of furniture, the tiny stereo satellites tucked unobtrusively on bookshelves or mounted on walls or even the ceiling. Other manufacturers soon followed suit with variations on the idea, notably Atlantic Technologies, which added built-in amplification to its Pattern speaker system.

Bose has continued to refine the Acoustimass system (see the test re-
The subwoofer in Polk Audio's RM 3000 Reference Monitor system ($750) has two 6½-inch woofers in a completely sealed section coupled to a 10-inch Sub-Bass passive radiator in the bottom of the module. This design is said to deliver precise bass response, low distortion, and reduced boominess.

M&K's MX-100 powered subwoofer ($1,295) can be mated with a pair of the company's S-100 bookshelf speakers ($850 a pair). The subwoofer's amp is rated at 200 watts, and the satellites can handle 400 watts.

NHT's SubZero system combines two of the company's small Zero speakers ($199 a pair) and its SW1v passive subwoofer ($499). The Zeros can be mounted on a wall or ceiling using NHT's optional brackets; the SW1v is magnetically shielded, so placement near a television set isn't a problem.

port on the Acoustimass 5 Series II in this issue), but other manufacturers making subwoofer/satellite systems are taking different tacks, making speakers that are meant to be seen as well as heard. The point is to squeeze as much performance out of a system as possible while making it a reasonable addition to one's living space. The basic subwoofer/satellite concept can accommodate a variety of approaches and variations. For instance, not all such systems have three pieces: The Cambridge SoundWorks Ensemble has two satellites and two subwoofers. And the same company's Model II is a portable powered system in which the subwoofer also serves as a carrying case.

Although in many systems the subwoofer can be easily tucked into a corner or under furniture, the satellites, while small, don't cry out for camouflage. Sleekly designed, they ask for display, the better to wow acquaintances who can't believe that the big sound is coming from just those small speakers—which it isn't, of course.

For those who prefer that their speakers not take up any floor or shelf space at all, there are now systems like Triad's Inwall 7, a dual-woofer in-wall system. In-wall speaker pioneer Sonance also offers subwoofers to complement its full-range speakers, as do Polk and Boston Acoustics.

While most manufacturers sell subwoofers and satellites together, some don't. Miller and Kreisel offers its powered subwoofers separately from its satellite speakers, recommending them as bass-boosting options for any home system. Its satellites provide a wide array of mix-and-match options. NHT takes a similar approach and is now offering multispeaker arrays for home-theater installations. And other companies, such as a/d/s/, offer both sub/sat systems and separates.

If you decide to mix and match, pay close attention to the specifications for power-handling capability, nominal impedance, and crossover frequencies. A subwoofer needs to be well matched acoustically and electrically with its satellite speakers and with the amplifier.

Prices do vary, as you might expect, but in general subwoofer/satellite systems offer good value. This is particularly true when you consider that a well-chosen system can accomplish several things at once: save space, look good in your room, and provide terrific stereo sound with all of the bass that makes it move you.
Despite its name, Infinity's Infinitesimal Four System is a three-piece. The subwoofer is impressively small, measuring a little over 13 inches in each dimension. Price: satellites, $420 a pair; subwoofer, $630.

The Boston Acoustics SubSat Six system ($500) features a dual-chamber PowerVent bass module. A sealed chamber loads the two woofers while a vented chamber enhances their deep-bass output.

The Design Acoustics PS-3 Micro-Monitor system ($600) has a slot-loaded bass module that's finished on all sides for maximum placement flexibility.

The bass module in Jensen's new J1255 three-piece system ($350) has a 12-inch woofer. The system can handle up to 150 watts per channel and has a usable frequency response of 43 to 21,000 Hz.
The Triad System 6 ($800) boasts two-way satellites with separate tweeter enclosures. The rotating, damped mounting system isolates the tweeters from the box vibrations of the midrange drivers and enables a user to adjust the treble balance by pointing the tweeters in different directions.

JBL's Pro III Plus ($659) has a ported bass module with an 8-inch woofer that can deliver lows down to 35 Hz. All three pieces are magnetically shielded, eliminating any concern about closely placed speakers degrading a television picture. The system can handle up to 100 watts per channel.

JBL's Pro III Plus ($659) has a ported bass module with an 8-inch woofer that can deliver lows down to 35 Hz. All three pieces are magnetically shielded, eliminating any concern about closely placed speakers degrading a television picture. The system can handle up to 100 watts per channel.

The Cambridge SoundWorks Model 11 ($749) is a portable system that includes its own three-channel amplifier with volume, balance, and tone controls. The BassCase subwoofer does double duty as a carrying case.

Acoustic Research's distinctively designed AR SubSat System ($600) has a dramatic dark-gray sueded finish. Recommended power for the system is 10 to 75 watts into 4-ohm loads.
Memorex's TS-3 ($400) is one of the company's two subwoofer/satellite systems. The slightly more expensive TS-5 ($650, not shown) is probably the only sub/sat system with a tower subwoofer.

Phase Tech's PC-60 bookshelf speakers ($480 a pair) are well matched with its PC-50 subwoofer ($350), a down-firing acoustic-suspension model with a 10-inch solid-piston woofer.

The a/d/s SubSat 5 system ($1,500) was styled by Frogdesign, a widely acclaimed industrial-design firm. The stands shown are optional, at $300 a pair. The company also offers a number of small speakers and subwoofers as separates.
"I don't play anything out of a sense of duty. At the moment of doing any particular piece, I must feel it's my favorite music."
HAVE four musical homes," said Daniel Barenboim, "Chicago, Berlin, Bayreuth, and the piano. I don't know which to call my permanent residence.

Starting this September, however, it undoubtedly will be his newest domicile, Chicago, that is going to draw the most interest and attention. For at the age of forty-eight, Barenboim, arguably the most prodigious pianist-conductor in the business, is taking over formally from Georg Solti as music director of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra which this year is marking its hundredth anniversary.

The heartland of America may seem an unlikely roosting place for a musician of Barenboim's cosmopolitan background. Born in Argentina, raised and educated in Israel, a frequent visitor to New York, a former resident of London, a regular conductor in Berlin and Bayreuth, he has spent much of the last fifteen years in Paris, where he was the center of a controversy regarding his almost-but-not-quite directorship of the new Bastille Opera.

But he says he's perfectly at home, musically and otherwise, in Chicago. Illinois. "I started coming to Chicago as a guest conductor twenty years ago," he explained during a preseason stop in New York. "I've developed a closer relationship with it than with any other American orchestra I've conducted, including the Philadelphia and the Cleveland."

"You know, one of the differences between playing the piano and conducting is that the apprentice years are more difficult for a conductor. You can't practice alone; you have to train yourself before an audience. It takes ten or fifteen years to do that, and in all those years I've had the Chicago Symphony before my eyes as my idea of what an orchestra should be. So when the position was offered to me, I was not only honored, I was overjoyed and eager. I feel musically at one with this orchestra.

"Besides, I really don't think there is any such thing any more as a 'European' or an 'American' conductor. The idea of musical nationalism has broken down since World War II, when nationalism itself took on such an ugly connotation. Think of conductors like Mehta, Ozawa, Just because you were born in Salzburg doesn't necessarily mean you're a good Mozart conductor.

"The same is true of orchestras. I think Chicago has shown how it is possible for an orchestra to change faces with the different styles it plays. I'm not a great partisan of a certain 'sound.' I feel a great orchestra should be able to play Debussy like a French orchestra and Bruckner like a German orchestra. It's certainly that way in Chicago."

Barenboim's Chicago repertory—a great deal of which will wind up in recorded form—certainly represents a diversified portfolio, to borrow a financial term. His inaugural subscription concerts on September 12, 13, and 14 consist of Beethoven's Missa Solemnis. "We have such an outstanding chorus," he said, "that I want to begin right off with it. As a matter of fact, I'm going to start each season that way. Next year we're doing Brahms's German Requiem and in 1993 the Verdi Requiem."

Contemporary music will occupy a larger portion of the orchestra's programs than was true in the Solti years. "I don't believe in lip service to new music," Barenboim said. "It shouldn't be put in a ghetto of 'contemporary music concerts.' You can only tell the value of a contemporary piece when you hear it in juxtaposition with a repertory piece. And you can't just give it one premiere and drop it. It should be played a second and a third time: it needs the familiarity of repetition. I find that the performance quality of a contemporary work improves each time it's played."

Barenboim expresses a particular admiration for Pierre Boulez and his music. This season he has invited the French composer-conductor to come to Chicago for a four-week residency of concerts and recordings, and he plans to have him back in future years as well. "It's not because he's French," Barenboim said. "It's because of what he represents internationally speaking, musically speaking. Boulez's works since his days as music director of the New York Philharmonic have included important additions to the repertory. Last April we played his Notations 1-4 for the third time in the last decade."

This season Barenboim will conduct the world premieres of Boulez's Notations 5-8 and two other new works, Luciano Berio's Continuo and Ralph Shapey's Concerto Fantastique. He'll also participate as a pianist, with
Boulez conducting, in two U.S. premières, the German composer York Höller's Piano Concerto and Berio's Concerto II.

Barenboim thinks an ideal symphonic season should be so diversified and eclectic that audiences would be happy to attend every single program rather than subscribing only to a portion of them. "Variety and balance are important not only to the audience, but to the players, too," he added.

Although Barenboim made his first impact on the musical scene as a pianist, he says he developed ambitions to conduct while he was still in his childhood. Both of his parents were accomplished pianists, so he naturally began his musical studies with them, and at age seven he gave his first public concert in Buenos Aires. (He was called on to play seven encores and had to decline an eighth only because he didn't know any more pieces.) His first studies abroad were with Igor Markevitch at the Mozarteum in Salzburg; later he worked with Nadia Boulanger in France.

"My father taught me to see the piano as a miniature orchestra," he recalled. "There are great possibilities of creating the illusion of an orchestra on the keyboard. Of course, there are some composers, like Bruckner, that you can't do it with. The entire repertoire interested me, so when I was eleven I began taking conducting lessons with Markevitch."

The Barenboim family moved from Argentina to Israel in 1951, and Daniel remains a citizen of both countries. He made his U.S. debut as a pianist in 1957, at the age of fifteen, under the aegis of Sol Hurok, thus launching his international career. In 1967 he married the young English cellist Jacqueline Du Pre, with whom he forged a musical as well as a personal partnership based in London. Since her tragic death from multiple sclerosis in 1987 he has remarried and is the father of two boys.

Barenboim started conducting professionally in 1962 in Australia during tours with the Melbourne and Sydney symphony orchestras. In 1964 he began a relationship with the English Chamber Orchestra, appearing with it as both a conductor and pianist for some ten years. Barenboim, Zubin Mehta, Vladimir Ashkenazy, and Itzhak Perlman formed a kind of London generational concave, sharing their musical zest and enthusiasm, and their friendship lasts to this day. To both his pianism and his conducting Barenboim brought a personal imprint. He became known for his magisterial performances of Beethoven's complete cycle of thirty-two piano sonatas, Bach's “Goldberg” Variations, and other great piano works. As a conductor he developed a flexible, intense style that some critics found akin to that of the great Wilhelm Furtwängler.

Although he has guest-conducted extensively in Britain, Germany, and the United States, Barenboim's most recent permanent base has been with the Orchestre de Paris, where he wound up a fifteen-year tenure in 1989. He originally intended to take over as director of the Bastille Opera, but a last-minute blowup with the administration aborted that plan. Even now, he doesn't like to talk about it.

"I spent fifteen years in Paris and the Bastille affair lasted eighteen months," he said. "It's a page I turned some time ago. I'd rather dwell on my happy memories of my years with the orchestra."

Far from turning his back on opera in Chicago, Barenboim will celebrate the Mozart Bicentennial next February by putting on with the orchestra three performances each of The Marriage of Figaro, Don Giovanni, and Cosi Fan Tutte during a two-week period. The orchestra will be stationed on the left side of the stage, and the singers (costumed by none other than Oscar de la Renta) on the right. "It's a concept I devised in Israel with Jean-Pierre Ponnelle," Barenboim explained. "It works very well. We're using a kind of indeterminate period setting."

Barenboim expects to go on doing one opera a season in Symphony Hall. "You don't get an orchestra of the caliber of the Chicago playing opera very often," he said. "I believe we have to rethink the whole question of how to produce opera. Television has made it difficult to see opera as it should be. On the small screen, singing actors do not have the larger-than-life quality that they attain on the stage and that you really need in opera."

Barenboim and the orchestra recently signed an exclusive five-year recording contract with Erato/Elektra International Classics, committing them to twenty compact disc releases. (The orchestra will be able to continue recording with other conductors, such as Solti, on other labels.) The first two Erato CD's are already out: an all-Richard Strauss record containing Till Eulenspiegel's Lustige Streiche and Ein Heldenleben and John Corigliano's Symphony No. 1, a searing, 43-minute-long work inspired by the AIDS crisis, which Barenboim and the orchestra premiered last spring.

In October Erato will release another Strauss CD with Don Juan and Don Quixote, and 1992 will see Mahler's Das Lied von der Erde and the Missa Solemnis, which is being recorded live at the opening concerts. Farther down the line are Strauss's Alpine Symphony and "Dance of the Seven Veils" from Salome and an all-Ravel record including Boléro and Daphnis et Chloé. Barenboim's Mozart opera recordings are also being released on Erato, though these are with the Berlin Philharmonic rather than the Chicago Symphony.

Strangely, Barenboim himself is not a great record enthusiast. He says he plays them only infrequently, "and least of all my own."

"The faithfulness of CD reproduction is astounding," he said. "Nevertheless it remains a reproduction. Probably as a result of recordings and broadcasts we have a much larger public for concerts today. But I think audiences may actually be less involved in music than formerly. People used to learn their music from playing it themselves at home, but now that's out of fashion. Today there's more 'music appreciation' than musicmaking. The public may have been smaller in Beethoven's day or in Bruckner's, but it had more tools for understanding. Now we have passive rather than active music appreciation."

Barenboim acknowledges that there may be a few gaps in his own musical sympathies. He says he's content to leave the music of Shostakovich to his guest conductors, and that while he has a deep love for Mahler's vocal music he shies away from the thought of conducting a complete cycle of his symphonies. "I don't play anything out of a sense of duty," he said. "At the moment of doing any particular piece I must feel it's my favorite music."

Fortunately, Daniel Barenboim has that feeling about a great variety of music, as he simultaneously opens a new phase of his own brilliant career and leads the Chicago Symphony into its second century.

Herbert Kupferberg, a senior editor of Parade magazine, is the author of The Book of Classical Music Lists (Penguin) and other books.
MAXELL RELEASES A NEW HIGHER PERFORMANCE TAPE.
a serious rival for some of the costly metal tapes.

But don’t take their word for it. Don’t take our word for it.

Pick up a Maxell XLII-S cassette and try recording your most challenging CD. One you thought was uncapturable by any cassette tape. See if you don’t find your ears picking up things you never noticed before.

Like plaster dust.
Since its introduction only a few weeks ago, Maxell's new XLII-S has been blowing away critical listeners. It's also had a major impact on listening critics.

In a recent analysis of 27 tapes conducted by *CD Review* magazine, they named Maxell's new XLII-S first choice in the Type II high bias category, which places it, in the words of their reviewer, "Head, shoulders and torso above the rest."

"Bass response that doesn't stop, staggering dynamics, real music," is how *CD Review* described the listening experience. And they called XLII-S,
Maxell XLII-S achieves new highs in Maximum Output Levels, offers a wider dynamic range, together with significant reductions in AC Bias Noise and modulation noise.

Maxell dual-surface base-film reduces modulation noise caused by tape jitter. This superior performance begins with our unique “dual-surface base-film.” One side is smooth, the other rough. The rough side rides across the tape transport without sticking and causing tape jitter.

**HI-OUTPUT**

**BLACK MAGNETITE**

A powerful reason for trying Maxell XLII-S.

Gamma ferric oxide is the standard magnetic coating on nearly all audio cassettes today. But standard wasn’t what we were shooting for. So we harnessed a higher powered magnetic particle we call Black Magnetite. Black Magnetite has 13% more magnetic energy than conventional particles and is the major contributor to the outstanding MOL of this new tape.

We also use superior manufacturing technology called “multi-orientation.” It allows near perfect alignment of smaller particles packed in greater density onto the tape. The result: a smoother, more uniform coating with less AC Bias Noise.

Through the use of a new composite material—a blend of plastic and ceramic resins—we have created a high resonance-damping cassette shell. More rigid and weightier than any standard cassette, it reduces modulation noise. Also, by making the tape window smaller, we were able to improve the cassette’s overall structural integrity, building in five support points instead of the standard three.

All in all, we think you’ll find that Maxell XLII-S is the finest high bias audio cassette available today. For program material demanding the highest standards of performance, make it your first choice.

Buying anything less is like knowingly setting out to take your music to the min.
New products from the Consumer Electronics Show

By Rebecca Day

Each June thousands of retailers, journalists, manufacturers, and distributors gather in Chicago at McCormick Place and in nearby hotels for what amounts to a peek into the world’s electronics workshop. This year, 55,629 attendees at the Consumer Electronics Show marveled at the audio and video equipment, games, and gadgets that are due to be in stores in the next few months. They were also tipped off about new technologies that will be incorporated into future products to wow us in years to come.

The No. 1 conversation starter was Sony’s new Mini Disc (MD) digital recording format, slated for introduction in the latter half of 1992, which compresses as much as 74 minutes of near-CD-quality music onto a 2½-inch magneto-optical disc. Designed mainly for portable applications, MD will compete with the Philips DCC (Digital Compact Cassette) tape system due out in June 1992. Meanwhile, new DAT portables and home decks from Sharp, Casio, Denon, Onkyo, and Technics will be in stores soon.

A welcome theme at this show was simplifying the operation of audio/video systems. A number of companies were showing off “one-touch” control systems in which their components interact intelligently (more or less) to reduce the burden on human brains and fingers. And Bang & Olufsen and Vidikron showed a jointly developed surround-sound system that’s easy to operate with B&O’s Beolink remote control. At the high end, Niles Audio showed its new custom-programmed MediaMinder, which can control audio, video, drapes, and lighting via a simple on-screen graphics menu and a glass-panel remote control. A new company, Frox, Inc., made a splash with an off-site demo of a whiz-bang audio/video/information-services system that’s operated by a wand with only a couple of buttons.

Home theater continues to be a hot topic. Lexicon, Audio Design Associates, Snell Acoustics, Miller & Kreisel, Altec Lansing, Triad Speakers, Harman/Fosgate, and Technics all showed audio products built to THX specifications so that people can hear movies at home the way their directors intended them to be heard in theaters. Budget home-theater solutions were provided by Dynaco, with its tiny $70 matrix surround-sound decoder, and by Hughes Aircraft, with outboard versions of its Sound Retrieval System, which expands the apparent sound stage with only two speakers. Boston Acoustics, Polk Audio, Kenwood, Energy, and others showed new wide-enclosure center-channel speakers designed to sit on or under a TV set.

Whether you’re shopping next week or next year, the future is bright. On the following pages are some of the most promising new products that we saw and heard in Chicago.

A mockup of Sony’s new 2½-inch, shell-encased recordable Mini Disc next to a conventional 4¾-Inch CD
Sony's CCD-TR81 (price to be announced) is the company's first compact camcorder. It boasts stereo AFM audio and high-resolution video.

Zenith's ZB3551T 35-inch direct-view TV ($3,095) features a built-in Bose sound system with external rear speakers for Studio Surround. An Invar picture tube is used for purer and more brilliant colors.

Thiel uses a sloping, rounded baffle in its CS2.2 Coherent Source floor-standing speaker ($2,050 a pair) to improve phase and amplitude response.

The Lexicon CP-3 ($2,895) uses advanced digital signal processing (DSP) to deliver Home THX reproduction of Dolby Surround movie soundtracks and to simulate a wide variety of acoustical settings for music playback.
A combination five-disc carousel CD changer and laserdisc player, the Pioneer CLD-M90 ($700) is also the first combi-player to offer high-speed picture scan with audible soundtrack.

Measuring 12½ x 10 x 7 inches, the Signet SL250B/U speaker ($300 a pair) uses a 5½-inch paper-cone woofer and a ¾-inch ferrofluid-cooled tweeter.

Panasonic's CX-DP60 six-disc MASH 1-bit car CD changer ($475) measures a scant 11 x 2½ x 6½ inches.

The three 50-watt amplifiers inside Atlantic Technology's $800 Model 300 sub/sat system can be configured to drive all three speakers or just the subwoofer.

A combination five-disc carousel CD changer and laserdisc player, the Pioneer CLD-M90 ($700) is also the first combi-player to offer high-speed picture scan with audible soundtrack.

Measuring 12½ x 10 x 7 inches, the Signet SL250B/U speaker ($300 a pair) uses a 5½-inch paper-cone woofer and a ¾-inch ferrofluid-cooled tweeter.

Panasonic's CX-DP60 six-disc MASH 1-bit car CD changer ($475) measures a scant 11 x 2½ x 6½ inches.

The three 50-watt amplifiers inside Atlantic Technology's $800 Model 300 sub/sat system can be configured to drive all three speakers or just the subwoofer.

Two woofers placed at different heights on the front and rear baffles smooth the room response of the Snell Acoustics Type B loudspeaker ($4,200 a pair). It measures 48 x 25 x 19 inches.
Part of a $350 driver/crossover speaker system for the car, the SAS Revolver tweeter spin-mounts onto a threaded base housing its connections.

Definitive Technology's 38 x 8½ x 11-inch DR7 transmission-line speaker ($375 each) incorporates elements from the company's flagship BP20, including a fully braced monocoque cabinet and a Linkwitz-Riley crossover network.

The world's first CD-interactive player, Magnavox's CDI910 ($1,400) combines CD audio with video, text, graphics, and animation.

Designed for sport, marine, and utility vehicles, Jensen's JS9400 cassette receiver ($320) is protected by a marine-rated front panel and weather-resistant cassette-well cover.

Audile uses a digital signal processing module in its ACT I system to linearize and match the phase and frequency responses of the two speakers. Price: $6,000 a pair, including stands.
WE ASKED OUR
ENGINEERS TO DESIGN THE SPEAKERS
THEY’D WANT TO OWN.

Introducing speakers that meet the specifications of the most demanding audience Advent® has—our engineers.

The New Vision Series™ 350 and 500 from Advent. Two studies in high definition audio capable of reproducing music with astounding precision. Elegantly encased in sculpted teak-grain cabinetry.

On your left are the model 350's, with our exclusive Co-active Woofer™ technology. Dual woofers fired through a Tiered Sound Channel™ fill a room with incredibly deep, rich bass. And produce a great soundstage no matter where the speakers are placed in the room.

To your right, the model 500's. Their avant-garde design predicts their avant-garde technology. The Helmholtz resonator band pass subwoofer design requires minimal cone excursion which results in deeper, more accurate bass with less distortion. Topping off the speaker is the Advent Isolated Satellite Imaging Module (ISIM)™ containing a dome tweeter and graphite midrange for the ultimate imaging definition. Together, Helmholtz and ISIM’s musicality is incomparable as is its genuine teak finish.

Nothing, however, replaces hearing these for yourself. Check your dealer for the speakers that will not only please the demanding ear of our engineers, but yours. For your nearest dealer and free literature, call 1-800-477-3257.

©1991. Advent is a registered trademark of International Jensen Inc.
You've never heard it so good.

Ford was the first car maker to offer compact disc capability in our high performance automotive sound systems. It's not surprising that for 1991, no other car company has more ways for you to enjoy the wide-open sound of compact discs.

You'll also find advanced technical features like dynamic range compression for optimum listening pleasure no matter what the road or driving conditions may be.

Dealer Installed Ten CD Changer*

And our popular ten CD changer allows you the convenience and freedom of over ten hours of your favorite "traveling music" without ever having to handle a compact disc while driving.

Compact Disc Radio*

Compact Disc Player*

You can arrange for an audition at your local Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer; bring your favorite CD for a test-listen and we think you'll agree that "you've never heard it so good."

*Ford Compact Disc Systems are optional on select Ford, Mercury and Lincoln vehicles.

 AUDIO SYSTEMS
The Sound of Quality
Richard X. Heyman: Pop Savant for the Nineties

Richard X. Heyman paints songs in bright, vivid, Crayola hues. "Hey Man!" his new Sire album, is as uplifting as a spring morning, full of pure-pop songs that shower colors and good feeling in all directions. You'll be reminded of the pop Sixties—students of the semi-obscur will be blowing dust off well-worn copies of "Nazz Nazz" and the like—but whereas that was a time of combos, Heyman is a virtual one-man show who plays it all with panache. He's a fine drummer, so the beat never lags, and quite a capable guitarist and keyboardist as well. And the harmonies he overlays are worthy of Byrdland and Hollieville. It's clear that Heyman has thoroughly and lovingly internalized modern pop from the Beatles onward. The result is an album of songs that sparkle with a vitality that belies the age of their inspirational antecedents. The sprightly twelve-string riff and full-bodied vocals of Falling Along are reminiscent of "Rumours"-era Fleetwood Mac (here and elsewhere, Heyman sounds like the pop natural Lindsey Buckingham would like to be). The piano-rolling beat blues in Sidetracked rekindles thoughts of "Little Stevie" Winwood pounding the ivories with the Spencer Davis Group, and the detailed phrasing of the prayerful, folk-rockerish In the Scheme of Things evokes aspects of the Byrds and Dylan. Then there's the delicate arrangement of To Whiskey Flats, with its shimmering strings, arpeggiating piano, and reverential vocal. Chief among Heyman's most obvious influences is Todd Rundgren, who crafted the first truly original American response to Beatlemania, first with the Nazz and then on his own. "Hey Man!" is a thrilling showcase that will tickle the fancy of anyone who recognized Rundgren's "Something/Anything?" for the pop watershed it was. Between the lines, Heyman defiantly declares his allegiance to melodic pop, with not a single synth, syndrum, or digital reverb in earshot, a loyalty even Rundgren let lapse in his embrace of more convoluted forms. Knowing that he's swimming against the tide of fashion, Heyman does what he does because he's hooked. As he sings in Private Army, "Some people think it's coy and charming/But it's all I can do/I refuse to join the fools I see." Hey, anyone who can write a song titled Civil War Buff, one that mentions by name the author of a favorite historical account, and make it sound as vital as Paperback Writer is a pop savant of the very first rank. You'd be well advised to fall in line and join Heyman's "private army."

Richard X. Heyman: Hey Man! Richard X. Heyman (vocals, guitars, bass, keyboards, drums, harmonica); other musicians. Falling Away; Back to You; To Whiskey Flats; Private Army; Loud; Sidetracked; In the Scheme of Things; Thought I'd Seen Everything; Home Again; Caught in a Lie; The Waking Hour; Civil War Buff; Monica; Bad Business in Town. SIRE/WARNER BROS. © 26506-2 (43 min), © 26506-4.

Glowing Mendelssohn Violin Concertos

Mendelssohn’s beloved Violin Concerto in E Minor is, quite understandably, one of the most frequently recorded works in the repertory. There are perhaps a dozen current versions of real distinction and dozens more that are solidly attractive. While it may be impossible to name any single recording as the outright “best,” it can surely be said that none is likely to prove more enticing to the broadest range of listening tastes than the new Philips recording in which Viktoria Mullova is the soloist with the Academy of St. Martin in the Fields.
In 1987, critics said Bose® changed the way people thought about loudspeakers.

“Superb sound and virtual invisibility.”

“...side by side with speakers costing three to five times as much, the AM-5 consistently produced the more exciting and listenable sound...”

Julian Hirsch,
Stereo Review, 1987

Now, they're saying it about our Lifestyle® music system.

“No visible speakers, no stack of components, nothing that looks like sound equipment.”

“Hit the start button and suddenly the room fills with music of exemplary clarity and fullness.”

Hans Fantel,

Call us today to arrange for a personal audition at a participating dealer near you. Try the Lifestyle® music system in your own home for two weeks. Then part with it, if you can.

For more information and a free Lifestyle® music system video, call;
1-800-444-BOSE Ext. 11
8:30AM-9:00PM (ET). In Canada call 1-800-465-BOSE 9:00AM-5:00PM

Better sound through research.
Del Shannon: Rock On

The late Del Shannon (he committed suicide last year) is often characterized as one of the premier rockers to have emerged in the period between Elvis and the Beatles. That's true enough, especially considering how enduring his early hits (Runaway, Hats Off to Larry) have turned out to be, but he was more than that. He was one of rock's genuine naturals—a terrific songwriter, an ace bandleader, a savvy producer, and, above all, the possessor of a tensile rock-and-roll tenor that's as American a voice as you are ever likely to hear.

All of which makes the excellence of his posthumous “Rock On!” produced by Jeff Lynne and Mike Campbell (with a little help from Tom Petty), especially frustrating, because 10 seconds into it you realize that Shannon's powers were utterly undimmed before the awful moment something induced him to blow his brains out. Sure, the album is retro (nary a sample or hip-hop beat to be heard). Sure, the production makes it sound like volume two of Tom Petty's “Full Moon Fever” (with a more interesting lead singer). But it is undeniably the work of a musician at the very top of his form, overflowing with concisely constructed, melodically memorable pop/rock songs, performed and sung with passionate conviction. And yet—get this—despite its formalist accessibility and pro forma boy-loses-girl lyrics, it has enough dark, disturbing undercurrents that it is also genuinely adult.

The crucial track is the closing Let's Dance, a fabulously catchy Cajun ditty in which Shannon extols the virtues of kicking out the jams with an intensity that is almost frightening. No one—repeat, no one—has ever made (or even suspected the possibility of making) this kind of Zydeco romp sound desperate before. But there are so many things to admire in “Rock On!” that it's almost pointless to enumerate them. One minute you'll be thinking that the falsetto hook in Are You Lovin' Me Too is just too perfect for words; the next you'll be swooning over the giddy goofiness of the cover version of What Kind of Fool Do You Think I Am? (a hit for the Tams back in 1963). Later you'll get sucked into the lush textures Lynne and Campbell have provided for Walk Away (ELO meets Phil Specter), thinking that it's the most gorgeously melancholic thing you've ever heard, but only until you hear what all concerned have done with the remake...
Salonen Conducts Haydn

HAVING recorded twentieth-century music with the ease and authority of a young Pierre Boulez, Esa-Pekka Salonen shows that he has considerable range in repertory, too, with his first recording of Classical works, a slightly offbeat selection of Haydn symphonies. The performances are not at all a contemporary conductor’s response to the antique, but a startlingly personal distillation of the lessons of the authentic-instruments movement within the context of a chamber orchestra of modern instruments.

With respect to period style, Salonen uses minimal vibrato and terraced dynamics, resulting in clean, lithe textures. And it’s not just because it’s the right thing to do: While these techniques ebb and flow in favor among hard-core early-music performers, Salonen uses them with extraordinary conviction, even passion. But what I like most about his performances is the sense of rhythm. It’s always precise, but never so that the music sounds inflexible; there’s a dancelike spring that gives almost every phrase a revelatory effect.

Salonen’s one blind spot is humor. Haydn’s music is full of it, and though Salonen is not entirely oblivious to the humor implicit in “The Philosopher” and “The Bear,” he obviously prefers to emphasize their musical substance over their programmatic content. That’s a relatively minor shortcoming, particularly considering the overall interpretive quality of these performances and the quality of the playing by the Stockholm Chamber Orchestra. It achieves a transparency and lightness of texture that one associates with original-instruments ensembles, while also giving a rhetorical weightiness to the music that is possible only with conventional modern instruments. In effect, Salonen gives us the best of both worlds, showing that Haydn need not be lost to the authentic-instrument camp so long as the gains of the authenticity movement can be incorporated into the mainstream.

David Patrick Stearns

DEL SHANNON: Rock On! Del Shannon (vocals, guitar); Mike Campbell (guitar); Jeff Lynne (bass, vocals); Tom Petty (guitar, vocals); Phil Jones (drums); other musicians. Walk Away; Who Left Who; Are You Lovin’ Me Too; Callin’ Out My Name; I Go to Pieces; Lost in a Memory; I Got You (The Birds’ Song); What Kind of Fool Do You Think I Am?; When I Had You; Let’s Dance. GONE GATOR/MCA © MCAD-10296 (46 min), © MCAC-10296.

HAYDN: Symphonies No. 22, in E-Flat Major (“The Philosopher”), No. 78, in C Minor, and No. 82, in C Major (“The Bear”). Stockholm Chamber Orchestra, Esa-Pekka Salonen cond. SONY CLASSICAL © SK 45972 (58 min).

Steve Simels

Now On CD

COMPACT DISCS OF PREVIOUSLY RELEASED RECORDINGS

Popular

• THE BEACH BOYS: Lost and Found (1961-62). DCC DZS-054. Long-rumored pre-Capitol demos and rehearsal sessions, remixed from recently discovered original masters.


• QUICKSILVER MESSENGER SERVICE: Shady Grove. CEMA/ONE-WAY CDL 67339. The 1970 album by the classic San Francisco rockers, featuring English session-wiz Nicky Hopkins on keyboards.

• LITTLE STEVEN AND THE DISCIPLES OF SOUL: Men Without Women. RAZOR EDGE RE-1981-2. The debut solo album by the former lead guitarist for Bruce Springsteen’s E-Street Band. “A blazing, undeniable conviction shines through every note” (March 1983).

• JONI MITCHELL: Dog Eat Dog. GEFFEN GEF-D-24074. Her 1985 collaboration with synth-pop master Thomas Dolby, including a guest recitation by Rod Steiger (!).


Classical

• BEETHOVEN: Overtures. MAURER PHILIPS 426 630-2. Solid performances from the East German conductor and his Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra.

• THE CONCERT OF THE CENTURY. Bernstein, Fischer-Dieskau, Horowitz, Menuhin, Rostropovich, Stern, others. SONY CLASSICAL 46743-2. Gala celebration of the eighty-fifth anniversary of Carnegie Hall. “First-class music and music-making...a treasurable souvenir” (February 1977).

• MAHLER: Symphony No. 4. Mathis; Karajan. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 415 323-2. Midprice reissue of one of the great performances of this work, with “every element...under total control” (May 1980).

• RACHMANINOFF: Piano Concertos Nos. 2 and 3. Wild; Horenstein. CHANDOS CHAN 6507. “One of the most effective Rachmaninoff performances I have ever heard” (February 1978).

It's not just how it's made, it's how well it's made.

Whether you’re on a budget or just seeking maximum value, don’t be fooled by bargains that sound cheap at the store—they just might sound cheap when you get home.

Even Denon’s most economical receivers, such as the DRA-335R and DRA-435R, preserve sound quality first. (This is Denon’s Design Integrity principle.) Both of these receivers employ electronic switching and elegant circuit topology for the most direct signal paths. This not only lowers noise and distortion; it greatly enhances reliability.

For superior audio quality, the finest components are used throughout the signal path, including polypropylene and polystyrene capacitors and metal film resistors. Competitive receivers use skimpy transformers and IC output stages, which restrict your system’s dynamic range. Denon’s discrete output transistors and substantial transformers give the DRA-335R and DRA-435R the power to drive even the most "difficult" speakers.

At Denon lower cost need not preclude important features. Both the DRA-335R and DRA-435R feature Variable Loudness and full Integrated System (IS) remote control of a CD player, CD changer and cassette deck. The 16-station programmable tuners of the DRA-335R and DRA-435R feature improved AM NRSC deemphasis.

Even though the Denon DRA-335R and DRA-435R receivers pack in so many features for the price, never forget the real reason to buy a Denon: Sound.

DENON
The first name in digital audio.
McIntosh defines the voice of quality in music

Crafted with pride in the United States by dedicated, highly trained craftspeople.
Recent discs and cassettes reviewed by Chris Albertson, Phyl Garland, Ron Givens, Roy Hemming, Alanna Nash, Parke Puterbaugh, and Steve Simels

PAT BENATAR: True Love. Pat Benatar (vocals); Neil Giraldo (guitar); Charlie Giordano (keyboards); Chuck Domaniaco (bass); Myron Grombacher (drums); Roomful of Blues (horns, drums); other musicians. Bloodshot Eyes; Payin' the Cost to Be the Boss; So Long; I've Got Papers on You; I Feel Lucky; and six others. CHRYSALIS © F2 21805 (39 min), © F4 21805.

Performance: Blues that jump
Recording: Full

After seven albums' worth of radio-friendly, album-oriented rock and a lengthy hiatus, Pat Benatar returns here with a straight-up blues album cut in the company of the purist Roomful of Blues. "True Love" is an unpretentious rumba through a set of jump blues, and Benatar has enough of an aptitude for the form to know not to overdo it. She's always sung sassily, but the way she wraps her voice around a song like Bloodshot Eyes—assisted by a solid shot of reverba minor revelation.

Benatar and guitarist/producer/husband Neil Giraldo swing hard in the company of the five Roomful of Blues horns; her phrasing is spot-on throughout, and Giraldo does justice to his men-

MICHAEL BOLTON: Time, Love and Tenderness. Michael Bolton (vocals); orchestra. U: Kish; Dura Europus; Samura; Nineveh; Ava; Mach1 Picket; and three others. LUAKA BOP/WARNER BROS © 26584-4 (62 min), © 26584-4.

Performance: Ambitious, but
Recording: Very good

This ain't no party, this ain't no disco, this ain't no foolin' around. No, this is David Byrne, composer, enlisting a thirty-piece orchestra to perform a ten-part symphonic suite about some big themes that have been running through his mind lately: man's relationship to God and nature, mythologies that bulwarked the Industrial Revolution, romantic notions that have made a savior of machines and technology in the Western world. Little things like that.

It's a long way from CBGB's to the concert hall, and while Byrne's intellectual reach deserves commendation, the project is so much of a detour it's hard to know what to think of it—hard to decide what it is, or even exactly what it is. The Forest" begins to be admired, but it's difficult to enjoy as a piece of music. Even to my classically untrained ears some of the themes seem to lumber along in search of resolution or balance. (Listen to the way Ava lists uncomfortably in all directions.) The ambition is noble, but the project seems omanistic—ponderously hip orchestral mucky-muck for

SoHo art-gallery openings. (Look out, Philip Glass, you've got competition.) Ultimately, this isn't so much a step forward as sideways for the increasingly academic tending Byrne. Finally, it seems fair to wonder, on behalf of consumers, if he weren't a Talking Head, would "The Forest" have seen the light of day?

EMF: Schubert Dip. EMF (vocals and instruments). Children; Long Summer Days; When You're Mine; Traveling Not Running; I Believe; Unbelievable, and four others. EMI © CDP-96238-2 (41 min), © E21S-96238.

Performance: Very poppy
Recording: Good

EMF is a dance band. EMF is a rock band. EMF is two, two, two bands in one. And what's more, the combination sounds minty fresh to me. The rhythms in "Schubert Dip" shift smoothly from disco loping to sharp-as-a-tack rock stutter-snaps, the sound is dominated alternately by peppy keyboards and snarling guitars, and the mix is spiced even further by sampled audio bits (such as police sirens) that are then distorted and manipulated into something musical. All this would make EMF come off like a twenty-first-century schizoid band if it weren't for the relentlessly poppy nature of their music. When You're Mine, for example, has one riff going on the bass, another on guitar, another on piano, and another in the vocals—and that doesn't include the "scratching" interlude, in which the rap device of manipulating
turntables to create rhythmic squeaks takes on the quality of an instrumental solo. This stuff is so relentlessly inventive that I'm willing to believe that somewhere in "Schubert Dip" EMF has actually sampled a kitchen sink and found a way to make it sound irresistible. R.G.

FIREHOSE: Flyin' the Flannel. FIREHOSE (vocals and instrumental). Down with the Bass; Up Finnegan's Ladder; Can't Believe; Walking the Cow; Flyin' the Flannel; Epax, for Example; O'er the Town of Pedro; Too Long; The First Cuss; and seven others. COLUMBIA © CK 47839 (43 min), © CT 47839.

Performance: Awkward
Recording: Okay

These guys dare to be different; in fact, they wallow in their idiosyncrasies. From the reverse-capitalization of their name to the wildly inconsistent nature of their music, this trio (slashing guitar, throbbing bass, pounding drums) tries too hard to escape categorization.

The title cut, for example, locks into a barrelhouse rock groove but then slows down to an agonizing crawl, then kicks back into high gear, and then downshifting to low again. The tempo changes only serve to frustrate the listener while making the band seem needlessly willful. Some of the songs have a nice, rough-and-tumble wit, but others are sophomoric and oblique. Some have powerful rhythms but dorky, strum-by-the-numbers lead guitar. Maybe these guys don't want to sound professional because they consider that boring, but too often they just sound erratic and confused. R.G.

FISHBONE: The Reality of My Surroundings. Fishbone (vocals and instrumental). Fight the Youth; So Many Millions; Asswhippin'; Housework; Deathmarch; Behavior Control Technician; Pressure; Junkies Prone Junkieshipper; Everyday Sunshine; Naz-tee May-en; Babyhead; and six others. COLUMBIA © CK 46142 (60 min), © CT 46142.

Performance: Full-frontal assault
Recording: Good

Be careful how you handle the new Fishbone album. Even sitting inside its plastic jewel box and encased in shrink wrap, "The Reality of My Surroundings" is dangerously explosive. This Los Angeles funk-rock septet has always made hyperkinetic music, but this album is another kind of volatile substance altogether.

Fishbone builds its musical bomb out of a whole bunch of pop-music styles—black and white, soul and metal, and so on and so forth. You can hear echoes of James Brown, Sly Stone, Jimi Hendrix, Rush, even Van Halen. The fusion of funk and rock has become a major pop trend thanks to white groups like Red Hot Chili Peppers and Faith No More and black groups like Living Colour. But no one else has been as musically omnivorous as Fishbone, nor as artistically daring. Fishbone's arrangements are jam-packed with guitars, bass and drums, horns, singing voices, speaking voices, howling and crooning choirs. So Many Millions, for example, pounds out a rocking beat decorated by earthshakingly funky bass, nasty whistling guitars, punchy horns, and cacophonous background vocals. Housework sounds like speeded-up reggae with a little Dixieland jazz on the side. Those Days Are Gone glides back and forth between smooth soul and jangly psychedelia. If it feels right, these guys play it.

And they say it just as strong. The songs in this album tackle youthful prejudice, the futility of the underclass, the dead-end nature of the broken family, the destructive crush of drugs, the depression caused by society's problems. Even if Fishbone verges on stridency and sometimes sacrifices musical interest for political rectitude, this album maintains its body-shaking energy while keeping its rugged integrity. "The Reality of My Surroundings" will move you in more ways than one. R.G.

RICHARD X. HEYMANN: Hey Man! (see Best of the Month, page 65)

JOHNNIE JOHNSON: Johnnie B. Bad. Johnnie Johnson (vocals, piano); Keith Richards (guitar, vocals); Eric Clapton (guitar); NRBQ (vocals and instrumental). Tanqueray; Fault Line Tremor; Stepped in What?; Key to the Highway; and eight others. ELECTRA/NONESUCH © EA 61149 (44 min), © EA4 61149.

Performance: A joy
Recording: Excellent

This is the first-ever solo album by Chuck Berry's long-time piano player, a guy who's influenced countless musicians over the years and yet remained a mostly unsung hero of rock-and-roll. Interestingly enough, it's been released under Elektra's new American Explorer imprint, a well-intentioned venture predicated on the odd notion that what we usually refer to as American roots music—that is, pop styles more or less out of fashion (like rockabilly)—is endangered exoticia, like Bulgarian folk choral, or something. In any case, Johnson's album is a genuine joy, a collection of barrelhouse blues and rock rendered with a late-night, smoky-dive ambience that's so thick you can cut it. If you've ever heard the Rolling Stones' Chess bootlegs, you'll have a vague idea what "Johnnie B. Bad" sounds like (not surprising since Keith Richards is much in evidence throughout the album).

Johnson himself may be the only rock pianist alive who still knows how to swing. He also turns out to have a charming untutored voice and a thoroughly droll delivery (listen to Stepped in What?) that makes you wish he'd sing more than he does here. Meanwhile, all the backings by NRBQ have that Fifties Chicago groove down absolutely cold, and you can tell that to a man the participants are having an infectiously good time. In short, this is a small knockout of an album—as are, come to think of it, the companion releases in the American Explorer series, especially the rockabilly set by Charlie Feathers and the neo-honky-tonk effort by Jimmie Dale Gilmore.

S.S.

THE KLF: The White Room. Bill Drummond, Jimi Cauty (vocals and instrumental); other musicians. What Time Is Love; Make It Rain; 3 A.M. Eternal; Church of the KLF; Last Train to Transcentral; Build a Fire; and three others. ARISTA © ARCD-8657 (40 min), © AC-8657.

Performance: Unique
Recording: Excellent

This is a dance-music album for people who don't like dance music. The brain trust of the KLF is Bill Drummond and Jimi Cauty, two Britsishers with musical and managerial backgrounds who orchestrate some of the most creative recording, video, and performance-art endeavors on either side of the Atlantic. Imagine the cunning of Malcolm McLaren, the eclectic reach of Neil Young, and the dance-floor energy of C&C Music Factory all tossed into a big melting pot and liberally seasoned with rap, reggae, and rhythms from the far corners of the globe. And don't leave out mystique, in this case deriving from KLF's adaptation of ideas and symbols from the Illuminatus trilogy of cult science-fiction novels from the Seventies. So instead of the usual calls to get your butt out on the dance floor, the KLF poses bottomless questions like "What time is love?" and makes statements like "Time is eternal," all the while hyping themselves as "the Justified Ancients of Mu-Mu" (a.k.a. the Jams, another recording alias).

After years of testing the copyright laws by sampling up to and beyond the legal limit in a string of hilarious 12-inch singles, Drummond and Cauty have found in the KLF a somewhat more
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earnest and commercial project. They integrate samples and chants into grooves both hard-core and dreamlike, all the while flogging their "justified and ancient" cosmology, tongues only partly in cheek. In Last Train to Trancentral, half a dozen different singer/rappers each pitch a line—for example, "Come on boy, d'ya wanna ride?" or "All aboard, all aboard"—into an inferno of sound that's like a hip-hop version of Neil Young's "Trans" album. Sometimes, as in J.A.M. Eternal, they move from the raucous to the hypnotic in the same song. There's a surprise around every curve on the KLF's winding track.

P.P.

PAUL McCARTNEY: Unplugged—The Official Bootleg. Paul McCartney (vocals, guitar); Hamish Stuart (bass); Robbie Macintosh (guitar); other musicians. Be-Bop-A-Lula; I Lost My Little Girl; Here There and Everywhere; Blue Moon; Give Peace a Chance. The First Time; Good Intentions; and five others. GOLD CASTLE © D2 71347 (43 min), © D4 71347.

Performance: Homemade Recording: Variable

Bob Neuwirth has been a shadowy figure on the pop and rock scene for decades (he was Bob Dylan's road manager during the English tour filmed for the documentary Don't Look Back), but he's been better known for his famous friends (Dylan, Janis Joplin, Kris Kristofferson) than for his own work. "99 Monkeys" goes some distance to give him his due—after all, he wrote all the songs and sings them in a kind of hoarse whisper that suggests he thinks of himself as a poet rather than a performer. But it also proves why Neuwirth has been a member of several celebrated packs and never a leader. Although the songs are filled with shimmering lines and passages, they rarely jell as wholes, usually being undermined by a not-so-tuneful melody or too opaque a concept.

Among all the ballads of war and peace and ladies he has loved, Neuwirth sneaks in a resonant blues (Biding Her Time) and a kind of beat-poet fantasy of survival in New York City (Biggest Bordertown) that alludes to Hank Williams, Dylan Thomas, Thomas Wolfe, and Jackson Pollock. In these tracks, he almost redeems himself from being only a famous hanger-on.

A.N.

AARON NEVILLE: Warm Your Heart. Aaron Neville (vocals); other musicians. Louisiana 1927; Everybody Plays the Fool; Like It is; somebody; Don't Go Please Stay; With You in Mind; and seven others. A&M © 75021 5354-2 (50 min), © 75021 5354-4.

Performance: Sumptuous Recording: Very good

For somebody so well known, Aaron Neville has done very little work on his own. Despite a hit single in 1966 (Tell It Like It Is), a hit duet with Linda Ronstadt (Don't Know Much), and a string of critically exalted albums with his family band, the Neville Brothers, he hasn't put out anything under his own name since a mid-Eighties EP. So his new solo album, "Warm Your Heart," is already a special release, and the clean, restrained production (by Linda Ronstadt and George Massenburg) makes it even more of a treat.

The range covered by the thirteen songs here is broad—from Randy Newman's somber lament "1927" to the Main Ingredient's silky-smooth Every-
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When you're really and truly eccentric, sometimes the weirdest thing you can do is try to appear normal. Think back to Captain Beefheart's self-conceived bid for mass popularity, "Unconditionally Guaranteed," an album of relatively simple melodies and words on whose cover he was shown clutching a fistful of money; in hindsight, it may be his most bizarre recording.

Since regrouping in 1987, the veteran Midwestern eccentrics in Pere Ubu have been flirting with accessibility—using the word in a very relative sense, of course—while still filtering reality through a most unconventional prism. Their latest gesture toward normality and the marketplace, "Worlds in Collision," has a decidedly popish sheen to it; the songs bounce along, playfully out of kilter but rarely jarring or dissonant. You might even find yourself tapping your feet or snapping your fingers, only to catch a snatch of lyrics that would of kilter but rarely jarring or dissonant. You might even find yourself tapping your feet or snapping your fingers, only to catch a snatch of lyrics that would never have occurred to New Kids on the Block, such as, "Long live the carnival rain king/the king bee/the king of Mars/they're all like me" (from Goodnight Irene, not to be confused with the Leadbelly classic). Dig deeper, and the songs seem to be about lonely, disoriented creatures stalking a barren landscape—ghosts, aliens, and even estranged, heartsick human beings.

The music is kinetic, well-organized, and creatively unbound pop, touching on recognizable referents while reaching out for parts unknown. Except for some wacky warbling in Life of Riley (imagine David Byrne on laughing gas), Pere Ubu's lead singer, David Thomas, vocalizes within the dotted lines and won't clear the room of all but aficionados of the avant-garde. Because Pere Ubu is not usually the sort of combo to dwell on such plebeian matters as lost love, when it does address the subject the words seem strikingly pertinent; there's something revealing and uncontrived about lines like "I don't know much about a broken heart/When a heart falls apart will we still be who we are?" (from Playback).

The Ubys imbue their colorful, evocative music with a light dose of surrealism. It is the sort of alignment of recognizable form with original vision that enlightened listeners wait for with the avidness of astronomers anticipating eclipses. For example, Turpentine! careens around the room with loopy energy amid a clangor of broken rhymes, chorted bass, "found" sounds used in a percussive way, marimba, and choppy rhythm guitar. On the other hand, songs like Oh Catherine, Cry Cry Cry, and Don't Look Back are free-flowing and unfettered, sounding like nothing so much as the Traveling Wilburys on a joyride around the cosmos. And so it goes in "Worlds in Collision," an album where Pere Ubu is weird enough to play it straight...or something like that.

Parke Puterbaugh

Pere Ubu

David Thomas (vocals); Jim Jones (guitars, backing vocals); Eric Drew Feldman (keyboards); Tony Maimone (bass); Scott Krauss (drums). Oh Catherine; I Hear They Smoke the Barbecue; Turpentine!; Goodnight Irene; Mirror Man; Cry Cry Cry; Worlds in Collision; Life of Riley; Over the Moon; Don't Look Back; Playback; Nobody Knows; Winter in the Firelands. Fontana © 848 564-2 (43 min), © 848 564-4.
tongues wagged that the reason Tanya had Presley's photo taken with so many top male country stars was so she could try to figure out who the daddy was. Along this gossipy path, it somehow got lost that Tucker is also one of Music City's best vocal interpreters, a singer who could teach a thing or two to the legions of young artists who blow into town on an image and a sexy pose. That's particularly apparent in this new album, an intelligent collection of rockabilly, ballads, and energetic rhythm numbers that allows Tucker to tap into a wide range of emotion.

A marvelous vocal actress, Tucker easily persuades her listeners that she knows a little something about the situations at hand. She's particularly seductive here in "Right About Now," a horny tale about a sexual encounter of the imagined kind; in the blues of "Everything You Want," the gutsy, loping rock of "Down to My Last Teardrop," where she makes a sexy drop to her lower register and plies her trademark hiccup; and in the infectious neo-rockabilly of "If Your Heart Ain't Busy Tonight," which includes the friendly logic, "If your lips ain't got something pressing to do/If your arms aren't held up, well, they're invited, too."

Of course, while almost all of this is exemplary commercial fare, it will never be confused with great literature. But then, The Scarlet Letter isn't half so much fun. Tanya, like our ol' pal Hester Prynne, has definitely had her societal problems. It seems to have made a better singer of her, though. You can spot that voice of experience every time. A.N.

VIOLENT FEMMES: Why Do Birds Sing? Violent Femmes (vocals and instrumentalists); other musicians. American Music: Out the Window; Look Like That; Hey Nanny Nanny; Used to Be; Girl Trouble; and seven others. SLASH/REPRISE © 26476-2 (43 min), © 26476-4.

Performance: Unabashedly odd
Recording: Good

I don't know what Gordon Gano is like at parties, but if this singer-songwriter-guitarist for the Violent Femmes resembles his music, then I'd want to keep a safe distance. In "Why Do Birds Sing?" Gano does pretty much the same as he's done in the four previous Violent Femmes albums, which is to follow his own quirky, often disturbed muse. I don't know how faux his naif act really is, but when I listened to him sing "I always felt that I was different," in "Move Money Tonight," I couldn't help but nod my head vigorously.

Out the Window, to provide a specific example, is about committing suicide by jumping out windows. "Life was short and life was sweet," I was thinking as I hit the street." That seems pretty funny to me in context, and so does the earthy way he describes his romantic problems in Girl Trouble. But sometimes Gano's extremely literal, simple way of looking at things just seems simplistic, as in dumb. Or maybe it's just that you can't listen to more than four or five of these songs without having his dweebish quirks get repetitive.

R.G.

WORLD PARTY: Thank You World. World Party (vocals and instrumentalists). Thank You World (album version); Is It Too Late? (remix); You're Invited to a Party; Watching and Waiting; Happiness Is a Warm Gun; and four others. CHRYSALIS © F2 21848 (40 min). © F4 21848.

Performance: Cute
Recording: Fine

No, this is not (alas) the new World Party album. Instead, it's a sort of mini-album meant to whet our interest while WP honcho Karl Wallinger holes up in the studio crafting the follow-up to last year's rapturously received (by me) "Goodbye Jumbo." As such, it's not exactly what you'd call a major work—one or two new songs, a couple of remixes—but as unpretentious time wasters go, it's not bad either. Actually, the real reason to get it is the version of John Lennon's Happiness Is a Warm Gun, remade here with knowingly ironic fidelity. It doesn't add anything to our appreciation of the song, but it's nice that Wallinger has finally made his Beatles fetishism explicit. Otherwise, this is mostly for committed fans. S.S.

Jazz

EDDIE HARRIS: A Tale of Two Cities. Eddie Harris (tenor saxophone, piano, trumpet, vocals); other musicians. Chicago Serenade; Cherokee; Lover Man; Sonnymoon for Two; I Can't Get Started; and two others. NIGHT/WRIGTH © 2-91589 (69 min). © 4-91589.

Performance: Revelatory
Recording: Amateur

In many respects, Eddie Harris was a pioneer in the movement toward electronic enhancement that has come to dominate much of today's best-selling jazz. Back in the Sixties, he hooked up his tenor saxophone to gadgets that altered his sound so much that he seemed to sing and play simultaneously. The commercial success he enjoyed tainted his image for purists, but before those experiments he was a solid post-bop performer who not only interpreted the modern jazz repertory with authority but also composed pieces in that tradition.

While Harris is best remembered for catchy hits like Listen Here, this set of previously unreleased live performances recorded in Chicago and San Francisco conveys a much broader sense of his artistic range. The swift thinking that informs his fluid solos in Cherokee commands respect, and he is no less impressive in the standards, including Lover Man. I Can't Get Started, and Sonny-
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He continued to play the music he knew best, and he published Jazz Record, a singularly informative magazine that has become a treasured source of information for historians. Hodes didn't discourage the new forms of jazz; he just did not want us to forget the old.

This new album finds Hodes teamed with saxophonist Jim Galloway, a Scot who made his mark on the Glasgow trad scene before moving to Canada in 1964. A live 1988 set from Toronto's Café des Copains, it's a marvelous romp that features the dexterous octogenarian in superb form. To hear the two players share their love of this timeless music is a joy. It's no cliché-ridden dip into Dixieland, but a vivacious performance that explodes with ideas. To the old forms of jazz, Hodes and Galloway have added a fresh take on old tunes.

This new album finds Hodes teamed with saxophonist Jim Galloway, a Scot who made his mark on the Glasgow trad scene before moving to Canada in 1964. A live 1988 set from Toronto's Café des Copains, it's a marvelous romp that features the dexterous octogenarian in superb form. To hear the two players share their love of this timeless music is a joy. It's no cliché-ridden dip into Dixieland, but a vivacious performance that explodes with ideas. To the old forms of jazz, Hodes and Galloway have added a fresh take on old tunes.

Performance: Superb collaboration
Recording: Excellent remote

Pianist Art Hodes has contributed immeasurably to jazz, not only through his recordings—which he has been making with some regularity since the late Twenties—but also through his written observations. Born in Russia and raised in Chicago, Hodes was on the scene when New Orleans-based jazz thrived in Chicago, the Windy City's speakeasies, and he was there when bands grew bigger and swing swept the country. At the end of the swing era, Hodes sought to preserve tradition in a dignified, practical manner.

ART HOSES/JIM GALLOWAY: Live from Toronto's Café des Copains. Jim Galloway (soprano and baritone saxophones); Art Hodes (piano). I Would Do Most Anything; Exactly Like You; Some of These Days; The Preacher; Doing the New Lowdown; and seven others. MUSIC & ARTS © CD-610 (69 min).

Performance: Superb collaboration
Recording: Excellent remote

It is hard to believe that Jon Lucien, the Caribbean-born master of romantic jazz balladry, first appeared on records more than twenty years ago (his remarkable 1970 debut, "I Am Now"). Those of us who heard him back then knew he was a singular talent, a melodically gifted composer with a rich, warm baritone as inviting as the seas surrounding his native St. Thomas.

Lucien held an audience during the Seventies and early Eighties, but he disappeared from the recording scene nearly a decade ago. Now he has come out of self-imposed exile in the Puerto Rican rain forest to take up where he left off. Here again are his trademark sensual seductions in the past will be those who succumbed to his hypnotically enticing You Take My Breath Away and the hypnotically enticing Love Me. Lucien still has a way of making you feel he is singing to you and you alone; those who succumbed to his seductive serenades in the past will be delighted to have him back.

JON LUCIEN: Listen Love. Jon Lucien (vocals, bass, synthesizers); other musicians. Take Me Away; Mysteries; You Take My Breath Away; Love Me; Listen Love; and five others. MERCURY © 848 532-2 (48 min), © 848 532-4.

Performance: Caribbean seduction
Recording: Very good
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CD Player Bag
Gift boxed

# 42W5KEL $149.95 ($2.50)

# 42CLOCH $36.00 ($3.00)

# 42UGSBR Black with red logo
# 42UGSGR Grey with red logo

Mugs
A great set of mugs with the logo of your favorite magazine. These 12 ounce beauties are made of the finest English Ironstone, and feature non-slip bases.

$15.95 ($3.00) Set of two

# 42DISCB $59.95 ($3.00)

# 42SIF $39.95 ($3.00)

International Sweatshirt
One of our most popular items has just been redesigned. The New International Sweatshirt sports bold puff print flags and features attractive white on white piping, and is proudly made in the U.S.A. Available in two sizes, small/medium and large/extra large.

To order, call our TOLL FREE lines. We accept Visa, MC, and AE or send a check plus shipping and handling, plus applicable sales tax, to Stereo Review, P.O. Box 742, Holmes, PA 19043. ORDER TOLL FREE 800-345-8112.
Music for the Next Generation

The Legacy label is offering readers of this magazine a sampler of the best in rock, jazz, and pop by twenty great artists who have made musical history. Called "Music for the Next Generation," the sampler is the latest in STEREO REVIEW's series of practically free compact discs. It consists of selections drawn from the treasure vaults of Columbia and Epic Records—twenty tracks by such renowned musicians as the Hollies, the Byrds, Dion, Billie Holiday, Poco, the Electric Light Orchestra, and Aerosmith. It's more than 70 minutes of music, and it's yours for a mere $4.

Legacy's slogan is "Bringing the world's greatest music to the next generation," and the company claims not just to preserve history, but to improve it. Working with the recorded heritage of many of the most influential musicians in rock, pop, gospel, blues, big bands, and jazz, Legacy starts with an artist's original recordings, adds alternate takes and unreleased masters, and enhances it all with the most up-to-date digital audio technology. This CD is your opportunity to sample Legacy's recordings both musically and technically at minimal cost.

"Music for the Next Generation" contains representative examples of just about every important pop or rock genre of the 1960's and 1970's—heavy metal, glitter, classic soul, punk, reggae, and folk rock. And all of it's good. Among the selections included are One Love by Bob Marley, Goody Two Shoes by Adam Ant, Thank You (Falettinme Be Mice Elf Agin) by Sly and the Family Stone, All the Young Dudes by Mott the Hoople, and Sunshine Superman by Donovan. Other artists in this wildly eclectic mix are Johnny Nash, Return to Forever, Chicago, Johnny Winter, Van Morrison, the Clash, Barry and the Remains, and Paul Revere and the Raiders.

The compact discs that are included in STEREO REVIEW's series of special CD offers are all approved by the editors of the magazine. Legacy is a new label, and within its first year it has won a Gold Record Award from the RIAA and a Grammy Award from the National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences for its Robert Johnson boxed set. We are impressed by the range and quality of the selections on Legacy's "Music for the Next Generation," and we do not hesitate to recommend this sampler to our readers.

To get your copy of this CD, fill out the coupon below, clip it from the magazine, and send it to Legacy, P.O. Box 179, West New York, NJ 07093 with your check or money order for $4. New Jersey residents add 7 percent sales tax (28¢). Outside the United States send a postal money order for US$7.

The coupon must be included with your request, photocopies are not acceptable, and the offer is limited to one CD per household. Orders must be received by Legacy by December 1. The offer is void after then.

---

For STEREO REVIEW readers only:
Legacy's "Music for the Next Generation"

Send coupon and check or money order for $4 made payable to Legacy to:
LEGACY, P.O. Box 179, West New York, NJ 07093

New Jersey residents add 7% sales tax (28¢)
Outside the U.S.: send postal money order for US$7
Offer void after December 1, 1991

NAME (please print)

ADDRESS (please print)

STREET AND NUMBER

CITY

STATE

ZIP

---
### Cassette Decks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sony TC-500</td>
<td>$259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technics SL-BD20</td>
<td>$599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony CS-800</td>
<td>$1299</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Double Cassette Decks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technics SL-BD20</td>
<td>$1299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony CS-800</td>
<td>$1299</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Turntables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technics SL-BD20</td>
<td>$299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony CS-800</td>
<td>$299</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Audio Accessories

- **Target BTI TII & Swivel Speaker Wall Bracket**
  - Price: $299.95

### Music Storage

- **Leslie Dome CD-260KD**
  - Price: $499.95

### Antennas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gemini PWX-10</td>
<td>$99.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denon MG-X100</td>
<td>$559.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Cassette Tapes

- **High Bias Audio Cassettes**
  - Price: $19.95

### Denon MG-X100 Metal Cassette Tape

- **New high specific gravity cassette shell ensures better sonic purity with deeper bass & more realistic dynamics**
- **BTM anti-magnetic particles Hasty-control**
- **Price: $559.95**
Video Recorders

Panasonic PV-4160 Hi-Fi Stereo VHS Video Recorder
- Hi-tech 4 head system
- MTS stereo/SP
- High speed
- On-screen programming
- 4-event timer
- Digital audio tracking
- Quick play
- 41 function remote

Price $359.95 (PAN PV4160)

Samsung GR-3400 Video Cassette Recorder
- Hi-Fi 4 head system
- MTS stereo/SP
- High speed
- On-screen programming
- 4-event timer
- Digital audio tracking
- Quick play
- 41 function remote

Price $399.95 (SAMS GR3400)

TV/Monitors

Toshiba CF-2771 27-Inch Stereo Black & White Television
- Front Surround Sound (50-watts output)
- MTS stereo with dail
- 35-key universal remote
- On-screen display
- Channel lock
- 2 video input
- 2 A/V inputs

Price $499.95 (TOS CF2771)

Sony FD-510 Mega Watchman 52" Color Television
- Compact stand up tower design
- Large high contrast 4.5-inch screen
- 10-position height adjust
- Sound zone setting for extended battery life
- Internal antenna input
- 3-way power supply capability

Price $999.95 (SON FD510)

Portable TV

America Action ACM-1300 5-3" Black & White TV, AC/DC

Price $199.95

紊on FD-555 Mega Watchman Portable 19.5" TV

Price $199.95

Deltone CRT-951 20" Portable TV, AC/DC

Price $199.95

Sony FD-310 Portable Color TV

Price $199.95

Camcorders

Memorex AV8 A/V
- "Handycam" Mini Camcorder
- 40 power zoom w/ mom 4-LUX
- B" Speed zoom 2 lux
- Battery saver
- Auto iris
- New block coating for smooth running

Price $599.95 (MEM AV8)

JVC GR-1330
- "Handycam" Mini Camcorder
- 70" Color Watchman
- 5" Color Watchman w/MA/FM/Cassette
- 5-video input
- 2 A/V inputs
- 5th Anniversary Citizen Kane Limited Collectors Edition

Price $999.95

Video Enhancers & Processors

Panavox CXMA1 MAX-1 MAX 1 Digital Signal Sound Processor
- 5-channel processor
- Input A/V connectors
- 4.5dB gain
- 4-way speaker
- 3-channel speaker
- 4-channel speaker

Price $999.95

Audioquest Video SX
- 2 meter S Video Interconnect Cable

Price $149.95

Panasonic SY-DSP
call

Price $149.95

Panasonic SY-DSP
- Digital Signal Sound Processor

Price $149.95

Surround Sound

Audio Enhancer Video SX
- 2 meter S Video Interconnect Cable

Price $149.95

Zenith WMS-900
- Wireless Mic for Camcorders

Price $149.95

Universal Remote Control

Memorex AV8 A/V
- Preprogrammed Mini Remote Control
- Replaces up to eight audio/video component remotes
- Learning function
- Advanced function keys
- Battery saver

Price $59.95 (MEM AV8)

JVC GR-1330
- 40 power zoom w/ mom 4-LUX

Price $48.95 (SCH RS1200)

Blank Video Tape

Sony MF-1200 Metal Particle Video Cassette
- Advanced metal particles
- High quality picture
- Perfect for camcorders and VCRs

Price $229.95 (CAM CAPTION/D30)

Canon Sure Shot CAPTION Zoom Autofocus Camera
- Snap sensor for easy focusing or center objects
- 8x zoom
- 14-Megapixel capture
- " Instant playback" remote control
- Quick metering
- 18.5"x18"x3.5" power zoom lens
- Flash mode

Price $16.95

Canterbury

The Cure "Picture Show"

Price $16.95

Cinderella Heartbreak Station

Price $12.95

Genesis: A History

Price $16.95

Yes Greatest Video Hits

Price $16.95

Eurythmics Greatest Hits

Price $16.95

Red Hot & Blue

Price $16.95

Minervi Gaye: Greatest Hits Live

Price $16.95

Remote Control

Memorex AV8 A/V
- Preprogrammed Mini Remote Control

Price $59.95 (MEM AV8)

JVC GR-1330
- 40 power zoom w/ mom 4-LUX

Price $48.95 (SCH RS1200)

Blank Video Tape

Sony MF-1200 Metal Particle Video Cassette
- Advanced metal particles
- High quality picture
- Perfect for camcorders and VCRs

Price $229.95 (CAM CAPTION/D30)

Canon Sure Shot CAPTION Zoom Autofocus Camera
- Snap sensor for easy focusing or center objects
- 8x zoom
- 14-Megapixel capture
- " Instant playback" remote control
- Quick metering
- 18.5"x18"x3.5" power zoom lens
- Flash mode

Price $16.95

Canterbury

The Cure "Picture Show"

Price $16.95

Cinderella Heartbreak Station

Price $12.95

Genesis: A History

Price $16.95

Yes Greatest Video Hits

Price $16.95

Eurythmics Greatest Hits

Price $16.95

Red Hot & Blue

Price $16.95

Minervi Gaye: Greatest Hits Live

Price $16.95

Cameras

Memorex AV8 A/V
- Preprogrammed Mini Remote Control

Price $59.95 (MEM AV8)

JVC GR-1330
- 40 power zoom w/ mom 4-LUX

Price $48.95 (SCH RS1200)

Blank Video Tape

Sony MF-1200 Metal Particle Video Cassette
- Advanced metal particles
- High quality picture
- Perfect for camcorders and VCRs

Price $229.95 (CAM CAPTION/D30)

Canon Sure Shot CAPTION Zoom Autofocus Camera
- Snap sensor for easy focusing or center objects
- 8x zoom
- 14-Megapixel capture
- " Instant playback" remote control
- Quick metering
- 18.5"x18"x3.5" power zoom lens
- Flash mode

Price $16.95

Canterbury

The Cure "Picture Show"

Price $16.95

Cinderella Heartbreak Station

Price $12.95

Genesis: A History

Price $16.95

Yes Greatest Video Hits

Price $16.95

Eurythmics Greatest Hits

Price $16.95

Red Hot & Blue

Price $16.95

Minervi Gaye: Greatest Hits Live

Price $16.95

Remote Control

Memorex AV8 A/V
- Preprogrammed Mini Remote Control

Price $59.95 (MEM AV8)

JVC GR-1330
- 40 power zoom w/ mom 4-LUX

Price $48.95 (SCH RS1200)

Blank Video Tape

Sony MF-1200 Metal Particle Video Cassette
- Advanced metal particles
- High quality picture
- Perfect for camcorders and VCRs

Price $229.95 (CAM CAPTION/D30)

Canon Sure Shot CAPTION Zoom Autofocus Camera
- Snap sensor for easy focusing or center objects
- 8x zoom
- 14-Megapixel capture
- " Instant playback" remote control
- Quick metering
- 18.5"x18"x3.5" power zoom lens
- Flash mode

Price $16.95

Canterbury

The Cure "Picture Show"

Price $16.95

Cinderella Heartbreak Station

Price $12.95

Genesis: A History

Price $16.95

Yes Greatest Video Hits

Price $16.95

Eurythmics Greatest Hits

Price $16.95

Red Hot & Blue

Price $16.95

Minervi Gaye: Greatest Hits Live

Price $16.95
Laser Disc Specials

**NEWEST RELEASES ON Laser Disc**

- The Three Tenors
- Prince: Graffiti Bridge
- Kenny G: Live
- Phil Collins: Seriously Live
- Eric Clapton: Cream

**Super Specials!**

- **$32.95 Laser Disc**
  - 5,000 Fingers Of Dr. T
  - Awakenings
  - Chinatown (LTX)
  - A Clockwork Orange (LTX)
  - Flight Of The Intruder
  - The Pink Panther (LTX)
  - Goodfellas (LTX)
  - Mean Streets (LTX)
  - Look Who's Talking Too
  - Flight 01 The Intruder
  - A Clockwork Orange (LTX)
  - Awakenings
  - 5,000 Fingers Of Dr. T

**Portable CD Players**

- Sony D-66 Discman Portable Compact Disc Player: $199.95

**On Clearance**

- **$79.95 Laser Disc**
  - Sony MDR-CD180

**Headphones**

- **$32.95 each**
  - Kordless Stereophones/transmitter
  - Open air digital ready, dual plugs

**AM/FM/Cassette Receivers**

- Clarion 9772RT (ETR AM/FM Cassette Receiver): $229.95
- Clarion 87512 (CLA 9772RT): $199.95
- Clarion 87509 (CLA 87512): $199.95
- Clarion 69712 (CLA 87509): $199.95
- Pioneer TSE-1640 (Stereo, 6.5" door, wall, patio, remote): $154.95
- Pioneer GM-90C (Power Amp, 16 watts/channel): $154.95
- Sony KF-7700J (Digital clock, AM/FM Superbar, cassette): $199.95
- Sony CDX-G1050 (CD player, AM/FM): $179.95

**Personal Portables**

- Sony WM-FX16 AM/FM Cassette Walkman
  - Compact size
  - Mega Bass
  - Anti-rolling mechanism
  - Metal tape capability
  - Automatic shut-off
  - Over-the-ear Mega Bass headphones
  - Requires 2 x AA batteries: $44.95

**Phones/Answering Machines**

- Panasonic KX-T8341 (Longdistance/intercom): $199.95

**FREE CATALOGUE**

For a FREE catalogue call toll-free 800-221-8180, or write: J&R Music World, Department SRO991, 5W-5 SQ Gems-Midtown Expressway, Maspeth, NY 11378.
SAVE MONEY, TIME AND FREIGHT ON FAMOUS BRAND STEREO EQUIPMENT

CALL FOR PRICE

TECHNICS SBL-40
Powerful Loudspeaker System
• Linear Phase 2 Way System • Larger Diam. 10" Woofer • Amplitude response cabinet • Attractive Woodgrain Finish

JENSEN 3210
12" 3 way 139.95 SALE 74%

WHARFEDALE DIAMOND II
4" 2 way 50.00 SALE 90%

JBL 8300
8" 3 way 270.00 SALE 49%

TECHNICS SBL-60
10" 3 way bass reflex CALL FOR PRICE

JBL 467
6" 2 way 115.00 SALE 69%

1.1

TEAC W-995PX
Double Cassette Deck
• Auto reverse • Full function wireless remote • Dolby®, IC, DBX N.R. • One-touch dubbing

TEAC V285CHX
Dolby®, B/C/H Pro 145.95 SALE 89%

TEAC W540R
Dolby® HX Pro 289.95 SALE 41%

TEAC RST-212
Dolby® B/C • A.C. 199.95 SALE 48%

JVC TDR-444
Dolby® Pro Logic, Auto rev CALL FOR PRICE

TECHNICS SD-990
DA, D.A. Deck, Main D.A. Converter CALL FOR PRICE

JVC TD-W505
Front 35 watt ch., rear 20 watt ch., learning remote CALL FOR PRICE

TEAC V-970X
Dolby® HX-Pro, 3 HD remote, DBX 709.95 SALE 469%

CALL FOR PRICE

SALES 49995

MAXELL XLIU 100
High Bias 10 for $22.50

MAXELL R-600M
Digitally line 169%

MAXELL MXS-90
Metal Bias 10 for $27.90

TDX SAK-90
High Bias 10 for $14.90

TEAC MX-90
Hi Bass 10 for $13.90

TEAC TD-500
EMG 10 for $34.90

HEADPHONES

TEAC MDR-C66
Digital stereo earphone List $199.95

SONY MDR-CD6
Digital stereo earphone LIST $69.95

AKG K-55
List 50.00 SALE 133%

AODEN DS18
66.95 SALE 39%

SennHEISER HD-50
List 119.95 SALE 80%

Koss JCP-200
Wireless headphones List 189.95

TEAC MDR FSK
Headphones 199.95 SALE 99%

3.1

TECHNICS SA-GX505
Quartz Synthesized AM/FM Stereo Receiver
• Front 120 ft. • Rear 120 ft. • 100 watt • Pro Logic or Expandable Surround with remote control

TECHNICS SL-PG300
Programmable Compact Disc Player
• A new generation of CD player using the MASH Digital-to-Analog converter
• 10 key direct selection on front panel & remote control

TECHNICS SL-P300
8x Oversampling, remote CALL FOR PRICE

TECHNICS SL-P300
1 bit Multichannel CALL FOR PRICE

JVC XLZ-441
1 bit D.A.C. CALL FOR PRICE

TECHNICS SL-PG100
Main digital to analog converter CALL FOR PRICE

TEAC AD-1
CD/CD-ROM player 299.95 SALE 169%

TECHNICS SL-P100
1 bit, 1 bit front loading remote CALL FOR PRICE

JVC XLM-505
1 bit D.A.C. remote CALL FOR PRICE

JVC XLZ-411
16 bit, 1 bit, D.A.C. Digital outputs 498.00 SALE 279%

PIONEER CLD-1080
Laserdisc/CD Player
• All Disc Formats • High Quality Picture
• High Quality Sound • 8x Oversampling • 20 bit Digital Disc • Remote Control

CALL FOR PRICE

JVC HRD-970
Remote, 440 k, jog/Shuttle 599.00 SALE 149%

SONY SLV-585
Remote Control W/iris, IR remote recorder CALL FOR PRICE

Pioneer MDR-333
Remote Multi-disc player CALL FOR PRICE

Canon AVX-20
Video switcher • Mirrored imaging 139.95 SALE 99%

AUDIO SOURCE

SS-3
Dolby® Pro Logic CALL FOR PRICE

NEW
JVC-HB56700U
55 bit, HD, HDMI, P.B.

PIONEER LD-333
Remote Laser Disc/CD Player, Auto-pilot, Laser format, Optical Input 500.00 SALE 159%

TECHNICS SL-QD33
Quadraphonic Drive Turntable
• Automatic dual motor system
• Hi-fidelity suspension tone arm

CALL FOR PRICE

TECHNICS SL-1200
• Quadrophonic direct drive horizontal turntable • tone arm •

SHURE M-151HE
List 499.00 SALE 1570

AUDIO TECHNICA AT 155LC
Linear contact, S/N. Spec. BD 299.00 SALE 149%

MIDI SYSTEMS

TECHNICS SC-CH10
Lifestyle Component System
• Dolby® Pro Logic • CD player • Quartz synthesized AM/FM stereo tuner • W/6 preset stations • 10 band graphic equalizer • 3 disc CD changer • 3 disc CD changer with 3 way splitter • SD key full remote control

CALL FOR PRICE

SONY MHC-1500
Hi-fi • 4 speaker system
Amplifier, Tuner, Dol. direct • remote • 41 watt deck
CD player CALL FOR PRICE

SONY MHC-3000
Hi-fi system
Amplifier, Tuner, Dol. direct • remote • 51 watt deck • DISC changer CALL FOR PRICE

Pioneer CD-610
1000 watts • CD Player • 12 disc all •

PIONEER CLD-1080
Laserdisc/CD Player

SANSUI RZ-9500
Hi-fi mini stereo system

SANSUI ER-500
Hi-fi • Cassette deck • 3 disc CD changer • 3 disc CD changer •

JBL T-900
List 199.95 SALE 79%

SANYO ER-500
AM/FM/Cassettes List 249.95 SALE 41%

SHERWOOD SCP-1002B
250 watt 2 channel amp List 279.95 SALE 179%

NOTE: This is just a partial listing of our extensive inventory. Please call for quotes on additional items or to request a free price list.

RETURN POLICY: Equipment received within the first 14 days from date of shipment may be returned to us for repair or replacement at no additional charge. After the 14 day period it is the manufacturer’s responsibility to repair or replace on item through their U.S.-warranted NOTE: Certain manufacturers require all returns to be processed directly through them and not through us so please ask when making your purchase. All cancellations are subject to a service charge. *Does not include shipping fees

CALL FOR PRICE

SONY MHC-1500
Hi-fi • 4 speaker system
Amplifier, Tuner, Dol. direct • remote • 41 watt deck
CD player CALL FOR PRICE

SANSUI RZ-9500
Hi-fi mini stereo system

SANSUI ER-500
Hi-fi • Cassette deck • 3 disc CD changer • 3 disc CD changer with 3 way splitter • SD key full remote control

CALL FOR PRICE

PIONEER CLD-1080
Laserdisc/CD Player
• All Disc Formats • High Quality Picture
• High Quality Sound • 8x Oversampling • 20 bit Digital Disc • Remote Control
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JVC HRD-970
Remote, 440 k, jog/Shuttle 599.00 SALE 149%

SONY SLV-585
Remote Control W/iris, IR remote recorder CALL FOR PRICE

Pioneer MDR-333
Remote Multi-disc player CALL FOR PRICE

Canon AVX-20
Video switcher • Mirrored imaging 139.95 SALE 99%
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55 bit, HD, HDMI, P.B.

PIONEER LD-333
Remote Laser Disc/CD Player, Auto-pilot, Laser format, Optical Input 500.00 SALE 159%

TECHNICS SL-QD33
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• Hi-fidelity suspension tone arm
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• Quadrophonic direct drive horizontal turntable • tone arm •

SHURE M-151HE
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AUDIO TECHNICA AT 155LC
Linear contact, S/N. Spec. BD 299.00 SALE 149%

MIDI SYSTEMS

TECHNICS SC-CH10
Lifestyle Component System
• Dolby® Pro Logic • CD player • Quartz synthesized AM/FM stereo tuner • W/6 preset stations • 10 band graphic equalizer • 3 disc CD changer • 3 disc CD changer with 3 way splitter • SD key full remote control

CALL FOR PRICE

SONY MHC-1500
Hi-fi • 4 speaker system
Amplifier, Tuner, Dol. direct • remote • 41 watt deck
CD player CALL FOR PRICE
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Hi-fi mini stereo system
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Hi-fi • Cassette deck • 3 disc CD changer • 3 disc CD changer with 3 way splitter • SD key full remote control
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PIONEER CLD-1080
Laserdisc/CD Player
• All Disc Formats • High Quality Picture
• High Quality Sound • 8x Oversampling • 20 bit Digital Disc • Remote Control
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SONY SLV-585
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Recent discs and cassettes reviewed by
Robert Ackart, Richard Freed, David Hall, Eric Saltzman, and David Patrick Stearns


Performance: Very good
Recording: Superb

Samuel Barber's First Symphony, written in 1933-1936, is still among the finest American essays in the genre, and the musical language represents Barber at his most powerfully Romantic. While Leonard Slatkin's well-knit new reading is better than the two other recordings currently available (both analog), it lacks the tension and sinewy quality brought to the score by Arthur Rodzinski with the NBC Symphony in 1938 or by Howard Hanson in his 1954 Mercury recording.

The 1962 Piano Concerto is a proverbial knucklebuster with considerably more harmonic astringency than the symphony. The ferocious ostinato finale has much in common with the idiom of the "Dance of Vengeance" from the Medea music. John Browning played the premiere of the concerto, with Erich Leinsdorf and the Boston Symphony, and he subsequently recorded it with George Szell and the Cleveland Orchestra on Columbia. As in that 1964 recording, Browning plays the work here with blazing virtuosity in the outer movements and all the tenderness one could want in the central canzona.

Slatkin and the orchestra provide splendid collaboration in the concerto, though in terms of tempo and phrasing the performance is more expansive than Szell's tautly woven canvas. The recorded sound is far more ingratiating than in the Columbia recording, however, with ample depth imaging and a rich bass line. The piano is expertly balanced and superbly reproduced. The one strong competitor in the catalog is Tedd Joselson's recording with the London Symphony under Andrew Schenck on ASV (Barber modified some of the fingerwork to accommodate Joselson's small hands).

A surprise bonus is Souvenirs, best known in its orchestral dress for Todd Bolender's ballet of the same name. Here we have the four-hand piano version in which the music was first recorded (by Arthur Gold and Robert Fizdale for Columbia in 1952). The six movements add up to a charmingly affectionate study in nostalgia. Browning and Slatkin make a wonderful keyboard team, and their joy in music making shines through every measure.

The sound is top of the line.

D.H.

BARTOK (arr. Serly): Cello Concerto (see DVORÁK)

BRAHMS (arr. Thomas): Wir Wandelt (see BRITTEN)


Performance: Tight, man
Recording: Even tighter

Call it the Nigel Kennedy syndrome, if you will, but don't be put off from this artistically valid, rather desirable record of string-orchestra music by its fragmented, MTV-style cover art and uninformative notes full of pop jargon. The Kreisler String Orchestra is apparently a British counterpart to New York's Orpheus Chamber Orchestra in that its players are mostly young and there is no conductor. Though it hasn't the refinement of the Orpheus ensemble, it certainly exhibits virtuosity, intelligence, taste, and passion in this collection of highly colorful, too-rarely recorded pieces by Britten and Brahms, plus Eric Zoran's Curroon, a mad little 8-minute walz that speeds through so many coloristic and textural changes, it's a miniature odyssey.

The album's programming seems to be thematic, somewhat in the fashion of a Kronos Quartet recording, though not with as clear a theme. In any case, the two Britten performances are welcome, especially for the orchestra's strong sense of ensemble. Sometimes it sounds like a single instrument, a remarkable feat considering that the recording is unforgivingly engineered with what sounds like one microphone to an instrument. The approach gives each string line a vibrance and immediacy but leaves no room for ambience. I wasn't bothered by the sound quality, but some people might be.

CORIGLIANO: Symphony No. 1. Stephen Hough (piano); John Sharp (cello); Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Daniel Barenboim cond. ERATO © 2292 45601-2 (41 min).

Performance: Scintillating
Recording: Live and excellent

John Corigliano's Symphony No. 1, of which this is the première recording, is easily among the best pieces to come out of the current renaissance of American orchestral music. Inspired by the rage and grief the composer feels in the midst of the AIDS epidemic, the symphony is searing music full of some of the most evocative effects this side of Berioz. A dreamy, off-stage piano in the first movement portrays a concert pianist who died of the disease, and the mad tarantella of the second movement portrays a friend of Corigliano's who suffered from AIDS dementia. The third movement is a bit more abstract, its melodies all inspired by eulogies, interwoven in a chaconne.

As fascinating as it is to examine how the work's programmatic underpinnings translate into music, its visceral appeal intensifies on repeated listenings, after you quit following the program so closely. Purely as music, the symphony is richer than some Richard Strauss tone poems. Corigliano has consolidated many twenty-century innovations with confidence and clarity of vision; while the intensity of the work's emotionalism suggests Mahler and Shostakovich, the sense of organization occa-

**Explanation of Symbols**

© = Tape cassette
♭ = LP record
© = Compact disc (timings are to the nearest minute)
Dutoit’s recording is almost everything that the gorgeous but dramatically inert Karajan set on EMI/Angel promised to be. While Karajan’s string-dominated textures were so relentlessly beautiful that the opera talked in a mellifluous monotone, Dutoit’s version has an often startling coloristic range that effectively reveals the enigmatic characters. There are times when Dutoit’s interpretation needs a little seasoning, and some scenes are not given their full dramatic weight because he is more concerned with creating a clear dramatic arc, but his treatment of Mélisande’s death in Act V is a highly moving payoff.

The cast is not up to Karajan’s, however. Colette Alliot-Lugaz’s Mélisande is more outgoing and sunny than Karajan’s Frederica von Stade, who gives her character an exceptional vulnerability combined with an inner toughness. Didier Henry’s Pelléas occasionally disappoints; his baritone hasn’t enough lyrical upper range to let the love music soar. The other vocal performances, though below star quality, are thoughtful and serious. Overall, while Dutoit’s set doesn’t reach all the high points of the opera, it’s a better-rounded realization than most others. D.P.S.


Performance: Excellent

Recording: Fine

Janos Starker’s third recording of the Dvořák Cello Concerto finds him in top form all the way and in a considerably more soulful vein—in the last pages of the slow movement especially—than in his 1962 Mercury reading with Antal Dorati and the London Symphony. In approaching the orchestral part, Leonard Slatkin lines up with those conductors who stress the music’s meltingly lyrical aspects wherever possible (as in the lengthy opening tuttis) rather than with the likes of George Szell, Václav Neumann, or Charles Mackerras, all of whom take a sterner view of the work. It’s a matter of taste which approach you prefer. RCA’s sound is lively and rich.

The unusual coupler is a concerto by Béla Bartók, commissioned for the violinist William Primrose, that was completed after Bartók’s death by his friend and colleague Tibor Serly. Serly recast the work for cello, apparently following a hint by Bartók, before the première of the viola version in 1949, but the alternative version was unplayed until Starker revived it for the Banff Festival in Canada in 1981. Except for some adjustments to accommodate the cello’s lower range, the music is identical in both versions. Although the first movement seems a bit scrappy by Bartók’s standards, the concerto is pleasant listening and sometimes—as in the central Adagio religioso and the transition to the dance finale—even poignantly moving.

The superb 1951 recording by Primrose, with Serly conducting, is still available on LP on the Bartók label. Starker and Slatkin take a more lyrically expansive view of the opening pages but otherwise stick pretty close to the Primrose-Serly pacing (I have not heard the other available recordings). The performance has ample vitality and richness, with sonics to match. D.H.

DVOŘÁK: Te Deum (see JANÁČEK)


Performance: Appealing

Recording: Vivid

The Ames Quartet was formed fifteen years ago at Iowa State University and is now in residence there. Not long ago these players made their debut recording for Dorian in the two piano quartets of Dvořák, who was among the most celebrated of foreign visitors to their state. Fauré never made it to Iowa, but he seems to have gotten to the Ames Quartet. These are very appealing performances, with no concession to stereotyped views of the composer. The approach is straightforward and full-blooded, with a fine appreciation of the wit in the two scherzos, the genuine tenderness in the slow movements, and the music’s natural pulse throughout.

The Ames may not be quite as subtle and idiomatic as the French musicians who recorded these works for Erato more than twenty years ago (available all too briefly on CD), but this Dorian issue goes to the top of the very short list of currently available versions. The recording itself might have been a little softer in focus—it is close up and shows...
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A Brecht/Weill Hit

Only six years separate the first and last collaborations of Kurt Weill and Bertolt Brecht. The original Mahagonny texts were written in the mid-1920's and set in 1927 as a kind of ironic chamber cantata, the Mahagonny Songspiel, for a modern-music festival. The operatic version (The Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny) came a little later and, in fact, provoked the breakup of this famous team. Only in

through-composed, operatic style with closed, pop-influenced musical numbers and puts the German religious/chorale tradition together with modern vocal and dramatic writing. A masterpiece.

I have not been an unqualified fan of the work of either Ute Lemper or John Mauceri, but their new recording of The Seven Deadly Sins does nothing less than put it at the top of the Weill hit list. This is not the "original" but rather a version for low voice made by one Wilhelm Brückner-Rüggeberg for Lotte Lenya after Weill's death (it puts the original soprano part in pure chest-voice pop range). But it suits Lemper as the two Annas from Louisiana (one a singer, one mainly a dancer). The upside-down morality tells us what it takes to make it in a dog-eat-dog world—and from a woman's point of view. The male quartet—which plays the two Annas' family—is exquisitely and simultaneously fatuous and menacing as they egg Anna I and Anna II on and on again with pious and hypocritical moralizing. The tone, sweet and nasty, is perfect.

Mauceri and the RIAS Berlin Sinfonietta project the symphonic dimensions of this work with remarkable energy and forward drive. Perhaps the outstanding quality of the performance is the intense, exquisite phrasing, which runs from the powerful, insinuating solos of Lemper (low-voice edition or no, she really sings the part) to the barber-shop ironies of the quartet to the truly rousing orchestral passages. This is a sophisticated piece about the journey and corruption of innocents (and innocence), and this performance and recording carries us forward—sweetly and toughly—at every moment. It is, we can hear, one of the great musical journeys of the century.

I have neglected the Songspiel partly because it is more of a known quantity, partly because the otherwise excellent performance here lacks a bit of the extra energy and distance that the piece needs. The levels of involvement and dynamic expressivo that makes The Seven Deadly Sins work perfectly blunts the razor-sharp edges of the early Mahagonny. Still, even slightly softened, this is a deeply thought and finely realized companion performance, and it is fascinating to see and hear, side by side, the similarities and differences between the two.

Eric Salzman

WEILL: The Seven Deadly Sins; Mahagonny Songspiel. Ute Lemper (vocals); Helmut Wildhaber, Peter Haage (tenor); Thomas Mohr (baritone); Manfred Jungwirth (bass); Susanne Tremper (soprano); Jeffrey Cohen (piano); RIAS Berlin Sinfonietta, John Mauceri cond. LONDON @ 430 168-2 (66 min).

Giuseppe Sinopoli has the New York Philharmonic playing at the very top of its game here—and not in Avery Fisher Hall but in the wide-open spaces of Manhattan Center (the production team seems to have tamed its hitherto obtrusive reverberation).

In its emphasis on sharp delineation, Sinopoli's Pictures is an orchestral counterpart to Mikhail Pletnev's fascinating Virgin Classics recording of the original solo-piano score (also reviewed in this issue). The opening "Promenade" is on the deliberate and thoughtful side but graced by splendid golden sonority from the Philharmonic brass. The central episode of "Gnomus" is more than usually elegant and nicely balanced. Even by Haitink does not let the "Alma" motive emerge from a wash of sound but places it very distinctly within a firmly stated harmonic context. The Berlin Philharmonic's performance is a dare-all affair for strings and brasses alike. Even by Karajan's standards Haitink has these musicians playing well above their heads. The epilogue is the most blackly despairing I have yet encountered, and the final A-minor chord is soul-shattering. Clearly, this recorded performance ranks with the ones by Karajan, Tennstedt, Bernstein, and Horenstein.

In the Songs of a Wayfarer, which fill out the second disc, Jessye Norman's vocal delivery seems a bit ripe for the first two songs, but she is in her element with the near-operatic passions of the third. She takes the final song, one of heartbreak and resignation, at a daringly slow tempo, and even if you don't agree with the somewhat mannered interpretation, you'll be bowled over by the pure vocal magic.

D.H.

MENDELSSOHN: Violin Concertos in E Minor and D Minor (see Best of the Month, page 65).


Performance: Resplendent
Recording: Handsome

Giuseppe Sinopoli has the New York Philharmonic playing at the very top of its game here—and not in Avery Fisher Hall but in the wide-open spaces of Manhattan Center (the production team seems to have tamed its hitherto obtrusive reverberation).

In its emphasis on sharp delineation, Sinopoli's Pictures is an orchestral counterpart to Mikhail Pletnev's fascinating Virgin Classics recording of the original solo-piano score (also reviewed in this issue). The opening "Promenade" is on the deliberate and thoughtful side but graced by splendid golden sonority from the Philharmonic brass. The central episode of "Gnomus" is more than usually elegant and nicely balanced. Even by Haitink does not let the "Alma" motive emerge from a wash of sound but places it very distinctly within a firmly stated harmonic context. The Berlin Philharmonic's performance is a dare-all affair for strings and brasses alike. Even by Karajan's standards Haitink has these musicians playing well above their heads. The epilogue is the most blackly despairing I have yet encountered, and the final A-minor chord is soul-shattering. Clearly, this recorded performance ranks with the ones by Karajan, Tennstedt, Bernstein, and Horenstein.

In the Songs of a Wayfarer, which fill out the second disc, Jessye Norman's vocal delivery seems a bit ripe for the first two songs, but she is in her element with the near-operatic passions of the third. She takes the final song, one of heartbreak and resignation, at a daringly slow tempo, and even if you don't agree with the somewhat mannered interpretation, you'll be bowled over by the pure vocal magic.

D.H.

Ute Lemper: sweet and tough

1933, already in exile in Paris, did Weill and Brecht come together one last time, for The Seven Deadly Sins, a ballet chante pour George Balanchine.

The Mahagonny Songspiel and The Seven Deadly Sins have much in common—both are bitter critiques of bourgeois capitalism set in an imaginary America and take the form of a religious cantata (one or two sopranos, male quartet) that turns conventional morality upside-down—and it is astonishing to hear how different they are. The difference is in Kurt Weill.

When he wrote the Mahagonny Songspiel, Weill was the brilliant young iconoclast who, under the spell of Brecht's powerful personality, had produced an amazing mélange of modern music, pop, religiosity, and cutting satire. Six years later, by then a successful and experienced theater composer and fresh from a collaboration with Georg Kaiser (a much more spiritual and humanistic writer than Brecht), Weill's style had matured. Although never as successful or influential as some of his other European works, The Seven Deadly Sins is a most moving and masterly synthesis of everything he had done to that date. Weill himself regarded it as "the finest score I've written up to now." It combines his
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landmark 1951 Mercury recording. Solemn awe is the hallmark of "The Great Gate of Kiev" under Sinopoli's baton—quite different from the usual extroverted, festive treatment but in its own way mighty impressive.

The Rimsky-Korsakov version of Night on Bald Mountain comes off with ample force throughout its main section, but what makes this performance special is the superb realization of the long atmospheric epilogue, wherein the solo clarinet and flute truly do themselves proud. Ravel's feline sequence of waltzes makes for delectable listening, and again the Philharmonic players outdo themselves in coyness and delicacy, but compared with readings by the likes of Charles Dutoit or Ernest Ansermet, some may find Sinopoli's on the mannered side.

D.H.

MUSSORGSKY: Pictures at an Exhibition


Performance: Colorful
Recording: Good

Mikhail Pletnev's treatment of Mussorgsky's famous piano suite, like Horowitz's two memorable (but out-of-print) versions on RCA, is not for the literal-minded. His characterization of each piece is sharp and colorful, thanks to a remarkable command of both touch and pedal. "Gnomus" is marvelously articulated at the start and moves to a superbly sinister middle section. "Il vecchio castello" gets quite the most poetic realization I have heard, remarkable in the subtle nuance achieved. The "Bydlo" oxcart movement is rather on the fearsome side, and Pletnev lets the pedal resonance carry over into the brooding "Promenade" episode that follows. The "Unhatched Chicks" and "Polish Jew" segments are done with great humor.

Pletnev evidently views the "Catacombs" episode, with its mysterious and lamenting epilogue, as the very heart of the work. In "The Hut on Fowl's Legs" and "The Heroes Gate at Kiev," all-out virtuosity is the approach. The whole performance stands as a spectacular listening experience.

The eleven excerpts Pletnev has arranged from Tchaikovsky's Sleeping Beauty ballet don't exactly replace the resplendent orchestral sounds of the original, but in terms of the piano, everything works quite effectively—even brilliantly in the case of the elaborate "Introduction." I also like the characterization of the wolf in the "Red Riding Hood" movement. The microphoning of the piano is on the close side, probably all to the best given that a church was used for the recording. The resulting sound is rich and full-bodied.

D.H.

RAVEL: Valses Nobles et sentimentales
(see MUSSORGSKY)

TCHAIKOVSKY: Sleeping Beauty, excerpts (see MUSSORGSKY)

VERDI: Aida. Aprile Millo (soprano), Aida; Placido Domingo (tenor), Radames; Dolora Zajick (mezzo-soprano), Amneris; James Morris (baritone), Amonasro; Samuel Ramey (bass), Ramfis; Terry Cook (bass), King of Egypt; Hi-Kyung Hong (soprano), High Priestess; Charles Anthony (tenor), Messenger. Metropolitan Opera Orchestra and Chorus, James Levine cond.

SONY CLASSICAL ® SSK 45973 three CD's (145 min).

Performance: Respectable
Recording: Good

This recording, the first of several by the Metropolitan Opera under James Levine projected for the Sony Classical label, has nothing "wrong" with it; it merely fails to add any interpretive freshness to Verdi's familiar work. The clarity of the sound is to be commended, and there is a careful balance of soloists, chorus, and orchestra.

Much of Aprile Millo's singing here is of a high order, and "O patria mia" and the Tomb Scene illustrate the soprano at her best. She is, however, also capable of explosive attacks on high notes and, on occasion, of poor articulation. Her real insufficiency, however, is in her sense of character; most of what she sings is correct and tasteful, but the sum does not yield a memorable Aida.

The same must be said of Placido Domingo's Radamés, a role he has recorded many times. He sings with his customary taste and musicality, but frequently his voice sounds less than fresh, and in some passages his characterization lacks the necessary intensity; the Act III duet with Aida, however, shows him at his best. James Morris fares better as Amneris. Indeed, his is the best vocal performance in the recording—unforced, well phrased, dramatically involved. He dominates each scene in which he appears.

Dolora Zajick is to be complimented for her strength of characterization in the dramatic, jealousy-ridden episodes, but she projects little of the sensuality that Amneris is all about. And I miss throughout the vocal velvet that is so important, in fact, for the thrice-repeated strain, "Ah! vient, amor mio" (Act II), which is the quality essential to Amneris' delineation in all but the final encounter with Radames. As Ramfis, Samuel Ramey pours out stentorian, furry tone and occasionally disappears from hearing in his lower tessitura. Terry Cook provides an effective King of Egypt, and the other soloists acquit themselves very well.

The Metropolitan Chorus sings admirably, and the orchestral playing is splendid, but more trenchant performances of the opera will be found in a number of earlier recordings.

R.A.

ZORAN: Cartoon (see BRITTEN)
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For the Musical Difference
Authorized Dealer For:

- Acoustat
- Audio Control
- Nitty Gritty
- MAK
- Nakamichi
- Oracle
- Polk
- PROAC
- Proton
- STAX
- Thorens
- Dahliquist
- Hafler
- Monster Cable
- Citation
- Velodyne
- Pattern

2808 Cahill Road
P.O. Box 224
Marinette, WI 54143
(715) 735-9002

SOUND CITYS BEST BUYS

MB QUART
MB QUART 350 S
The 350 S excels in stereo imaging, that illusion of a real sound stage with natural instrument placement and depth. An amazing thing happens while you're listening: The speakers seem to disappear. Available white or oak. FR: 38 Hz - 32 kHz, Nom Imp 4 ohms
CLOSEOUT
CALL FOR PRICE

HUGHES
Sound Retrieval System

HUGHES AK-100
"In a dramatic SRS demonstration at a Hughes Laboratory, the effect blew me away."
Ken Pohlman
Stereo Review, September 1990

"Perhaps the most effective stereo enhancement system, one that even simulates full surround sound..."
Len Feldman
Video Review, March 1991

THE COMPANY WITH THE RIGHT PRICE
201-838-3444
MEADTOWN SHOPPING CENTER • RTE 23 • KINNELON NJ 07405

ATTENTION CLASSIFIED ADVERTISERS

The CLASSIFIED MAGNET attracts prime prospects for your mail order products and services. Reach the readers (proven buyers) of this and other Hachette Magazines, Inc. titles through low-cost Marketplace Classified advertising. To place your ads, or for further information (including rates, ad styles, sizes, multititle discounts) call Toll Free

1-(800) 445-6066
9am. to 5pm. est
While Others Promise...Sound City Delivers

WE ACCEPT VISA  MASTERCARD  DINERS CLUB  AMERICAN EXPRESS

ADC S5525 Equalizer/Analyzer
- Auto room-setter equalization
- dbx technology
- remote control +2 sets
- 7 band graphic eq supplied
- Dolby Pro Logic sound system

NAD MR13
#1 Rated TV In Last Ten Years
- 13" Color TV
- VHS OUTPUT W/REMOTE AS LOW AS
- $399

PRO LOGIC RECEIVER
- Front: 130 watt
- Rear: 20 watt
- Learning remote control
- 7-channel discrete
- Dolby Pro Logic sound system

CALL FOR PRICES

PROTON
- Dynamic Range Expander
- 7 -band spectrum analyzer
- Learning remote control
- 50dB

CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES

SW2
- 50W surr. w/remote
- 45W dome tweeter

SPEAKER
- 45W dome tweeter

SPEAKER CLOSEOUT

JVG HRD850U
- Sonic Brilliance
- 7 -band spectrum analyzer
- Learning remote control
- 50dB

CALL FOR PRICES

JVC C4
- 3-Hd Cass Deck
- $349

MEADTOWN SHOPPING CENTER
201-838-3444

NEIGHBORHOOD STORE ACT plistlous

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
WE ACCEPT VISA  MASTER CARD  DINERS CLUB  AMERICAN EXPRESS  C.O.D.  CHECK  MONEY ORDER  CERTIFIED CHECK  CASHIER'S CHECK

201-838-3444

24 HOUR PHONE DEMO LINE: (404) 482-4724
Lithonia, GA 30058 (404) 482-2485

STEREO REVIEW CLASSIFIED

RECORDS
RECORD COLLECTIONS! SUPLIES! REPLACEMENT JACKETS, INNER SLEEVES, 78 RPM SLEEVES, CLD BOXES, ETc! COMPLETE CATALOG. Cabaco box: 8212 Room 640, Columbus, Ohio 43201.

SERIOUS MUSIC DOESN'T HAVE TO COST SERIOUS MONEY! The latest ROSE RECORDS catalog features a wide selection of classical, operatic, jazz, and popular music. Overstock and cutouts - LPs, cassettes and CDs at bargain prices. ROSE RECORDS. Dept. SR 5. 241 Wabash, Chicago, IL 60604-5055.

PROFESSIONAL SOUND, LIGHTING, EFFECTS, NEW & USED - DJ'S, BANDS, RINGS & NIGHTCLUBS. CALL FOR 50-PAGE BOOKLET.

NEW RELEASES CD's, Cassette, Singles, Videos, Records, Laserdiscs, Picture Disks, Overstocks, Catalogues $100. N.E.R. P.O. Box 268-SR, Lawrence, MA 01842-0469.

AUTHORIZED

HIGH-END LOUDSPEAKER systems, speaker kits and the widest selection of low drivers from the world's finest manufacturers. For beginners and audiophiles. Free catalog, ASG SPKRS, 3411 23rd st, San Francisco, CA 94110. (415) 441-6673.

SAVE 40% ON HIGH-END home speakers, subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG! RTRD, 3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702.

CALL 1(800) 283-6444.


PHILIPS, AUDIX, PEELOSS, FOCAL AND DYNADIO LOUDSPEAKERS in stock with good prices and competent service. Crossover components also, MADISON SPEAKER COMPONENTS. 8008 University Green, Box 4283, Madison, WI 53711. (608) 231-3131.

DIAMOND NEEDLES, PHONO CARTRIDGES & ACCESSORIES. AUDIO-TECHNICA, AUDIO-QUEST, BANG & OLUFSEN, DYNAVOYER, LAST, ORTOFON, PICKERING, SHURE, SIGNET, STANTON & SUMIKO. FOR THE FINEST INCLUDING CANADA (800) 221-0906. N.Y. (516) 489-2475.

259-599-1112. CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTABLE. FOR CATALOG SEND SELF ADDRIGSSED STAMPED ENVELOPE. LYLE CARTRIDGES, DEPT SR, P.O. BOX 158, VALLEY STREAM, N.Y. 11582.

SING WITH THE WORLD'S BEST BANDS! An Unlimited supply of Backgrounds from standard stereo records! Record with your voice or perform live with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance yet connects easily to a home component stereo. This unique product is manufactured and sold exclusively by LT Sound - Not sold through dealers. Call or write for a free brochure and demo record.

LT Sound, Dept. SR-9, 7980 LT Parkway Lithonia, GA 30058 (404) 482-4724 Manufactured and sold exclusively by LT Sound 24 HOUR PHONE DEMO LINE: (404) 482-2485
CABLE TV DESCRLAMBERS—FREE CATALOG: 1-800-684-7938.

S.B.H ENTERPRISES
(800) 451-5851
NYC (718) 438-1027
1478 5th St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11221
Mon. - Fri. 9 - 7, Sat. 9 - 6.

WE SELL MORE HIGH PERFORMANCE SPEAKER KITS than
FRIED, MONSTER, QUAD, STINGRAY MORE!! READ
EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY ADVICE! FREE SHIPPING! MIRAGE, PS.
(301) 729-3711 for info and consultations.

PRECISION POWER. Full line authorized dealer.

QUAKE. PIONEER, SHERWOOD, JBL, HIFONICS, BLAUPUNKT,
bought and sold. Best prices! AUDIO AMERICA
CALL TOLL FREE! 1(800) 826-0520; NAD
709-9937.

Visa-C.O.D. accepted. Free catalog—Call
Orders shipped within 24 hours! MasterCard-
Guaranteed lowest prices in U.S., Jerrold,
HOMECARIN WALLS

BEAT ANY PRICE
AUTHORIZED
JBL *

CABLE TV CONVERGERS/DESCRLAMBERS. Guaranteed lowest prices in U.S., Jernold,
Hamlin, Zenith—many others! Lowest dealer prices!

SOURCES ARE: FACTORY AUTHORIZED. Offer you the protection of
WARRANTIES. Authorized dealers stock
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The mark of a true Denon.

This sticker tells you who is an authorized Denon dealer and whom to call.

Some people who offer Denon products are not authorized dealers. That can lead to problems.

First, only authorized dealers offer you the protection of a Denon warranty with your purchase: at other dealers, you may have no warranty at all.

Authorized Denon dealers stock only components designed for the U.S., and have the training to help you select the one right for you.

Authorized dealers know Denon technology inside and out and stock factory parts for your receiver. This assures you of the authentic Denon technology and support you can expect. And nothing less.

To find your nearest AUTHORIZED Denon Dealer call:

1-201-575-7810 (9:00 am - 5:00 pm EST)

Why pay retail prices? Over 40,000 titles at unbeatable prices. Our catalog is available at your local record store or by mail at low prices. Send SASE for catalog or your order with Visa/MC.

Denon Authorized Dealer Sticker.

Guaranteed lowest prices! Call for price list.

Inventories wanted.

Call ALI for a free inventors kit 1-800-8-INVENT.

Inventors wanted.

The mark of a true Denon.

The mark of a true Denon.

The mark of a true Denon.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISERS:
You can reach millions of prime prospects for your mail order products or services through low-cost Marketplace Classified advertising in this or other Hachette Magazines, Inc. titles.
To place an ad, or further information including rates, ad styles, sizes and multi-title discounts, call Toll-Free (800) 485-6066 9am-5pm EST.
Taj Mahal: the jamminest

When word got out that legendary rhythm-and-bluesman Taj Mahal was back in the recording studio, it seemed like everybody wanted a piece of the action. "Like Never Before," his Private Music debut, features a diverse group of guest artists, including Hall and Oates, the Pointer Sisters, rapper D.J. Jazzy Jeff, and the pianist Dr. John. With the support of these peers, Mahal was encouraged to go in some new musical directions, resulting in what he feels is "some of the jamminest, slamminest music I've ever made."

Taj Mahal got his start back in the Sixties, teaming up with Ry Cooder to form the cult blues band the Rising Sons. Later, he wrote the memorandum urging Ry Cooder to form the cult blues band the Rising Sons. Along with Miles Davis and John Lee Hooker, he was nominated for a Grammy this year for his work on the soundtrack of Dennis Hopper's film The Hot Spot, and currently he's on the big screen in Bill & Ted's Bogus Journey, the sequel to Bill & Ted's Excellent Adventure.

Recordings on the Soviet Melodiya label, one of the world's largest, are now being released on CD, thanks to completion of the first CD pressing plant in the U.S.S.R., and they will be distributed in the U.S. exclusively by Koch International. Melodiya already has a classical catalog of 145 titles on CD, with a vast library of older recordings to draw from, and a wide selection of jazz and ethnic-music CD's will be released soon. Koch International is planning to release twenty-five Melodiya CD's a month until the entire catalog is available. The first release, earlier this summer, featured Mozart violin sonatas with Oleg Kagan and Sviatoslav Richter. Chopin piano works with Evgeni Kissin, Mozart and Brahms from the Borodin Quartet, and Russian works by the pianist Mikhail Pletnev, the conductor Evgeni Svetlanov, and others.

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band turns twenty-five this year. To mark the occasion, Capitol Records in Nashville has released "Live to Five," the band's twenty-fourth recording and its first live album in fifteen years. Recorded last March in the historic Red Deer Theatre in Alberta, Canada, the sixteen-song set features highlights from three days of sold-out performances, including such long-time favorites as Mr. Bojangles, Make a Little Magic, Dance Little Jean, and Baby's Got a Hold on Me. The album's producer, T-Bone Burnett, also got into the act, joining the band onstage for its trademark encore, Will the Circle Be Unbroken, which it first recorded for the 1972 album of the same name. Last year's follow-up to that landmark recording, "Will the Circle Be Unbroken, Vol. II," earned three Grammy awards.

The timing is impeccable, too, as Atlantic has just released "Yesyears," a four-CD boxed set spanning the band's entire career. In addition to the three classic tunes as Roundabout and Owner of a Lonely Heart, the set contains previously unreleased demos, outtakes, rare stereo mixes, and even one never-before-heard song, Money. Because of the use of original master recordings (as in Atlantic's Led Zeppelin retrospective), the overall sound quality of "Yesyears" promises to be noticeably superior to that of prior Yes CD's. And the artist Roger Dean, whose surrealistic images have long been associated with Yes album jackets, is doing the cover.

The Danish-born recorder virtuoso Michala Petri and the American-born pianist and composer Keith Jarrett transcend categories and boundaries, both geographically and musically. Petri's repertory ranges from the early Baroque to the avant-garde, and Jarrett, who got his jazz education from Art Blakey, among others, has broken new ground in contemporary music with his extended improvisations and his formal compositions. Their first recorded collaboration finds them closer to Petri's home turf with a disc of Handel's Sonatas for Recorder and Harpsichord on RCA Victor Red Seal, for which Petri now records exclusively.

Yes: now they are eight

The Dirt Band: still unbroken

In the Sixties, teaming up with Ry Cooder to form the cult blues band the Rising Sons. Later, he wrote the memorable soundtrack for the film Sounder, and he was instrumental in bringing the Langston Hughes/Zora Neale Hurston play Mule Bone to Broadway. Along with Miles Davis and John Lee Hooker, he
to the Hollywood Bowl, with stops in Cincinnati and Ann Arbor along the way. Best known to American record buyers for their spirited interpretations of Gershwin and Bernstein, the Labèques are now delving further into American jazz. In their latest recording, “Love of Colours” on Sony, they perform works by Thelonious Monk, Chick Corea, and Miles Davis, all arranged by the record's producer, the guitarist John McLaughlin.

DELOS Records' "Great American Composer" series got off to an impressive start two years ago with a recording of two Howard Hanson symphonies. That disc, which received three Grammy nominations and a STEREO REVIEW "Record of the Year" Award, stayed on the Billboard Classical chart for forty-one weeks. A second volume of Hanson followed in 1990, and this summer is bringing the release of a third volume, featuring the Symphony No. 4. As with the earlier releases, the driving force behind the project is the conductor Gerard Schwarz. Considering the indefatigable Schwarz's music directorship of both the New York Chamber Symphony and the Seattle Symphony (his summer jobs include directing the Mostly Mozart and Waterloo Festivals), it is especially appropriate that both ensembles have been employed in this groundbreaking cycle. Schwarz and Delos have also recorded

M A K E R S

peti, Jarrett: partners

Debbie and Marie Gessle, the duo's vocalists, who happen to be ma- jor Latin American stars. "We're up there with Madonna and people like that," noted lead singer Joey Ramone. RCA Victor continues to reissue treasures from its vault of historic Toscanini recordings, and next March, "The Complete Toscanini Collection," on eighty-two CDs, will be issued in a limited edition in honor of the 125th anniversary of the maestro's birth. In the meantime, a budget-price Toscanini "sampler" CD, featuring such works as "Ride of the Valkyries," the "Leonore" Overture No. 3, and excerpts from "La Bohème," will be available for a limited time. The Naird Award for the best independent heavy-metal album of 1990 was given to "Blackface in Bondage" by the Slappin' Mammys on the Performance/Bizarro World label. It's a collection of tunes associated with Al Jolson performed in the style of Judas Priest and Metallica. Two thousand autograph seekers turned up at a Sao Paulo, Brazil, record store recently for a signing party starring the Ramones, who happen to be major Latin American stars. "We're up there with Madonna and people like that," not-
equalization and reverberation, vocals are often doubled—that is, run through a digital delay line to introduce a slight time shift, or recorded twice and mixed together. The result is a fuller-sounding voice. In short, pop studio recordings are about as natural as Cheez Whiz. The ingredients of live-performance recordings, like those of vieners, are something you don’t even want to think about.

Well, you say. I guess pop music has pretty much been corrupted by technology, but what’s the difference? The music is just commercial fodder anyway. Thank goodness that real music, like classical music, is free of such duplicity.

Well, think again. That symphony you’re listening to has as many pieces as an Eiffel Tower made of Legos. A typical classical music recording has well over a hundred edits. I’ve seen master tape recordings of albums with so much splicing tape I could hardly see the magnetic tape underneath.

In fact, classical music, too, has long relied on tricks. The stories are legendary. There was a certain famous soprano recording Tristan und Isolde who couldn’t hit the high C’s in Act Two. Another soprano was stationed right behind her in the studio, and when the problem passage came along, the second singer stepped forward and hit the high notes. In another example, try as he might, an aging virtuoso pianist couldn’t quite play a difficult passage in a Schumann piece. The producer found the passage in an unfinished recording of the same piece, recorded years before, in a different hall, with a different piano. By adding equalization and reverberation, he was able to splice the old passage into the new recording, and everyone was happy.

Well, okay, you say. So classical musicians take advantage of technological opportunities. Nothing wrong with that. And maybe you’re right. But you should also know that recording techniques are changing the way of artists and technology, you rare-ly hear a wrong note any more. Even a so-called live recording is probably a composite of several live performances edited together. Much has been said about the growing virtuosity of today’s classical recording artists, but some of the praise must go to their producers and engineers and to their clever techniques. Thanks to the talent of artists and technology, you rarely hear a wrong note any more.

I guess that’s good. But next time you laugh at Milli Vanilli’s lip-syncing problems, remember that your own classical music collection is filled with edits. Just like this column.
Koss Pro/4XL Stereo-phones are perfect for the late-night jazz lover. They're sleek and comfortable, so you can listen 'til the wee small hours without disturbing anyone. And they reproduce the music so faithfully, that they're often used in professional recording studios. Plus there's our exclusive Lifetime Warranty. Audition a pair soon. And discover why KOSS stereophones are the only ones that truly measure up to jazz standards.

'Round Midnight.

For more information call 1-800-USA-KOSS, or write KOSS Stereophones, 4129 N. Port Washington Rd., Milwaukee, WI 53212

CIRCLE NO. 3 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Introducing the new Adcom GTP-500 II Tuner/Preamplifier.

Only a few years ago, Adcom announced the dawn of a new era by introducing its GTP-500 tuner/preamplifier. Together with any of Adcom’s critically acclaimed power amplifiers, this unique audio product has given thousands of cost-minded, serious music lovers a quality alternative far superior to the common receiver. The new, evolutionary GTP-500 II offers a meaningful expansion of convenient features and sonic performance.

Full Command Of Your Music System

Control your system’s power on/off, select pre-programmed FM and AM stations, scan the FM dial, adjust volume level and select different sources... all with Adcom’s wireless remote controller. With optional Adcom remote sensors and additional loudspeakers, you can also enjoy your Adcom music system in other rooms throughout your home.

For total music system integration, the GTP-500 II remote sensors will also receive and retransmit commands to a majority of remotely controlled components, regardless of brand. This remarkable design gives you full command of your entire music system throughout your home and offers the ultimate flexibility of integrating the remote features of components manufactured by others.

Value Measured By Performance

The overall performance of the new GTP-500 II is demonstrably superior through its evolutionary design and the use of state-of-the-art component parts.

Adcom’s unique, low-impedance RIAA compensation provides lower noise and distortion in the phono input stage. To further reduce noise and distortion in all stages, all switching devices are buffered.

Long term adherence to circuit design objectives is accomplished by utilizing 1% Roederstein resistors in all critical applications as well as a new low-loss, printed circuit board.

Through a careful balance of sensitivity and selectivity, the GTP-500 II optimizes FM performance whether you’re in an urban or rural area. Design parameters, including an improved IF stage, have been optimized to translate into lower distortion. In fact, the quality of FM stereo reproduction through the GTP-500 II is as good as the broadcast itself.

More Sound, Less Money

Adcom stereo components have established a reputation for sounding superior to components costing two and three times as much. The new GTP-500 II promises to keep faith with this tradition of more sound for less money.

Its ability to command your entire music system by remote control, and its exceptional sonic performance are why so many experts consider the GTP-500 II to be Adcom’s command performance.